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Preface 
This First Edition of the Mutation Manual of Medical 

Therapeutics is intended for the benefit of future medical 

and nursing students at the University of Missouri School 

of Medicine. We have dealt here with the etiology and 

pathogenesis of the multisystemic pathology existent at 

the University of Missouri Medical Center and attempted, 

where possible, to describe diagnostic and therapeutic 

measures that have proven useful in our experience. We 

hope that it may provide the basis for some improvement 

in the overall condition of the patient. 
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At the special request of the Admissions Committee, 
the Manual has reviewed their admission criteria. The fol
lowing list describes the most desirable qualities of appli
cants. A unanimous vote by the Admissions Committee ac
cepted these criteria as their official policy. 

Hugh Stephenson, M.D. 

Douglas Griggs, M.D. 

John D. Decker, Ph. D. 

James D. Dexter, M.D. 

Admissions Criteria 
INTELLIGENCE: 
1. GPA: 3. 95-3. 98. Nothing flashy, just solid . 
2. MCATs unimportant if #1 is met. What to do with skewed 

scores: 
if unexpectedly low: "I had jock-rot and pulmonary 
jungle fungal disease the day of the test, sir. " 
if unexpectedly high: "This reflects my true aptitude 
and, of course, Hometown U. was very demanding." 
Deny loafing through college . 

FUTURE PLANS: Academic rural Family Practice with op
tional interest in surgery and missionary work. 

PERSONALITY: A liberally educated, socially and political
ly astute, athletically oriented, and previously clean-cut, 
medically converted radical. However, a wide variety are 
acceptable, including: obsessive -compulsive, schizoid , 
paranoid, or masochistic. The Deans' Office describes this 
as a "representative cross-section of the general college 
population." 

SEX: Must have at least one functional X chromosome. 
Bring karyotype photos with you. 

RACE: The University of Missouri School of Medicine does 
not discriminate on the basis of sex, creed, or color, no 
matter how prejudiced its faculty. 

COMMITMENT TO MISSOURI: Rule of thumb for the novice : 
If in doubt, lie. Most impressive applicant came from a 
long line Missouri family, the grandfather of which dedi
cated his foot with elephantitis to the Pinson Neal Pathology 
collection. 

UNUSUAL EXPERIENCES/INTERESTS: Has ranged from a 
naval lint collector to part -time acting as a leucocyte in 
the Fantastic Voyage. Previous employment experiences 
have included a summer job as a Washington page in Dr. 
Vernon Wilson 's office to a wino recruiter at the Kansas 
City General Blood Bank. 



Student Committee Members: T, Riley, J. Yeast, and B. Wilson. Richard Sutton, M.D. 

Question: How many of these people would be 
admitted today? Answer: Only the secretary . 

Marcus Beck, M, D. 

Admissions Committee 
The Admissions Committee is comprised of individ

uals carefully selected from all the pre -clinical and clin
!cal departments in the School of Medicine, as well as 
four students--hand-picked by the Deans ' Office in their 
usual democratic manner. The. committee is charged with 
the responsibility of choosing the best premedical candi
dates from an enormous pool o( applicants. 

For the past four years, the committee has made 
great strides toward selecting individuals based on their 
social awareness, concern for patient care, and their 
academic achievements. Unfortunately , while recent 
classes have demonstrated social awareness and strong 
concerns for improving patient care, a significant number 
have had academic difficulties- -as demonstrated by re
cent National Board scores. As a result, there has been a 
major turnover in committee personnel and the selection 
of a new chairman. This new committee has been subject 
to strong pressures from the state legislature , alumnae 
groups, and powerful factions within the Medical Center. 

How this will affect the profile of future classes 
remains to be seen. We have great hopes that the new 
committee will build on the priorities and values estab
lished during the past four years and continue to select 
individuals who demonstrate warmth and integrity that is 
matched by their academic ability, 

James Pickens, M. D. 
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Orientation Week 
Orientation Week is designed to introduce you to the 

Medical Center, your instructors and fellow students, At 
first, you will probably feel insecure and will convince 
yourself that you must have been the last person selected for 
the class. After meeting the two students sitting beside you 
in the Auditorium, however, you will realize that at least 
two others were picked after you. Pay particular attention 
to the Dean's opening address, -since you may see Dr. Mayer 
again--at graduation. 

You may find that one of the first things you are asked 
to do in Orientation Week is to take the MMPI (Medicine 
Makes People Inappropriate) Test. This allows the Deans ' 
Office to predict your psychological fitness for Medical 
School. As long as you prefer digging impactions to poetry 
and surgical grand rounds to sleep you should do well . "He says if you sign up for note service you don't have to 

show up for lab. " 

"And I think Orientation week has been SO helpful and 
"I think Hans Mauksch's idea of my going to prison for a 
semester is great. I might contract a social disease I" 

interesting." 

"Yeah, just two 20cc clot tubes to 
check my FANA, whatever that is!" 

Two of the most important tasks of Orientation Week are the election of 
class officers and the organization of the note service, You might wonder how 
to select good officers without knowing anyone in the class. There are four 
major criteria that must be met before selection can be made. First, a poten
tial officer must smile at everyone and must be seen laughing at least 50o/o of 
the time. Second, he must appear to be the chum (or chump) of the Assistant 
Dean. Third, he must wear a shirt and tie from Woody's and two-toned shoes 
at all times. And finally, he must constantly stress how interesting and helpful 
Orientation Week has been. Meeting this last criteria is virtually pathogno
monic of a future class officer , 

The second task, organizing the note service, is easier. You just contri
bute money, take an oath of compulsion, and volunteer to transcribe the lec
ture notes for a given day. It is advisable to find out the last day of the semees 
ter and have a ready excuse for not being able to do the notes that day, such 
as the fact that your father is scheduled for an aorta-coronary bypass or your 
mother is having a pelvic sweep. 

The gala Class Bar-B-Que usually helps terminate Orientation Week. 
Suffice it to say, this one event serves to unify 100. strange college graduates 
into 100 strange medical students. 



The Deans' Office 
The Deans' Office is that crowded suite located con

veniently in the mainstream of pedestrian traffic opposite 
the Bacteriology Lab on 2NE. Such accessibility is the key 
to the function of the Deans' Office, which places heavy 
emphasis on communication. This office is the origin of 
dozens of cryptic announcements that deal with such vital 
subjects as extemship opportunities in Vladivostok. So 
great is the emphasis on communications you may make 
appointments only four to six weeks in advance on days 
when Family Practice meetings are not scheduled. 

Medical education receives utmost attention in 
spare moments between meetings on NBME goals, Medical 
School Admissions, and Family Practice chart reviews. 
In fact, definitive papers on medical education and its 
future at UMMC as well as on research funding for studies 
on research funding in medical education are filed weekly 
in this office. 

Dealing with Deans is an enormously complex sub
ject that is outside the scope of this book. The rule of 
thumb is obviously to avoid them whenever possible. 
However, whenever you are forced to the issue, recall 
that Deans are like the OVAL: they are not " a round." 
they lope along, they are somewhat flattened like "big 
wheels," and they sort of run in a bad circle. 

11 
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Joseph M. White 
This man was brought here to solve 
the financial crisis of the medical 
center. 

Kenneth K. Keown, M.D. 
"When the telephone rings I really 
swing into action." 

Jack M. Colwill, M.D. 
"As we go at it, my frustration is 
that we have not dealt adequately 
with this problem." Smile Jack. 

MitchellJ. Rosenholtz, M.D. 
When you mention the bomb in his 
office, be sure to specify which one. 

Herbert s. Goldberg, Ph.D. 
The Jewish Godfather. He'll make 
you such an offer. 

Marie Vorbeck, Ph.D. 
New assistant ASSISTANT Dean for 
Student Affairs. 



William D. Mayer, M. D., Dean 
Director, Committee on Goals and Priorities, National Board of Medical Examiners. Offices in 
Philadelphia, Pa,; Columbia, Mo.; and Joe's Bar and Grill, 

"Sometimes when a doctor 
gets too lazy to work , he 
becomes a politician. " 

J. Chalmers DaCosta 
1920 

Dean Mayer caught by surprise on one 
of his biannual visits , 

13 



Finances 
Upon admission to medical school 

the problem of finances becomes an 
initial area of concern. Most stu 
dents agree that the pathogenesis of 
the problem seems to stem from the 
following rank order list of ad min
istrators and their relative contribu
tions: 

I. PRESIDENT RICHARD M. NIXON. 
His ability in making funds "go a 
long way" by freezing funds appro
priated by Congress is well known. 

"Don't blame me." 

III. DR. MITCHELL J. ROSENHOLTZ. "I'm sure that since 
we have no funds, you can certainly get a USAF loan through 
your home town bank • • • but if you have trouble, be sure 
and get the refusal in writing. I'm collecting the letters and 
will send them to Tom Eagleton sometime in the next few 
years . " 

14 

"Sorry, we don't honor Diner's Club." 

II. MR. JOSEPH GREATHOUSE. 
His regional approach to solving 
hospital problems will undoubted
ly have far -reaching effects on 
the shrinking funds a vail able to 
students. His innovative financial 
changes have transformed UMMC 
into a "real hospital, " and have 
already surpassed his success at 
Vanderbilt. House officers report 
that they have never been happier 
as they stay slim and trim missing 
meals due to ticket time utility 
and jogging half a mile each day 
to their new car lots. 

IV. DR. HERBERT GOLDBERG. "I 
can't fund you, but I'll make you an 
offer for some research funds that we 
hope to have available ••• some 
time during 1979. 
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Mls 
The first year of medical school is the realization of 

a goal for many, but it is the beginning of new challenges 
for all. 

You begin, optimistically and naively determined 
that you will reach that M.D. only 4 years away. Within 
a few weeks to months, however, you feel at best over
worked and understimulated; and you're getting cynical. 
Anatomy is overemphasized and unreasonable. Biochemis
try is tedious and Human Ecology ridiculous--You end the 
first semester in a blur of finals and retreat to Christmas 
vacation only to return to more of the same in January . 
Only now the work load is increasing. 

By March or April, Intra. to Clinical Medicine is a 
very small bright spot, but Physiology has driven away any 
remnant of optimism and the thought of Anatomy Lab 
starts you thinking about careers in secondary education. 
and law. 

But somehow you survive and emerge in May--cer
tainly sadder, dubiously wiser, and generally determined 
that having paid this price, nothing can stop you now. 

Janice Casey 
J, Chaffin 
H. Chaney 
L. Clark 
Steve Cohle 

R. Cole 
Carl Davis 

Ed Burns 
P. Butler 
L. Capps 
G. Casey 

C , Abromovich 
John Best 

Jim Bohnsack 
J. Bradley 

In teaching the medical student the primary requisite is to 
keep him awake. 

Chevalier Jackson 

17 
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Little do they know that each of 
these skeletons is a form er med stu
dent. 

Jerry Gleich 
M. Govier 
H. Greenwald 

R. Griffith 
G. Grinstead 
R. Handler 

Jay Dix 
Carl Doer hoff 
Marcie Eckelm an 
S. Eichemier 

R. Ellsworth 
M. Feldman 
Rob Fischer 
R. Gengelbach 

BODY -SNATCHER, n. A robber of grave -worms; one who 
supplies the young physician with that which the old phy 
sician has supplied the undertaker. GRAVE , n. A place in 
which the dead are laid to await the coming of the med 
i cal student. 

A. Bierce 



,. 
Adult films. See naked wome n ( aJ;ld men) 

Only $370/semester. 

LaDonna Immken 

Bob Jackson 

T. Johans 
Mark Kahler 

Joe Kahn 
Steve Koslov 

R. Kuntze 
Cindy Lais 

M. Hansen 
Rob Hart 
Mel Hector 

Julia I-Ii nkle 
Sharon Hoffarth 

J. Houston 

Jeff Huston 
R. Hutchison 

Worl< expands so as to fill the time 

avai l able. 
Parkinson's Law 

19 



5. 5 kilos of pure coke and my connection doesn ' t show! 
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John Lyskowski 
John Marshall 

M. McCorcle 
Jim McCullough 

R. McFarland 
W. Meyers 

C. Lederer 
M. Lindenberger 
D. Lionberger 
R. Litchfield 
Chris Lockhart 

Carol Loeppky 
D. Lohmeyer 
Karen Lordo 
D. Luebbert 
Rod Lusk 



W. McKinney 
David Miller 
Tom s. Miller 
Tom R. Miller 
Bob Milne 

Gene Morrow 
Mark Newport 
Denny Nicks 
M. Penkoske 
K. Perisho 

Tom Peters 

Gerry Phillips 
Mark Pilley 

Jim Powers 
F. Muegge I refuse to recite on the grounds that it might 

incriminate me. 

21 



M-1 on bum tri.p. 
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Dick Muller 
Pam Neff 
Brian Purvis 

John Roberts 
John Robinson 
Ken Robinson 

Larry Romang 
Bill Rosen 

Meeting of Department Heads. 

D. M. Schaffer 
Mimi Schechter 
S. Scholle 
R. Schrick 

Jim Segrist 
S. Shahriari 
Randy Sherman 
Ji.m Slaughter 



S. Slaughterback 
Ken Smith 
Bob Smith 

Jim Sowash 
Matt Stein 
II arry Thies 

Nobody ever learns anything by experience; everybody does the 
same thing over and over again. 

Paul Vandivort 
Bill Wanner 
Kathy Ward 
M. E. Whiteside 

Gary Williams 
Chuck Wolf 
Doug Wood 
Ed Woods 

David Cecil 

Bill Toedebusch 
Okon Umana 

A bandon all hope all ye who enter 
here. 

23 



Anatomy 
Structuritis 

A chronic infectious disease affecting the central ner
vous system by inhibiting the transcription and translation of 
pertinent medical knowledge . Produced by various strains of 
the obiquitous genus ANATOMEDES with natural reservoirs in 
cadavers , H &"E prepared slides, and 8" x 10" glossy pictures 
of pig embryos. There have also been well described cases 
transmitted by M -2 carriers via contaminated hot air. 
Blacks, women, and bearded males are the most severly ef
fected, 

Four pathogenetic species have been isolated to date. 
They include the Greene Serotype 1, first identified by Ra
mon y Cajal, and isolated following a visit to a Puerto Rican 
bordello; and the Brown Serotype 2, initially described by 
Koch as a bearded clam in a lost soul journal, The most 
virulent species , the C. R. bacillus, has been traced to its 
point of origin, England , where it can be isolated by culture 
in a rancid barrel of Cambridge pickled herring. This form 
does not observe students' rights nor does it respect their 
immunological competence. We are , however, doubly for
tunate this year since this strain has not been seen since 
June , and the closely related Sibling Strain has been confined 
to Canada. 

Clinical manifestations of the disease are usually lim
ited to insomnia, lower Gl distress, and a paralyzed style
rectus muscle (the latter causing fecal retention resulting in 
a shitty outlook on life), 

The disease is seldom fatal, generally self -limited 
within 9 months with 10 -20"/o of cases lingering for up to 12 

months. In addition, a lOo/o remission rate is seen. 

"Surgeons and anatomists see no beautiful women in all their 
lives, but only a ghastly stack of bones with Latin names to 
them, and a network of nerves and muscles and tissues in
flames by disease . " 

Mark Twain (1867) 

E. W. Lawrence, Ph.D., 

c . Roland Leeson, M .D., Ph. D. 
Chairman 

Harry Cutts, Ph.D. 

And then the stork drops the baby down the 
chimney • •• William Goodge, Ph.D. 



Dan E. Overack, Ph.D. 

- ~ 
~ 

William Krause , Ph. D. 

Bless me, c. R., for I have sinned ••. 

John Decker, Ph. D. 
Gary Dunkerly, Ph. D. 

Herbert Brown, Ph.D . 

James A. Green, Ph.D. 

B. D. Smith, Ph. D. 

25 
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Biochemistry 

Benedict J. Campbell, Ph. D. Robert L. Wixon, Ph.D. 
Chairman 

Thomas D. Luckey, Ph. D. 

Owen J. Koeppe, Ph. D. 

Acute Intermittent Biochemia 

Benign, self-limited disease conferring no immunity against later more severe ex 
posures. Occurs generally in infant med students (increased incidence in breast -fed 
M -1 ' s) with only occasional complications. 

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS 
1. SECONDARY NARCOLEPSY 

Chronic and persistent. Distinguished from more serious causes of somno 
lence such as a) the Grand Rounds' sleepies, b) day -after-call lethargy, and c) 
African encephalitis , by consistently early a, m, onset and spontaneous remission 
within 50 minutes , Generally improves with painful stimili and/or high serum anx 
iety titers, 

2. ACUTE HYSTERICAL MEMORIZATION 
Seen in most severe cases. Manifest by uncontrollable urge to memorize 

irrelevant trivia such as a) the entire supporting cast of Ben Hur, including horses, 
b) the names of all blue-eyed veterans of World War II, and c) the chart of meta 
bolic pathways . (Usually successful only in (a) and (b) . 

3. PROJECTITIS 
Characterized by generalized lethargy in response to inane dead -ended 

busy work, at times erupting into mass murder of Sinclair Farm's rhesus monkeys 
or firebombing Sheik Fahim's traveling hormone show . 
DIAGNOSIS 

Easily made in presence of two-tube dilution increase in boredom titer or 
serum apathy level, 
TREATMENT 

Supportive. Emotional support of family and friends, Murine TID, and 
waiting for three to four months until symptoms subside. 
PROGNOSIS 

Predicted in acute cases by use of the Bore Curve (figure 1) . Shifts to the 
right occur when the subject is "the use of autoclaved mice in laboratoty experi
ments." Shifts to the left occur when lectures are out of town, 



Do you know this chart by heart? 

Camillo A. Ghlron, Ph.D. 

Figure 1. The Bore Curve 

David B. Shear, Ph.D. 

Arlene P. Martin , Ph.D. 

Marie Vorbeck, Ph. D. 

John M. Franz, Ph. D. 

Arnold A. White , Ph. D. 

William D. Noteboom, 
Ph. D. 

27 



Physiology 

James o. Davis. M.D., Ph.D. 
Chairman 

Dallas K. Meyer, Ph.D. 

Marvin L. Zatzman, Ph. D. 

28 

For the second semester M -1, Physiology remains a 
double-edged sword. On one hand, the lectures are dull to 
say the least. The staff transforms inte resting basic rna
terial to sleep -inducing tedium, often failing to see the 
forest for the trees. They persist in reading last year's 
lecture notes to the class, driving away many stude nts in 
the process, and leaving few with any signifi cant Physiol
ogy background. 

• On the other hand, Physiology labs are fun! Here 
you discover that bilateral carotid occlusion takes the wag 
out of a dog's tail, that a doubly-pithed frog can still en
joy an occasional erection (good news for the Medicine 
housestaff!), and that the technical training on the Grass 
Polygraph may someday qualify you for a high-paying job 
as a TV repairman. 

Lab reports are a snap--no decisions necessary : 
simply record all readings on all meters and gauges, mal<e 
tables and graphs out of all numbers, and conclude with a 
statement that more work needs to be done in this area . 

But it's not all fun and games; there are some ground 
rules: 

1. Male medical students must pe escorted in the 
presence of anesthetized female dogs (Note: this rule does 
not apply in the case of frogs). 

2. One student in each lab group must be an elec 
trical engineer (to operate the Grass Polygraph), and one 
student must have read the instructions for the experiment 
in progress (may be the same student) . 

3. Regarding the Grass Polygraph: Repeatedly depress 
the CAL G1--NEG button and rotate the ADJ. CAL; turn 
the POLARITY -GAL -USE switch of the driver to CAL 
(Note: under no circumstances is toggling allowed in the 
lab area; use the output TINIPLUG adaptor instead). 

4. Canine femoral hematomas must be bilateral (so 
post-op animals will not limp). 

This dubious combination of tedious lectures and 
maldirected labs is perenially reflected in the poor Na
tional Board performace of UMMC students on the Physio 
section. Despite this point in their favor, we would like to 
see the Physiology staff take themselves less seriously and 
their students and lectures more seriously . 

J. Alan Johnson, Ph.D. 



Patrick D. Harris, Ph. D • 

.,..: '7 I 

~-~ j 
~-~ 

Wesley s. Plamer, Ph. D. 

Ferrill A. Purdy, Ph. D. 

Want to see the Bunny I picked up in St. Louis? 

"I am well aware that in these 
days when a student must be con
verted into a physiologist, a phys
icist, a chemist, a biologist, a 
pharmacologist, and an electrician , 
there is no time to make a physi
cian of him." 

Sir Andrews McPhail 

X. J. Musacchia, Ph.D. 

What I need is a ball. 

29 
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Human Ecology 

CASE 1. D. K. is a 23 year old male medical student whose undergraduate aca

demic career was distinguished by a 3. 98 GPA . Although his 292 score on the 
MCAT's was unimpressive, this was believed to be due to a malarial relapse on 

the test day; and he was admitted on the Early Decision Plan. After admission, 

his summers were generally spent in the hills of Appalachia as director of 

"Operation Upgrade. " With a crew of 23 college students he spent his time 

shampooing carpets and repairing color TV's in the one room shacks of the im

poverished coal miners as a part of the federal grant program to upgrade living 
conditions. 

In keeping with the need for 
greater social aware ness , the Human 
Ecology Department in association 
with the Mutation staff has compiled 
a new CONDENSED version of the 
high lights of their curriculum. The 
student is advised to read the fo llow 
ing exemplary case reports and draw 
his own conclusions. They provide a 
short, but more than adequate an
swer to "All you wanted to know 
about human ecology but were afraid 
to ask!" 

D. T. Vernon, Ph. D. 

His problem was first noted during his M-3 year by a nurse practitioner when he 

was caught operating a profitable gambling operation on 4 West. He was making 

book with the housestaff on how far S. L. E. (a terminal CA patient) would prog

ress through the five stages of dying before she finally kicked off. On this basis 

D. K. was considered incorrigible and was placed on "waivers" by the School of 

Medicine, whereupon he was signed by the Kirksville School of Osteopathy. 

(P. S. Dr. Mike Laseter was the big winner on 4W with the lucky combination of 

"the denial stage and less than two weeks . " 

Charles Carlton, Ph. D. 



CASE 2. S, S, was admitted to the School of Medicine as 
a normal female of undetermined age. Little is known of 
her past history except the three-sentence paragraph made 
available by the Missouri Alumni Magazine. Any evi
dence of disease remained latent until shortly after SEX 
WEEKEND, Having been missed for several days , she was 
sought by her classmates, and was found locked in her 
apartment suffering from acute vaginal dilatation or the 
"Tampon Syndrome" having "put away" nineteen bags of 
marshmallows . She was admitted to the hospital and 
treated with hot cocoa douche and psychotherapy without 
complications . She was last seen selling hot chocolate at 
MU Tigers football games . 

Ingeborg Mauksch, Ph. D. 

W,F, Waters, Ph.D. 

Chairman Mauksch performs the pocket-pool polka, 

CASE 3, B. M, F. was admitted to the 
School of Medicine immediately 
following his release from the Farm
ington State Hospital, His history 
prior to that time remains confiden
tial, He was semi-bright and in
quisitive and was admitted to the 
School of Medicine because he pos
sessed a deep -sea ted desire to "know 
the truth." This quality resulted in 
his downfall. 

He was brought to the ER early one 
evening in December, He had suf
fered severe trauma and acute blood 
loss secondary to totally disfiguring 
his own face with a cadaver probe. 
He had subsequently proceeded to 
downtown Columbia to observe the 
reaction of the "man on the street" 
to "the stigmatized person," His 
sight somewhat impaired, he had 
tripped on a Salvation Army Santa 
Claus and fallen into a parking me
ter, rendering himself unconscious. 
He expired soon after arriving at 
the ER. 

There was , however , one happy 
note in this case. His life-long goal 
of helping the mentally troubled 
patient was partially fulfilled, His 
remains were ground with soy flour 
and multi -vitamin additive and 
then fed to Laramie, the psychother
apy dog at Mid -Mo. 
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Beware all ye who enter here. 

Being an M-1 is like living in Phila
delphia for a year and having to pay 
to stay. 

Scheduling is really !!.Q. problem at all. 

How the hell did he get in? 

Welcome for 4 years. 

M-ls being bottle fed. 



"Life is not a bowl of cher
ries," 

Bob Soltz M-4 

I'm gonna be "acting what"? 

Definition: Neuroanatomy- -a nervous 
breakdown. B.J. S. M-4 

Remains of previous M-ls after cramming for neuro
anatomy. 

Here are the slidesfrom our last class Mazola party. 

Oh, yes, little fellows, we'll have loads of 
fun for 8 weeks. 

33 
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Pictured above- -chronically mal-nourished 
gentleman whose philosophy of life is "you 
are what you eat" ! ! 

He was such a cute little kid .•• 

Let's Streak! 

Just 3 more years. 
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M2s 
Returning from the high of your last formal student 

vacation and hoping that the coming year wi.ll be better 
than the last, you begin year 2. 

During Path and Micro, you truly confront diseases 
for the first time (and contract some of the incurable 
ones). Perennial hypochondriacal favorites include 
Hodgkin's Disease, brain tumors, secondary syphilis and 
systemic lupus erythematosus. 

Despite impending doom, most students perservere, 
and study demands increase with CPC's (diagnosis given 
in references at end of each) and Path lab sessions. 

Semesters change and Pharmacology--a low point 
for many--substitutes for Microbiology. But a door creaks 
open. I ntro. to Medicine takes place on the wards, and 
you are first exposed to the doctor -patient relationship and 
what seem to be "real world" diagnostic and management 
problems. 

You draw blood , pass NG tubes, and learn the basics 
of counting diffs, doing UA 's and stool guaiacs. Soon you 
are planning eli. nical rotations, and the National Boards 
loom ahead. 

The year moves quicl<l y, and over all is a fast paced 
transition from pure academia to problem -oriented medi
cine . Though far from perfect, it is at least better than 
the cadaver and chemicals of year one . It is the lull be
fore the storm. 

Richard Breeden 
Martin Buckman 
Don Bukstein 
Michael Carron 

Arthur Casey 
Charles Cockerell 
Richard Cohn 
Nancy Conradi 

Richard Ameln 
Robert Ash 

Barry Bass 
Jeff Becker 

James Bolden 
Robert Bowman 



Jerry Easterday 

Sure, I'm a medical student. Why? 

Dwight Deardeuff 
James DeBoard 
Robert Dever 

John Dexter 
Thomas Dodd 
Fred Doloresco 

Susan Effertz 
Daniel Emerson 

Penelope Emert 
Clarence Felker 

David Costigan 
James Cyr 
Peter Dalum 
Neal Dawson 

No, Steve, that is NOT what they 
mean by the red reflex. 
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Since when has MANEA TER had a 
Centerfold? 

Phil Harrison 

Bruce Harry 

Clarence 
Fennewald 
Greg Flaker 
David Fleming 

Steven Fogel 
T. Friederichs 
John Graham 

Augustus Hill 
Mark Hoerl 
Richard Holden 

Ann Gross 
Dennis Handley 

James Hanser 
Steven Harl an 

"Half of what you are taught as 
medical students will in ten years 
have been shown to be wrong, and 
the trouble is none of your teachers 
knows which half." 

(1953) C.Sidney Burwell 



My new Hewlett-Packard stethoscope 
really helps me pick up ejection clicks 
and insufficiencies. 

Bernard Judy 
Robert Kirby 

David Kraft 
Leo Kramer 
James Langan 

G. Lawrence 
Lynn Leigh 
Thomas Lester 

Nancy 
Holmes 

Joyce 
Honorof 

Randall 
Horton 

Lawrence 
Houston 

Robert 
Howard 

Robert 
Johnson 

Do you think we should have used a fresh 
needle for me? 

Thomas Kobberman 
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Edward Maloney 

1 , Pull pin 
2, Squeeze handle 
3, If all else fails , 

piss on it, 

Garvey Meyers 
Gary Mikel 
Haim Misholy 
Janet Morgan 

Charles Manning 
Jane McCaleb 
John McCutchen 

Sharon McDonald 
W es McEldoon 
Chris Meyer 

David Link 
George Littleton 
Alan Lyss "One of the chief defects in our plan 

of education in this country is that 
we give too much attention t o de 
veloping the me mory and too little 
to developing the mind , , , " 

William J. Mayo 

Diana Mancuso 



"There is no short cut , nor 'royal 
road • to the attainment of medical 
knowledge. The path which we have 
to pursue is long, difficult, and un
safe. " ( 1819) 

J. Abernathy 

The thing that really pissed me off was that they put that 

fat Jimmy Dexter ln my place. 

Debra Morrison 
Susan Morse 

Robert 
Murden 

Richard 
Murney 

Guy Neenan 
c. Nester 

Robert Nichols 
Susan Nichols 
Michael Nickell 
Unyime Nseyo 

Merl O'Brien 
Alan Organ 
Veronica 
Otradovec 
John Pearson 
James Pittman 
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Bruce Preston 
George Prica 

D. Plautz 
Dennis Popp 
T. Prenger 

J. Quigley 
M. Railey 
John Rigdon 

Richard Sargent 
Robert Scott 
William Shelley 

Look, I cut my hair for Mengel, but I 
won ' t buy a new tie. 

Oran Ringen 
Herbert Roberts 
Ronald Sable 
Andy Sands 



Kaaren Sloan 
David Stagner 
Tom Stiffler 
Harold Stites 

"Undoubtedly the student tries to 
learn too much and we teachers try 
to teach him too much--neither 
perhaps with great success. " 

Sir William Osler 

Daniel Taylor 
Lee Trammell 
David Trantham 

Janie Vale 

Nancy Weisman 
Mark Winter 

Alan Wi.ttgrove 
John Woltjen 

Cary Stolar 
Gary Tash 

She seemed llke such a nice girl;l can't belleve it grew 
out on chocolate agar. 
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Damn, I thought the sperm bank 
was over in the V. A. 

Hey, there are two 
places left at Linn 
Tech for next se
mester. I '11 race 
you to the admis
sions office! 

Are you sure this is how Chuck Mengel 
got started? 

0. K., where did you put my pants? 

Multi-D Labs 

"The medical student is likely 
to be one son of the fami 1 y too 
weak to labor on the farm, too 

indolent to do any exercise, 
too stupid for the bar and too 
immoral for the pulpit." 

Daniel C. Gilman, ( 1908) 

I don't know, its awfully subtle. 
Do you think he 'll get the hint? 



Pathology 

I 
D,A,B. Lindberg, M.D. 

; , 
Donald A. Senhauser, M.D. 

Fred V. Lucas, M.D. 
Chairman 

Duane Tweeddale, M.D. 

Howard Hopps, M.D., Ph.D .. 

Marcus Beck, M.D. 

Mitchell Rosenholtz, M.D. 

Egil Fosslien, M.D. 
Lamont Gaston, M.D. 
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Wallace Rogers, M.D. 

"I 've always said that the most 
useful eguipment for a successful 
surgeon is a pessimistic pathologist. " 

John R. Wilson (circa 1960) 

James Esterly, M.D. 

John F. Townsend, M.D. Asa Barnes, M, D, 

It's a science , sho nuff! Yea suh, that it is! Dats what they te lls me 
over and over , they tells me, And boy, do I believes 'em , yea 

suh! A'course my Pappy , he say "You go off to school down the r at old 
M. U. , you gonna get edjukated but good! ! " He say, "I hear that ther 
science called pathology is tuff. Why it' s harde r than crackin ' a nut when 
your rheumatiz is agitatin'. Sho nuff! " 

So I shows up to study this here pathology stuff and I believes they 
run that ther course like none I 'e re heard tell beforehand, 

First off, they go out and try to convince us of their sincerefulness 
and attytudes of bein' on our side of the fence in larnin', Which is sayin' 
we warn't a 'fearin' a rap o'er the knucks or a 'hollerin' in the ear or a 
humbiliation likes I seen elsewheres around in edjucation. 

Wall, I reckon, these here several clans of folks are helpin' lam us, 
and they pass thru these here different labs A to G ever fe w weeks. And a 
real nice bunch most are indeed! Yes ma'am! Las' time I e njoye d larnin' 
so much, was readin' Cousin Louie's sex book. We ll it warn't a sex book 
either , but just had pictures ..• but we shor had fun! 

S. Earl Kerr, M. D. 

P. K, Srivastava, Ph.D. 

"The pathologist ( in the United 
States one would say the laboratory) 
is useful when kept to heel." 

Gordon Holmes (1965) 



Mujtaba Husain, M.D. 

Daniel Rosenstein, M, D. 

Now then, in this here pathology, they tells us, "Y 'all read this and 
read that, and we gives y'all this here are-tickle to read." I must confess 
these here are-tickles never were much for me--not funny in the least 
ways nor ticklln' much more. And we have 'lil' mectin's quite frequent 
like to reviews the hard parts and notes and so on. 

Wall, on top of all, they go on to spin us a yarn that the tests are 
hard, sure nuff, but not to fret away. They sorta believes we're lil<in' 
this here pathology nuff to study it, and even to tarn for the pure funs of 
it, And by golly, if that don't beat alll I must fess up, that we all were 
quite bit bewildered 'bout all this stuff and ' spectin ' a trick all along . 
But none came, 

And we kinda. worked together and could also tell who was a 
cheatin ' on the boss tnan; but y 'all knows one of my neighbor fe llers 
said sorta: you ain't a cheatin' no one but yore self when you cheat the 
books. 

All in all, I reckon that this here pathology, well it was a might 
bigger than any other piece of larnin' I been a do in ' , and though I 'm 
not ' spectin' on being a pathology guy--er , doc , I sure do 'predate that 
ther subject, I even believes it hepped me off on the right foot to bein' 
a country doc •• , mebbe someday. Michael Hart, M.D. 

Ed Adelstein, M. D, "If only people would finally stop finding points of disagteement in the 
personal characteristics and external circumstances of investigators I It does 
not matter at all whether someone is a professor of clinical medicine or of 

theoretical pathology, whether he is a practitioner or a hospital physician, if 
only he possesses material for observation, In addition, it is not of decisive 
significance whether he confronts an overwhelming or a modest amount of 

material, if only he understands how to exploit it . And to do this he must !mow 
what he wants and how he can achieve what he wants: in other words, he must 
be in a position to put the right questions and to find the right methods for 
answering the m. " 

Rudolf Virchow (circa 1890) 
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JonDurr, M.D. 

Greg Galloway 

"An internist is someone who knows everything and 
does nothing. A surgeon is someone who does everything and 
knows nothing. A psychiatrist is someone who knows nothing 
and does nothing. A pathologist is someone who knows 
everything and does everything too late," 

John Brandt 

Fred Beckman, M.D. 

Anonymous 

"Ugliness is a point of view: an 
ulcer is wonderful to a pathologist." 

Austin O'Mali~y (circa 1900) 

Martin Dunn 

Ron Oxenhandler, M.D. 

David Meyers, M.D. 



Microbiology 
The Microbe is so very small 
You cannot make him out at all, 
But many sanguine people hope 
To see him through a microscope. 
His jointed tongue that lies beneath 
A hundred curious rows of teeth; 
His seven tufted tails with lots 
Of lovely pink and purple spots , 
On each of which a pattern stands , 
Composed of forty separate bands; 
His eyebrows of a tender green; 
All these have never yet been seen- 
But Scientists, who ought to know, 
Assure us that they must be so • 
Ohl let us never, never doubt 
What nobody is sure about! 

Hilaire Belloc 

David J. Hentges, Ph. D. 

But Dr. Riggs said these were the test questions. 

Frank B. Engley, Jr., Ph.D. 
Chairman 

Ronald F. Sprouse , Ph.D. 
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James Barrett, Ph.D. 

"As it takes two to make a quarrel, 
so it takes two to make a disease, 
the microbe and its host." 

Charles V. Chapin (circa 1920) 

ReuelR. Hook, Jr. , Ph. D. 

Microbiology has recently emerged as one of the more catastrophic med
ical school diseases . Since the introduction of fran!{ engleymycin, this previous
ly non-pathogenic saprophyte has caused increased morbidity and mortality in 

the Mid -Mo area. 
The present resevoir of the disease is the cleft-chinned sprouse, a rodent 

found in financially deprived areas unable to control their Bunny population. A 
past resevoir of infection was the brightly plumed barrett, a bird virtually erad 
icated by holding up mirrors and clubbing them as they stopped to admire 
themselves. 

The causative agent of the infection was found to be PARISICOCCUS 
FECALIS (Syn: "Old Joe"), a gram-blah micrococcus known to be a pest in 
several labs. The basic syndrome is produced, however, by an endotoxin \~ith a 
phospho-riggs core, which, besides producing diarrhea and systemic disgust, 
constantly reminds that "graduate students need 8fY'/o. " Secondary infection with 
hentgespores may be controlled by hentgestatic drugs, but the underlying disease 
is cured only by a massive dose of Goldberg-catroza elixir, injected via piano 
wire around the neck to the tune of "Theme from the Godfather. " Prophylaxis 
depends on pre-enrollment identification of the pathogenetic mechanism and 
subsequent medical school transfer between M- 1 and M- 2 years . 

I know you 're in there, Hanser! 

"In the Nineteenth Century 
men lost their fear of God and 
acquired a fear of microbes. " 

Anonymous 

Hammond Riggs, Ph. D. 

Herbert S. Goldberg , Ph. D. 



Rainy days, Mondays, and micro always bring me down. 

Just killing flies, Dr. Engley. 

The most common sequellae of 
this disease is terminal JviiCRO
BOARDUS FAILUS discovered in 
about 2r:P/o of those exposed. Occa
sional cases of MICROBIUS BIOLOG
ICUM UNSA TISF ACTORIUM Have 
also been reported . This entity is 
treated with Executive faculty con 
sultation and necessitates therapy 
with the Ann Arbor vaccine for an 
eight week period during the summer 
months. 

Students planning to enter the 
endemic area should: 

1. Practice non-specific ass-kiss
ing and self-demeaning. 

2. Obtain experience with a Jon 
Gnagy color-by-number set. 

3. Suppress any thoughts pertain
ing to clinical medicine or patient 
care . 

I repeat, I have not seen the mycology slides. 

Joseph T. Parisi, Ph. D. 

10:50 and all is well. 

During Parasitology , Bruce lets us use 
his pet Ascaris. 
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Pharmacology 

Pharmacology is for most sopho
more medical students a dull and 
uninteresting area of basic medical 
science. This problem is intensified 
at the University of Missouri by its 
uniquely dull and uninteresting 
pharmacology faculty. Each year 
the course wends its way through a 
rather confusing cool<'s tour of med
icines, their uses and side effects, 
stopping short of Pre -Flexnerian 
pharmacology only by no longer 
requiring students to memorize a 
list of 100 random drugs and their 
uses. 

K.H. Byington, Ph. D. 

L.R. Forte, Ph.D. 

Leslie Eisenbrandt, Ph. D. 
Chairman 

"A drug is a substance that, when 
injected into a rat, produces a 
scientific paper." 

Anonymous 

W.D. Wosilait, Ph.D. 



Bert Westphal, Ph.D. 

Garf Thomas, Ph. D. 

THE SKIP GAY "PHARM-OUT" HEAVY DUTY COCKTAIL 
or 

The Eisenbrandt Elixir 
2 cubes LSD --titrate to desired alpha wave level 
1 gram delta -9 -tetrahydrocanabinol 
0, 8 mg Scopalamine (not to be confused with mouthwash or types of horses) 

10 mg Succinylcholine (be prepared to intubate) 
100 mg Ketamine (purple passion) 

66 cc MOM 
20 cc MgS04 
25 cc castor oil 
15 cc Cascara 

and 
240 mg Lasix 

Pre -mix in noncorrosive 
container for 
ALL SYSTEMS GO. 

Equal parts testosterone (horse-derived) and Vitamin E--D/C in event of physical 

exhaustion or priapism. 
Coumadin and Vitamin K--1 to 1 
1 drop Freezone 
Vicks VapoRub (plus jar after emptying) 
1 eye of newt 

and 
3 witches 

Add all of the above to cocktail mixer and shake gently. Then mix 1: 1 with 

peanut butter and mainline TID. 

Guaranteed to relieve pharmocogenic anxiety and induce dreamlike mental state 

consistent with tolerance of pharmacology. 

Can also be used for boils, gout, dyspepsia , scurvy, consumption, hemorrhoids, 

baldness, hangovers, and locked bowels. 

In case of overdose, call HEROIN HOTLINE: 800-368-5363 and ask for Harry the 

Horse. 

R. L. Russell , Ph. D. 
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Is that where it is on every 
body ? 

Is this what they call dys
diadochokinesis? 

You have no idea what it's like being the only female in a lab of medical students 
learning to do pelvics ! 

It takes three semesters to instruct the neophyte 
medical student in the fundamentals of physical diagno
sis and the proper approach to sici< patients . Though 
essential in the transition from human biology graduate 
student to student doctor, every physician has his own 
comical tales of first experiences examining colleagues 
and on the hospital wards . The memories of mysterious 
heart sounds, obscure fundoscopies, and first rectals re
main long after you 're an "old man" on the hospital 
wards . This was your first glimpse of clinical medicine. 
It is for most the beginning of lifelong instruction in the 
subtle variations of the human body in health and dis
ease. It feels good to begin. 

Are you sure this will cure hiccups ? 

Intro. 
To 

Medicine 
Memorial to Intro. to Mcd
icine 



No, the bowtie doesn't squirt water. 

"I found the PW Dr. Klatchko! " 

"The most essential part of a stu 

dent's instruction is obtained, as I 
believe, not in the lecture room, 

but at the bedside. " 
Oliver Wend all llolmes 

Damn, you mean you can use them twice? ! 

They're right about this room. It does have a ... yawn ... tranquil effect. 

It's my curly hair you don't like, isn't it? 

Is this the Latvian for
eign ministry? 
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National Boards 
There are 13,000 National Board stories in the naked city and this is one of 

them. 
Propaganda spreads early during the M-1 year. Unusually unanimous the 

faculty encourages you to disregard the National Boards. "This is NOT a nation 

al Board School, but a clinical school. " 
This illusion carries you through and is fostered by whispered words of en 

couragement, "Don't worry. There's no stigma to failing the boards. " But by 

two weeks prior to NB day you awaken to the impending event. 
You seek out a favored faculty member and ask, "How can I prepare for 

theN ational Boards in two weeks?" The answer is in the follow ing form . Choose 

one: 

A, 1, 2, and 3 
B. 1 and 3 
C. 2 and 4 
D. A 11 of the above 
E. None of the above and plan to 
repeat the test in 3 months. 

1. Study full outlines of each basic science textoook you have read, disregard 

class notes, and plan to repeat test in 3 months. 

2. Make microfilm of Guyton, Grant 's and Lehninger , store in cigarette lighter, 

and chain smoke through exam. (Throw away honor code card) , Plan to repeat 

test in 3 months. 
3. Bend over and kiss your ass goodbye and plan to retake the test in 3 months. 

4. Ask Dr. Colwill to take the test for you, and he can plan to take it over in 

3 months. 
5. Disregard the two week test date, and plan to repeat the test in 3 months. 

Despite the two weeks advanced warning, a big three days are given for 

any or all of the above. 
The boards themselves are beyond description. Basically, you laoor 

through previously unseen material with fleeting recognition of facts you were 

told not to worry about. 
Even after taking the boards, you only become aware of the true import of 

theN ational Boards when you get the results as you reschedule your previously 

pl anned 3rd year. 

"Question number one- -identify this 
structure. " 

"Standing room only" at recent gath 
ering of M -2s who flunked National 
Boards 

Announcement: 

An M -2 crams for National Boards 

(Hospital PA System) 
TODAY IS NATIONAL BOARD RE 
SULTS DAY. The results are of course 
confidential. Will the following fail
ures please report to the Dean's office 
. . . On second thought, make that 
the auditorium. 



Ch. 4 
Year 3 
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M3s 
The third year of medical school is the pledgeship 

year. You're introduced to the central rituals of medicine: 

rounds, work -ups, problem lists, charts, call, nurses, or

ders, scut. Your problems change dramatically, and yo ur 

attitudes change with them as you develop an individual 

style and approaches to basic problems. Last year yo ur 

time was spent studying the complement cascade system 

and the life cycl e of ENTEROBIUS. But now the problem is 

to find two red top tubes, l abel th em, find computer cards 

and rubber bands, find syringes , needles, 4 x 4 's, alcohol 

sponges, a tourniquet, get the patient out of the bathtub 

and into bed, find a vein, draw blood, deliver the speci 

mens to the lab, obtain the results, fill out the green 

sheet, and apply this information to the diagnosis and 

management of a sick human being . 

Understanding indications and reasons for things is 

difficult as problems become complex and scientific prin

ciples blend into human relations and medical care . It is 

not an easy year. You get tired, critical and frustrated 

very easily. But somehow, you develop confide nce and 

take the first real step to becoming a physician. If you 

don't find some rewards and satisfaction this year, you're 

probably in the wrong business. 

Trish Blair 
Mary Blattner 

Bob Blattner 
Glenn Bock 

D. Abernathie 
Lowry Arnold 

Charles Beckman 
Paul Behrmann 

Dale Berkbigler 

Stanley Bi gas 

Ji m Boedeker 
David Bogner 

Cam Bopp What kind of man reads Annals of Surgery? 



Kathy ook 
Judy Cope 

"Given one well-trained physician of 
the highest type he will do better 
work for a thousand people than ten 
specialists. " 

William J. Mayo 

Eric Carl son 
Bud Chumbley 

Jim Conant 

Ed Bowe 
Vicki Bownik 
John Brandt 
Warren Brauer 

Bob Brimmer 
Bob Broughton 
Ji 111 Burcham 
}.like Butner 

"Why aren't students fawnd of me?" 
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What! You wear a glove when 
you do a rectal? 

60 

Lee Copeland 
Lou Crepps 
Sam Cullison 

Marlou Davis 
Jim Deckert 
John Denton 

Vance Dietz 
Johna Doing 

Li.z Donegan 
Marty Dunn 

UUMMM . . . . 25 mg. of Digoxin is too 
much. I hope the nurse hasn't given it yet! 

Mark Duster 
Rog Fennell 
Rob Fisher 
Marc Frager 



Oh, Bryan. We didn't expect you here! 

Ron Hodges 
Jim Holland 
Romie Holland 
Craig Humphries 

Dan Frissell 
Bob Gatson 
R. C. A. Goff 

Herm Graefe 
John Gragnani 
Al Greco 

Dottie Greco 
Mike Hagen 

Russ Hall 
Stan Hayes 

Applied Theoretical 
Chemistry? 
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Bob Jarchow 
JoAnn Kaufmann 
Paula Klienberger 

Chuck Klobasa 
Tim Knight 

Denny Knudson 
Ed Kramper 

Diane Lawson 
Steve Lee 
Bob Lenobel 

Gary Lerner 
Tom Letourneau 
Bob Levin 

Dan Lightfoot 



Security's round the clock vigi.lance of the color T.V. 

Bob Tucker 
Gary Tunell 

Matt Sweetser 
Rick Tally 

John Taylor 
Gar Ts hudin 

Jim Turner 
Jim Vest 
Steve Vitale 

Transcendental meditation. 

Vicki Volz 
Jim Weiss 
John Wilhelm 
Ed Woodward 
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Wanted: Ward Clerk 

A bit higher and two more cheeks 

to powder. 

Female, or facsimile thereof, for ex

citing opportunity as part -ti me traf

fic controller and game warden in 

center of hubbub of local mecca. 

Must have experience in papercut

ting, short orders, and flags (must 

not be color-blind) . WORKING 

CONDITIONS: Strong union avail

able . Work with highly respected, 

intelligent staff. Fun -filled hours 
with requests, forms, labels, orders, 

phones, diets, consults and medical 

students: SALARY: When you 're hav

ing so much fun who cares ? V ACA

TION: Two weeks paid vacation 

plus daily excursions beyond reaches 

of any form of available hospital 

communication to secluded corners 

of your choice. 

For further information, contact: 

UMMC telephone operator. If no 
answer, call security. No discrimina

tion in hiring--any size, shape and 
level of intelligence accepted. 

Tours available or evening with med
ical student. 

Secretary about to be paid. 

Ward clerk during Code Blue. Medical student stepping up in the world. 



Rounds 
HERE WE GO ROUND AGAIN, AND ROUND AND ROUND 
AND ROUND .. ... GRAND ROUNDS, WORK ROUNDS, 
CONSULT ROUNDS, CHART ROUNDS, ATTENDING 
ROUNDS, SOCIAL SERVICE ROUNDS, X-RAY ROUNDS, 
CHIEF RESIDENT'S ROUNDS, CHECK -OUT ROUNDS, 
METABOLIC ROUNDS (SOMETIMES EVEN GROUND 
ROUND) AND MERRY-GO-ROUNDS. 

Ass Kissing--or Rubbing? 

Even window rounds ... 

How come I can 't be king 
today? 

Goren's Rules for Rounds 
1. Each team of players shall number 
six to eight. 
2. It shall be known from the start of 
play who is king for the day. 
3. All remaining players must be pro
fi cient in ass-kissing. 
4. All rhetoric must be kept to five 
minutes or two sentences, whichever 
comes first. 
5. Time of play: 2 to 3 hours. 
6. Allowable moves: Only single file 
when in transit allowed . Stationary 
players may huddle. (See dia gram for 
sample play'). 
7. Alternate play: The time of play 
may be subdivided sporadically through 
any 24 hour playing period as deemed 
necessary by the king for the day . 
8. Penalti es: If a player fails to comply 
with above rules such player will be 
tethered to an IV pole and forced to 
listen to the latest recordings of Bru
baker and the coil test and Sharp's 
latest 100 articles on SLE. 

The Circle of Life Game is available at your local VA 
commissary. 
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Medicine 

Charles E. Mengel, M.D. , Chairman 

John R. Stone , M.D. 
Chief Resident, UMMC 

Dr. Mengel, here 's your next internship applicant. 

"My green sheet •• • my progress .notes . • • I must 
get them done! •• • Don't you understand • •• I must!" 

These were the screaming last words of medical stu
dent Carl Straightarrow as he was carried away to the base
ment of M3HC in a straightjacket. He was but one of many 
Junior Medical students afflicted with the invariably tragic 
malady , Stage IV Mengel's Disease. Though characteristi
cally confined to the 4th floor of the med Center, Dr . M. s. 
DeWeese has recently noted isolated cases on the 5th and 
even 6th floors , and now voices fears that the crippling 
disease may spread throughout the center. Though the late 
stage is easily recognized by the almost pathognomic tetanic 
contractions of the anal sphincter, the disease is insidious 
early in its course and can be difficult to diagnose . For this 
reason , the previously prolific Rosenholtz Admissions Com
mittee established the following criteria for early diagnosis: 

MAJOR CRITERIA 
1. Caucasian 
2. Intellectually bright; or dull normal interested in 

hem a to logy. 
3. Passive-dependent personality (requires authority 

figure). 
4. Obsessive-compulsive, preftrably with associated 

delusions of grandeur. 

MINOR CRITERIA: 
1. Short -haired male 
2 . Impressionable, with little non-UMMC exper

ience. 
3. CoVert masochist. 
4. Stool guaiac fetishist. 

Diagnosis of M.D. (Mengel's Disease) is nearly certain 
when any two major criteria are present . Consideration for a 
medicine housestaff position is accorded only if two major 
(#1 not optional) plus two minor criteria are present . 

Charles M . May, M. D. 
Chief Resident, CV AH 



The most serious form of the disease, the CAROLLA 
V ARlANT , bears the name of its first known carrier , Robert 
Carolla , who contracted the disease while at the NIH. 
Though at the time stricken with Late Stage Mengel's Dis
ease , Carolla valiantly continued his research with his faith
ful lab assistant , Gung Ho , Ho, while working with bone 
marrows of orchiectomized bulls, found a method of stimu
lating the animals to excrete large amounts of fecal mater
ial, During further studies, however , Carolla was inadver
tently stimulated himself and thus also began to produce 
Bullshit , Because of his underlying Mengel 's Disease , Car- · 
olla ' s hypertrophic anal sphincter would not relax and he 
consequently became fuller and fuller of shit , the hallmark 
of the Carolla variant , 

Mengel 's Disease , currently widespread among house
staff and students , has NO KNOWN CURE, Therefore, early 
recognition and adequate treatment is the only answer , Take 
note of the following SIX EARLY WARNING SIGNS , 

1. Noticeable pallor from prolonged time spent within 
the Med Center , 

2, Compulsive coat buttoning and tie straightening. 
3, Decreasing caliber of your stools and marked diar

rhea (especially immediately preceding attending rounds) , 
4 , Discovery of filter paper , 2 pair of gloves , and a 

tube of K-Y jelly in your left breast pocket , 
5, Early morning awakening , accompanied by unex

plained crying spells, 
6, A copy of Tumelty's THE EFFECTIVE PHYSICIAN 

in your right coat pocket. 
Should you notice any of the above signs , Beware , you 

may have early MENGEL'S DISEASE, At present, we recom
mend the following therapeutic program designed by Dr, 
Sherwood Baker: 

1, Pick a preceptorship in a rural Missouri town or 
urban ghetto. 

2, GO THERE and see the true value of primaiy medi
cal care and people- oriented medicine , 

EAT IT! 

2nd Year Residents 

Gary Cooper, M.D. 

Catherine Harmon, M, D. 

Jon E. Heine, M, D. 

Michael Laseter, M.D. 

Myron Mizell, M, D. 

David Dwyer, M.D. 

Charles Held, M.D. 

I ~ . ' 

,;·,~ 
~.' . , , ... ,._ 

Lyndon Laminack, M.D. 

Dennis Marienfeld, M.D. 

David Smi th, M.D. 
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1st Year 
Residents 

Roben Hyatt, M.D. 

Susan Marshall, M.D. 

Mark Myron, M.D. 

William Tatum, M.D. 

-

Wi lliam Baskin, M.D. Gary Fischer, M.D. Roben Hoffman, M.D. 

Wynne LeGrow, M.D. Peter MacKerche r, M.D. Jay Marshall, M.D. 

I feel it if you feel it . 

,. 
' James Remkus, M .D. James Reynolds, M.D. Roben Ross, M.D. 

\ ~ : /ri 
I 

\ '-) 

Roben Warren, M.D. J. Frederick Wolfe, M.D. Michael Zia, M.D. 



Interns 

Martin Alpert, M. D, Jeffrey Band, M. D. Ronald Bordeaux, M,D, 

Curtis Baltz, M.D. 

Theresa Blumfelder, M. D, 

T . Bryan Bownik, Jeanne DeMotte, M. D. Fred Gorelick , M. D. 

Ronald Browning, M. D. 

• 
John Eckrich, M, D. 

John Grandone, M. D, Douglas Jensen, M. D. John Krautman, M, D. 

Michael Huntington, M.D. 
Jerry Kennett, M.D. 

Zbigniew Lorenc, M.D. David Nichols, M.D. Michael Rasmussen, M.D. 

J. Duane Nanson, M.D. 
Ronald Pinkerton, M. D. 

Louis Weinstein, M.D . 

John Sanfelippo, M.D. Donna Winn, M. D. 
William Sickels, M. D. 
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Ob
Gyn 

William Griffin, M.D. 

Kobby Kobberman, M.D. 

DavidG. Hall, M.D., Chairman 

Having completed the obstetrical rotation, a certain 
knowledge base is expected of each student. Briefly sum
marized the essentials include: 

1. Development of the essential techniques in ice 
hockey. 

2. The use of the UA and Hct . in the diagnosis and 
subsequent treatment of pregnancy. 

3. An understanding of the beauty of la bar and de
livery, and the effective use of heavy sedation and loud 
screaming in its management. 

4 . Mastery of the art of post-facto management of 
precipitous deliveries. 

5. The treatment of bruised patellae and MgS04 coma 
in pre -eclamptics. 

6. The fundamental weaknesses in the Stork theory of 
conception and delivery. 

7. The diagnostic value of vaginal introduction of 
six inches of cold steel. 

8. The anesthetic benefit of" a little prick in your 
vagina." 

9. The effective incorporation of a Weight Watchers 
program into an obstetrical OPD. 

Along with this factual basis, the novice obstetrician 
also takes with him what is ultimately the major goal of 
obstetrics: the inability to enjoy sex except as a learning 
experience. 



Fred Williams, M.D. 

Robert McDavid, M. D, 

Gary Taney, M.D. 

"In this book I propose, with God's 
help, to consider diseases peculiar to 
women. And since women are, for 
the most part, poisonous creatures , I 
shall then proceed to treat of the 
bites of venomous beasts." 

Arnold of Villanova (circa 1260) 

Little Known Facts In Ob-Gyn 
(Pearls taken from rounds 1973-1974) 

1. ff1/o of all false positive Pap tests 
at UMMC occur in men. 
2, The most sensitive indicators used 
in antepartum obstetrical care are the 
UA and the finger prick, 
3, 100o/o of all pre -eclamptics who 
subsequently go on to eclampsia are 
female , 
4 , The pathognomonic sign of rec
tovaginal fistula is visualization of 
the cervix during proctoscopy . 
5, 43o/o of women with PID have ta
toos , 
6, Dr. Fahim is alive and well, 

"The surgical cycle in women: Ap
pendix removed , right kidney hooked 
up, gall-bladder taken out , gastro
enterostomy , clean sweep of uterus 
and adnexa . " 

Sir William Osler (circa 1900) 

William Trumbower, M. D, 

Honest, Gary, I don't hear a thing, 

Keith Grebe , M. D, 
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Pediatrics 
THE MAKING OF A CHAIRMAN 

September, 1970 - -Dr. Robert Jackson resigns the Chair of the 
Pediatrics Department- -during the preceding 30 years had 
become well known for developing infant and child growth 
charts and championing the ir widespread use as well as for 
his research on the managerment of juvenile diabetics. 

Giulio Barbero, M . D. , Chairman 

September , 1971--The Executive Faculty learns of Dr. Jack
son's resignation through a position paper from the S.E. C. -
they appoint a committee to establish the credibility of the 
report. 

Robert Jackson , M.D. 

I'm not the only one who sucks 
around here . 

May, 1971--Dr. John Lukens leaves for Tufts. With him goes 
all the departmental charisma he had brought three years 
earlier- -(he is indicte d by a U. M. M. c . grand jury for 
euthanasia, but unanimously acquitted). 

Harry Stoeckle, M. D. 

March, 1972- -The Executive Faculty subcommittee on the 
credibility of the S. E. C. report that the Pediatric's Depart
ment had no chairman reports that the s. E. C . paper may be 

true. 

Calvin Woodruff, M. D. 



Connie Anast, M.D. 

September, 1972--The Executive Faculty appoints a subcom
mittee to search for a new chairman for the Pediatric's De
partment. 

James Pickens, M.D. 

December, 1972- -In Philadelphia, Giulio Barbero pleads nolo 
contendere to four counts of "being insensitive" to the social 
needs of children placed under his care , relating all pediatric 
illness to the G. I. tract. 

Helen Yeager, M.D. 

Elizabeth James, M. D. 

John Saunders, M, D, 

Larry Johnsgard, M. D, 
Zuhdi Lababidi, M, D. 

January, 1973 --Philadelphia Police Chief Frank Rizzo releases 
Barbero to the custody of Eleanor Shaheen, a prominent den
tal hygienist who happened to be passing by and smiled at 
Barbero as though she knew him, Accompanied by his new
found , but apparently functionless friend, he voluntarily ex
tradites himself to the Third World Pediatric Training Center , 
otherwise known as the U, M. M, C. Pediatrics Department; 
and vowing that he will be "more sensitive" , he leaves 
Philadelphia in exile. 

Nasrollah Hakami, M, D. 

Carol Saunders, M. D, 
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February , 1973--The Executive Faculty , on the recommen
dation of their su bcommittee , appoints Giulio Barbero Chair
man of the Pedia trics Department and also g ives an appoint 
ment to his aide, Eleanor Shaheen (ti tle pending identifica 
ti on of function) . 

Akbar Mohamme d, M.D. Le nRadecki, M.D. 

Now for cut and paste . Neat. 

Eleanor Shaheen, M.D. 

July, 1973 --Lurc d by the magne tic sensitivity of the new 
Chairman and the smile of hi s fri end, severa l ta lente d in
divicluals sign on as pe dia tric interns hoping tha t Barbero ' s 
missionary zea l and reputa tion as a national leader in gas 
troente rology will attract new faculty- -they stay hoping to 
recreate the Lilliputian Camelot. 

Who brought the dirty diaper to the desk? 

August, 1973 --Acme Poste r Company stock splits three times 
as every square inch of wall space on 7 East i s covered by an 
adorable and sensitive poster. 

David Quissell, M.D. 
R. Martinez, M.D. 



Richard Martin , M. B. B.s. 
Chief Resident Olu Gisanrin, M, D. 

October, 1973- -Barbero heard t() say "You can look up the 
treatment of bacterial meningitis in Nelson's textbook; what 
I want to know is how was the child potty trained, " 

But I don't want to be interviewed by 
an M -1. 

r , 11 
1-- .~ , 

Jeff Waters, M.D. Alan Jones , M. D. 

Mary, 1974--Giulio Barbero is indicted on seven counts of 
"being insensitive" to the educational needs of the students 
and house staff placed under his care; Eleanor Shaheen smiles 
sensitively at the children, students and house staff. 

September , 1973 --Rumblings of res ignation run rampant 
through the house staff and students become skeptical as no 
new faculty arrives. 

Shams Ale mozaffar, M, D. D. Griffin, M. D, 

Hold your breath , don't breathe , don ' t move ••• 

January. 1974--N.I, R, M, P. matching occurs; no one 
matches with U, M, M. c. Pediatrics Department; Barbero 
continues preaching the same sermon; he is too busy being 
sensitive to teach pediatric: medicine. 

Alma Morgan, M, D, Carl Hudson, M. D, 

David Wilson, M.D. Tom Daniel , M. D. 
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Junior Surgery 
For most of us, the junior surgery rotation is a re

membered panora ma. 
Your first 40 y/o, fat, flatulent female presents 

with RUQ pain. Despite "Horrible Helen's" tirade, you 
stumble into the OR that first day with raw and dripping 
hands and a soake d scrub suit proclaiming your recent 
baptism. Tripping over IV stands, the anesthesia cart , and 
amused nurses and techs, you dry your hands, struggle 
into a scrub gown, and tangle your fingers in a confusing 
mass of latex gloves . Whe n you're finally pointed to your 
spot at the bottom of the field, the procedure is either 
over; or you're handed retractors the size of garden hose 
and told to pull. Busy hands do magical things out of your 
sight while a twinkle-eyed attending asks you about the 
chemical composition of bile; and your muscles begin to 
ache from pulling on 50 pounds of fat ••• , 

Your fir st major burn patient arrives ••• the blind 
lead the blind as you watch house officers struggle with 
the intricacies of initial evaluation and acute fluid 
manage ment , Without the benefit of a burn unit or even 
trained nurses or technicians, they do the best they can. 
There are night long vigils at the bedside monitoring 
vital signs, I&O, and CVP--later , twice daily dressing 
changes, skin grafts and never-ending debridements, But 

Hugh .E. Franklin L. 

Stephenson, Jr. , M.D. Mitchell, M. D, 

W. Ford Keitzer , M. D. John H. Henzel, M.D. 

Boyd E. Terry , M. D. W. Kirt Nichols, M. D, 

Marion S. DeWeese, M.D. 
Chairman 

all too often, too little too late de termines the result. 
You see a cavalcade of open bellies , inflamed 

viscera , traumatized limbs, gallstones, atheromatous 
arteries , stasis ulcers and fungating cancers. You reali ze 
the critical importance of good surgical judgement and 
see the effects of bad, But most importantly, you learn a 
direct approach to solving a problem and an action
oriented method. 

Sixteen to eighteen hour working days are the rule. 
You'll be chagrined by a nearly total lack of quality de 
partmental conferences and an over abundance of ill
timed "core lectures". You'll be frustrated by a lack of 
time to read , to see your family and to sleep. But de 
pending on your interest and energy , you can assume 
maximal responsibility for patient care , 

And at the end , you'll find yourself with one of two 
popular points of view. (1) Surgery is tiring but unstimu
lating and provides a haven for anti -intellectuals who 'd 
rather use their hands than think; or (2) surgery is com
plete medicine, demanding and exciting , providing the 
opportunity to use manual and technical skills as well as 
clinical judgement in treating patients. 

The choice is yours, but this block is the price of 
admission. 

Howard L. Edgar L. 
Mussell, M, D, Lichti, Ph. D. 



Raymond Hoffman, M.D. 

Alan Doerhoff, M. D. 

David Clark, M. D. 

William Walsh, M.D. 

Vincent 
Gurucharri , M. D. John Weisse , M. D. 

The nurses wanted to know 
what a surgeon 's most 
important tool was. So 
I showed them. 

Kenneth Wilhelm, M. D. 

Michael Bukstein, M. D. 

Quick, somebody dopple my 
internal pudendal artery . 

Donald Minor , M. D. 

Yes, Rabbi , Shabbos services in the OR on 
Saturday morning was a good idea. 
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Edgar Ailor III, M.D. 

William Sclar, M. D. 

Michael Stanton, M.D. 
Richard Alder, M, 

Thomas Hughes, M. D. James Rea , M. D. 
Robert Haas, M.D. Roger Pocze, M.D. 

I 

William Sangster , M.D. 

Linda 

Donald Knudson, M.D. Robert Seiler, M.D. Bickerstaff, M. D. 

John Wright, M. D, Michael M ilroy, M.D. 

David Stubbs, M. D. 

Robert Bennett, M.D. 

Joel Lucas , M. D. 



Donald Joseph , M.D. 

Richard Holt, M.D. 

Plastic 
Richard Heimburger, M.D. 

ENT 

Terence William Davis, M.D. 
Gallagher , M. D. 

Gordon McMurry , M.D. 

Christopher Jung, M.D. Horrible Helen, A, S, s. 

" Do you know Dr. Plaster Face?, by this curd , he is the 
most exquisite in forging of veins, sprightening of eyes , dying 
of hair, sleeking of skins , blushing of cheeks , surphling of 
breasts, blanching and bleaching of teeth, that ever made an 
old lady gracious by torchlight." 

John Marston (circa 1620) 

Pinit Suthunyarat, M.D. Vicente Tsai , M.D. 
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-
James Weiss, M.D. 

Chairman 

Henry Guhleman, M.D. 

Fred Dutton, M.s. W. 
Rodman Kabrick, Ph. D. 

I never saw a person's id, 
I hope I never see one. 
But I can tell you if I did 
I'd clamp an ego as a lid 
Upon the id to keep it hid, 
Which is, I gather , what God did 
When he first saw a free one. 

Helen Perlman ( 1964) 

Jivanlal Gohil, M.D. 

Psychiatry 
The psychiatry rotation at Mid

Missouri Mental Health Center 
(M 3HC) is a low key, generally un
informative clinical block, usually 
sandwiched between two more de
manding rotations during the 3rd 
year. In general any assignment 
into the M3HC system is a poor one, 
though the quality varies significant
ly from one area to another . Our 
main goal here is merely to offer our 
observations to the neophyte, in 
the hope that someday U. of Mo. 
students may have a truly educa 
tional experience in psychiatry. 

'·i\ .. ··--, ,, 
Philip Marco, M.D. 

Tulio Estrada, M.D. 

Joseph Lamberti, M.D. 

David Davis, M.D. 



Lesson #1--Since assignments are purportedly on a stu
dent preference basis, many M -3s request the OPD, 
This is a mistake. Very few students are assigned 
where they request and only by excluding it from your 
preference list do you enhance your chances for place
ment in a given area. On the whole, however, the 
opportunities for improving your own mental health 
while on OPD are unlimited. One student, for example, 
saw his patients during the first week of the block , re
scheduled them in 10 weeks and subsequently knocked 
six strokes off his golf score, The main problem how
ever (exclusive of the long -suffering patients who were 
generally forsaken by the psychiatry department years 
earlier) is that only one or two fortunate students per 
block can be assigned here . So play your cards right 

James Chapel , M.D. 

and good luck. 

Jerry Wessel, M.D. 

\ 

Walid Shekim, M.D. 

John Simonds, M.D. 

Maarten Nieuwenhuizen, M.D. 

Frederick Fried, M.D. 

Robert Frazier, M.D. 

Dean Monroe, M.D. 

Lesson 4/:2- -on the other hand, the 
child psych rotation has its own 
unique advantages. Since the student 
ordinarily works up only 4 to 5 pa
tients during the 8 weeks you'll 
have plenty of time to participate 
in play activities, nap time and 
Sesame Street. It is a relaxing ex
perience with occasional exposure 
to real attempts at therapy. 

Theodore Henrichs, Ph, D. 
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George Craft, M.D. 

Abul Fa izi, M. B. 

Suzanne Henry, M.D. 

Rohidas Patil, M. B. 

Lesson #3 - -The majority of stude nts, however, find the m
selves on the general psych wards. Here you are introduced 
to a for e ign world of ward governments, A and D patients, 
morning report, admitting teams and the infamous Mid-Mo 
chart. This chart is ac tually your primary responsibility. For 
e ach patie nt admitted during the rotation you arc responsible 
for writing the admission order , admiss ion note , mental 
status and physical exam form s, psychiatric history, staffing 
summary, progress notes , discharge note , discharge summary. 
Your resident will cosign your orde rs only during hi s working 
hours (lOAM to 3PM) . Personally seeing your patients from 
day to day is optional and the rapy is gene rally discouraged 
since it increases the work load, 

Patricia Martin, M. B. 
Edward Fallick, D. 0. 

Typi cal students are be ing tested over "Core Program" material as s. J. asks Clay 
how to spell SCITSOFRENIA. 



Richard Ne wman, M. D. Marilee gestures toward door in disbe 
lief as another stude nt requests 2 -C and 
OPD for psych block. Parviz Malek-Ahmadi, M.D. 

Zaffar Rizvi, M. B. 

Lesson #4--The "core course" of lee
tures is a feeble attempt to present 
some didactic material about the 
field of psychiatric medicine. You 
will find it insufficient and a general 
waste of time that could be better 
spent working on the charts so you 
can be home earlier. For those gen
uinely interested in learning some 
psych you must look outside M3Hc. 
The key to accomplishing this is to 
arrange to take the block elsewhere. 
(Personal inquiries should be directed 
to Pepple, MLD, and Gats). 

Mellaril & Mil town Marketing Headquarters - -The House that 
Thorazine Built. 

I did what under hypnosis? ! 

Clarence DeLima, M. B. 
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Tips on Attendings 

It cannot be denied that attending rounds are the absolute nadir of the 
house officer's existence. Not that it has to be that way, what with their years 
of experience, wisdom, lmowledge, technical expertise, sensitivity--but some 
how, two hours of Brubaker, Woodruff, Black or Byer - -it boggles the mind , 
Thus, one of the house officer's biggest tasl<s becomes keeping his attending 
happy, while at the same time keeping his own sanity--a formidable, though 
not impossible, assignment , 

A few simple rules will facilitate accomplishment of this goa l, To begin 
with, you MAY NOT be absent from attending rounds , You MAY, on the other 
hand, if you are an intern, arrange for your beeper to go off at about the time 
the second M/3 presentation begins; once you have left, you should plan to use 
your stolen time to write orders , review lab data, discharge patients, flirt with 
nurses or whatever your schedule dictates , returning discreetly about ten min
utes before rounds are slated to end , Unless your attending is Tom "llawk" 
Burns , you will not be missed , As an alternative, you MAY, on Medicine at 
least, arrange to have your follow -up clinic in the morning , thus relieving 
yourself of one day 's drugery , 

You MAY NOT expect to be allowed any say in the care of your attend
ing's "private patient", but you MAY expect to do all the scut required , As a 
corollary you MAY NOT expect to receive any of the credit, but all the blame, 
You MAY expect your attending to glorify himself at your expense in the pa
tient 's presence, but you MAY NOT com plain, 

You MAY NOT expect your attending to respect your learning, desires, 
time or opinions; you MAY, on the other hand, be expected to respect his, and 
thus you MAY NOT be late to rounds, question his dictums or omit anything, 
however insignificant, from a presentation, 

You MAY--in fact, you must--call your attending at home if a difficult 
patient is admitted when you are on call, You MAY NOT expect him to come 
to the hospital , or to be much help if he does , 

Finally, you MAY NOT expect your attending to dictate--or even read-
your discharge summaries, but you MAY expect to catch untold amounts of 
grief from him if they are not done promptly, proof read and hand -carried to 
the referring physician, 

Admittedly, the picture is bleak--2500 hours in the company of a group 
of aging prima donnas who don't want to get their hands dirty--but it's the only 
show in town; so it 's best to play it cool and remember: unless you too are in
adequate enough to go into academic medicine, it's the last ass-kissing you'll 
ever do , 

NOTE: This chapter is prepared with sincerest apologies to John Winnacker, 
M. S. DeWeese, Colin Atterbury, Elizabeth James, Bill Gaunt, "Koby" Robber
man, Kirt Nichols and a scant few others . 





Can't I clean it up with a 4 
x 4 instead ? 

When you've finished with 
your patients, there ' s always 
things to do. 

Scut 

Tradition assigns the medical student a varied array of 
menial tasks fondly te rmed "scut". From blood -drawing 
and UAs to cast removals and cystometrics , this incredible 
misuse of student time is with you throughout your early 
years. Scut eventually becomes the common bond uniting 
medical students, because it is the cornerstone of clinical 
experience . 

You '11 quickly learn that each major service has its 
own type of scut. Take medicine for example. When a 
patient is admitted , you work him up (including stool 
guiac), draw his blood and then label the tubes and deliver 
them to the lab. You then bring the patient a urine con
tainer, obtain the sample and do the UA . Later, you find 
the patient's heme-profile in the lab and do the differen
tial, tape the well-oiled slide to the inside of the chart , 
and fill out the green lab sum mary sheet , Then , you make 
up the problem list and do your 8 page write-up. At this 
point you can deliver the EKG and x-ray requests and fill 
out and hand-carry consults--after tr acking down the in
tern to co-sign these and your admission orders. All this in 
the name of education ? 

Other services offer more sophisticated forms of 
scut. They introduce you to the pleasures of bilirubin 
heel-sticks, finger-stick hematocrits, blood gases , gelco 
IV's, stair walking, wound debridements, and post-op 
skull films, What fun! 

Historians who have studied the origins of scut at 
UMMC have been unable to find a simple cause for the 
phenomenon. They speak in terms of "evolutionary Pro
cess" and "gradual degeneration." One thing is clear how
ever. The process had its beginning sometime during the 
mid-50's when an obscure intern said , "Why don't we let 
the med student do it ••• " 

I do so know it from 
Shinola . 

Another day down the drain. 

No, let the student put on the band-aid, he has to learn some-

how. 

No comment necessary. 



The Lyric 
Of Legnem 

Herein lies the oft told tale of a handsome young 
man and his untimely end. Some say it is sad , others say 
it's glad, but it seems somehow appropriate from our 
point of view. We cannot attest to the veracity of this 
tale but will never -the -less tell it, letting you judge for 
yourself. 

There was in the land of Notsekis a male child born 
and his name was given Outs Ekup. From the first, he had 
a strong will, and despite his given name, he grew 

straight and tall. Perhaps this early test of fortitude was 
the best preparation for what was to come , 

His parents, Ma and Pa Ekup, were mighty proud of 
their little Outs, but they noted , even in his childhood, 
the TRAGIC FLAW: Duts Ekup was a masochist, So much so 
that he chose, at only 12 years old, the profession of 
ENICIDEM. For those who don't already know, this was 
the highest of all profess ion~. but required many years of 
involuntary servitude to earn its badge--the O,M, Outs 
was forced to travel long distances (from Notsekis) to the 
Land of Legnem , and , for four grueling years, shovel 
the droppings of the giants who a bide there . After these 
training years the apprentice earned the right to drop 
excretions of his own, just a little at first, but more and 
more as the years passed and his position improved, 

To this end, young Outs worked to earn sedarg to 
enter the Land of Legnem. First he passed elementary 
bird shit shoveling, then secondary dog shit shoveling, 
and finally attained a perfect four point in undergraduate 
elk and moose shit shoveling. Yes, he got in, and while 
his friends were earning a living, little Outs Ekup began 
OEM school. He started with little giants ' piles first, 
and slowly but surely, after only one year, progressed to 
plucking the pilings of those pinnacles of power whose 
piles plague every OEM student. Outs was elated , when 
informed that he was finally going to meet some real 
giants . He thought their droppings would somehow be 
different from the ordinary. 

But, alas , he was disappointed when he entered the 
classroom for the first time and it was the same old shit . 
He thought he was getting nowhere and decided to take 
action. Outs approached the master, "But how can I be 
like thee, wise Sir ?" Sir Legnem looked down at him with 
a sardonic smile and replied, "The ques-tio-onne Ekup 
is not how you can be like me but how can you be 
happy shoveling shit. And the key to that is that you 
must eat , sleep, and talk shit. Nobody ever said 
ENICIDEM was easy. " To say the least, Outs was be
wildered, for he had onetime thought there would be 
more to life than this. True to form, however, he 
shoveled and shoveled through the full four years. 

Outs Ekup was a myth of sorts for he always tried to 
shovel bigger and bigger piles. He truly did learn to eat, 
sleep, and talk shit . But, alas, one day he tried a pile 
too big for even him. It had been dropped by the master, 
Lord Legnem, and Outs attacked it vigorously. He was 
last seen , only his busy red hair visible above the mon
strous pile, on May 4th, 1674, only one short week away 
from his badge. 

The moral: When you're looking up at an asshole, you can 
never tell if it belongs to a real giant. 
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X-Ray 

There are severa l main classifications of X -rays at 
UMMC. These include los t films, undone films, poorly 
done films, unread film, and misfiled films. In short, 
X -ray here is a four -letter word denoting aggravation. No 
other department in the hospital ranks higher in patient 
a busc or lower in patient concern. The excuse of a busy 
sche dule makes their a ttitude rude and the ir overlapping 
coffee- breaks frequent . And though a myriad of require 
ments must be met before the patient comes to X -ray. 
no excuse is too small to merit cancellation of the films! 

Radiology traffic control has a few understanding 
members, but chronic menopause c laims at least one 
veteran female . The technicians are in general an en
te rprising group of curious intellectuals who relish their 
job se lection. They in turn manifest the ir happiness by 
arguing about indications for films. It is rumored that 
their degree will soon include the lette rs- -M.D. 

The dubious bright spot of the de partment is the file 
clerks. You must refrain, however , from being distracted 
by the living anatomy frequently displaye d there so as 
not to be too easily ameliorated by poor excuses for lost 
or undone films. The computer, of course , runs the de
partment. Since this colossus is shut down from 9 P.M. 
to 8 A.M., it now becomes necessary for the Med Center 
to coordinate the rest of its clinical activities with this 
schedule--or arrive at some other solution. 

A general re-vamping to make radiology a patient
oriented service and a technician in the hospital 24 
hours/day are bare minimums for improvement. But until 
this department opens its time -clock oriented eyes and 
acts the part, any further reference to it as a University 
Radiology Department is a misnomer. 

Just tell the intern I decided he didn 't need an 
upper GI to make the diagnosis . 

And if a med student comes with a request, just 
throw it in here. 

Chest, I understand. P A and Lat. 
is what gets me. 

T ell the stude nt I'll get that x-ray when I'm not so busy. 

"X-RAYS: Their moral is this
that a right way of looking at things 
will see through almost anything." 

Samuel Butler (circa 1900) 



2:10p. m. ; Radiology Dept. in holding pattern 
number 347. 

Think bitchy, think bitchy , think 
bitchy • • • 

Chronic meno -what? 

Listen, Buster, I don't give a damn if you've 
laid here for 3 days. We'll get to you after 
lunch. 

Chief Tech. 
Well , then ask it if I'd be more compatible with a 
short , fat lesbian. 

What do ya' think guys? 
Should we call for the 
third patient today , or 
wait ' t1114:30? 
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Pathology Labs 
Medical students have two main interactions with the 

clinical labs at UMMC: 1) delivering specimens and 2) 

phoning for results. Both activities are needless to say 

fraught with frustation. 
The lab prize -winner for "most difficult to work with" 

is med center chemistry. Every specimen must be signed in , 

and as a rule , the techs are surly and uncooperative . To 

further complicate matters, the person who answers the lab 
phone is hampered by the fact that her' BUN exceeds her IQ. 

A typical conversation follows: 

Madge, I'm sure this'll screw 'em up on the floors. 

Well that bastard. Now I'm posi

tive too! 

You'd do what to her if you were back in Arkansas?! 

Now, spin, you mother. 

Look, when I said make a fist, I didn't mean to grab any 

thing in reach ! 



M-3: Hey, M-4, do you know path's 
number ? 

M-4: Yah, it's 2-8761. 
M -3: Thanks. You sure know the 

short cuts . 
PATH OPERATOR: Pathology. 
M -3: Yes, I need the results of 

stat fecal gases on Godfrey 
Gomer. 

PATH OP: I'll connect you . 
PATH SECRETARY: Hullo •. 
M -3: Yes, I need the results of 

stat fecal gases on Godfrey 
Gomer. 

PATH SEC: Sorry, this is anatomic 
path, I'll connect you with 
chemistry . • • click, click . 

10 MINUTES LATER 
HEM TECH: Hematology. 
M-3: I'm sorry. I was trying to 

reach chemistry. 
HEM TECH: This isn't it. It's across 

the hall. Why don ' t you call 
back • • • buzzzz • • • 

And when theM -3 asked for the extra slide, I just shrugged my 
shoulders and tried to look stupid . 

$3 . 97 per hour? 

So I said , "What the hell, there ' s really not much difference bet
ween a big D and a little d." 

One more fecal fat and I quit! 

0-o-h-h-h, Danny! I 

Mitch's Med Student Scholarship Fund. 
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"Come on sweetie , give a little." 

One-two, lymphs are blue, three
four, monos are a bore; five -six 

CALLS BACK 
PATH OP: Pathology 
M -3: Chemistry please. 
PATH OP: Than!< you. 

5 MINUTES LATER 
CHEM TECH: Hello, chemistry 
M -3: Yes, I need the results of stat 

fecal gases on Godfrey Gomer. 
CHEM TECH: Are you sure we do that 

test. here ? 
M - 3: Yes, I believe so. 
CE-IEM TECH: What time did you bring 

it down? 
M -3: A bout an hour ago . 
CHEM TECH: OK , I'll check, 

10 MINUTES LATER 
CHEM TECH: Hello ? Do you !<now the 

patient's hospital number? 
M-3: Yeah, it ' s 0131313 . 

10 MINUTES LATER 
CHEM TECH: I'm sorry but we have no 

record of any results , of that 
test being done, or of that 
specimen being received. Have 
you trie d the VA ? 

M-3: No . 
CHEM TECH: Well, try them in the 

morning . 
M -3: The morning? 
CHEM TECH: Yeah, it's 4:35 now and 

the only one there is a computer 
operator who never answers the 
phone. 

M-3: OK, I'll check then. Thanks. 

Sorry, that sample goes to the VA. 

Can't that result wait, I'm busy sewing. 

Have you tried the dog 
lab? 

Come on! One more squeeze , honey, 
and I think you '11 fill the bag. 



The dynamic duo, 

Sl:l~ IICI: 
ELEVATOI~ 

STArJi ONLY 

Look at this little bug I picked up. 

NEXT DAY: 8:30a. m . 
M-3: Hey, M-4, do you know tha 

number of VA chemistry? 
M-4: Sure, it's 57-385. 
M -3: Thanks. 
M -4: For what? 

10 MINUTES LATER 
CHEM SEC: Chemistry. 
M -3: Yes, I need the results of 

stat fecal gases on Godfrey 
Gomer. 

CHEM SEC: Is that a med center or 
VA patient ? 

M-3: MedCenter, 
CHEM SEC: OK, I'll see if I can 

find it, 

10 MINUTES LATER 
CHEM SEC: I can 't find it. When 

was the specimen collected? 
M -3: Yesterday afternoon. 
SEC: I don 't know if we were doing 

those yesterday--it may have 
gone to the med center. Let 
me check. 

10 MINUTES LATER 
SEC: I'm sorry, but the computer 

shows that Mr . Gomer doesn ' t 
exist, 

M-3: (near tears) But I brought the 
specime n down myself. 

SEC: Was it clearly labelled with the 
patient's name, number and site 
of collection? 

M -3: Yes. 
SEC: Well, maybe it didn't make our 

daily courier run from the 
med center . Why don't you try 
the med center lab? 

M -3: I already have and the y don't 
know where it is. 

SEC: Well, have you tried anatomic 
path? 

Just for old time's sake . 

Tell the little shit to try Anatomic 
Path, 

Damn! I dropped the tube. Guess 
I '11 just report it SNR, 
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Dietary 

A constipated fellow it seems , 
Had tried everything including reams , 
But he ate of our diet , 
And as soon as he tried it, 
He began to g£ to extremes, 

And another one so it's sa id, 
Was sick unto death in his bed, 
But he ate of our diet, 
And as soon as he tried it, 
He checked out of the Center instead, 

Now we could go on , you might say , 
And list problems our usual way, 
But le t us end verily, 
And say quite summarily, 
The food' s getting worse day by day. 

A little Mellaril each morning 
sure makes things look brighter . 

Five for 4 -E, 10 for me , 4 for 5 -
W, 10 for me , , • 

"First need in the reform of hospital 
management? That' s easy! The death of 
all die titians, and the resurrection of a 
French che f. " 

Martin Fischer (circa 1950) 

Pharmacy 
The Med Center ' s magical window , 
Whence pills and potions all come . 
Here , hundreds of curative offerings , 
To help the problems of some. 
A pharmacy's certainly needed, 
No question of that in our rhyme. 
But beware of writing prescriptions , 
And denying the patient your time . 

If 2 tbs . = 1/8 cup , and 1 
dram = 10 gtts , and 
there 's 13 donuts in a 
baker ' s dozen , then we 
must be out of penicillin. 

"An article of food or drink 
which is slightly worse , but more 
palatable, is to be preferred to 
such as are better but less palat
able . " 

Hippocrates (circa 450 B. C, ) 

"What is worse than keeping a 
diet! It can make your whole life 
miserable . 

August Bier (circa 1940) 

All this for only $127 . 53 , 

The magic window . 



I just love the waterfall 
effect . 

My goodness , that's a tiny 
vasectomy scar! I 

But Doctor, I 
thought you said 
turn it off. 

My God , Silver
berg's mailbox 
is getting full . 

Let's see • • • He said 
sputum induction with 
gum guiac ••• or was it 
glycerol something? 

Extras 

Male mail czar. 

So then I poured salt down 
the trach tube. 

Okay, bring on the next gork. 

Hmmm, "Q" waves in I and aVL 

A tight squeeze. 

Would you turn that damn thing 
off while they 're taking our pic
ture . 



PT 
For patients who are stricken, 
By strokes , arthritis and such, 
Our drugs may offer little , 
While P. T. offers much. 

I'm sure it' s not just work-outs 
Patients get when they are there, 
But therapi sts who give a damn 
And show them that they care, 

When you think you'll never walk 
again, 

I ' m sure it matte rs more 
To know you have at le ast one friend 
To whom you ' re not a chore. 

And soP , T. we ' d like to say , 
Despite our cynical view , 
You daily make the difference , 
And our hats are tipped to you. 

What's that, Mom, knit-one, 
pearl-two? 

Ah, just the right te mperature . Now we can start happy hour. 

Now hold your breath and 
t ake it deep into your 
lungs . 

"Don't worry, honey, I '11 get 
you up in no time . " 

OT 
The service behind closed doors. 
Perhaps we 're not observant , 
But who's seen them on the floors, 
Or doing what others can' t . 

The ir job should not be slighted, 
It ' s well done I have a hunch. 
And maybe they ' re always "occupied" , 
Instead of "out to lunch" . 

But whe n you're a senior student, 
And you 've been around to see , 
But somehow you've never seen them 
You wonder about 0 . T. 
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EKG-Cath Lab 
They daily give their best, 
They ' re constantly back and forth 

racing , 
To grease that patient ' s chest, 
To get that required tracing . 

Of course all patients get one , 
Routine remains routine , 
'Cattse that' s the way it ' s done , 
They claim it 's for a screen. 

It makes me wonder for sure, 
If there 's any way to "fudge-it" , 
The question--who benefit s more , 
The patient or Dick Martin ' s budget. 

No, George , the femoral artery is the big Oh, my God , Dick, not here ! 
tube ~ to the spermatic cord. 
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Available nights, Beep number 259 any 
time after 5:00 , 

"I think you 're an S, 0, B,, too, " V. tach ! V. tach! V. tach! 



If he can't void send him back. 
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Renal Lab 
Ode to Dialysis Machine 

Oh bathtub full of fluids, always 
pumping, always red , 

How is it that you make me feel 
good? ' tis the coil so it's said. 

My arm now makes a buzzing 
sound, 
my veins seem twice their size . 

But the needles often stick there , 
so my blood you '11 purify. 

And if I do desert you , a kidney I 
acquire , 

I know you '11 find another , for 
your coil is just for hire . 

GI Lab 
An N -G tube for starters, 
A procto at the end. 
You'll find your GI tract upset 
And seldom see a friend. 

Achlorhydria and histamine, 
Both of them live here. 
Oh nausea and vomit, 
Will I never have a beer. 

Your stomach filled with acid. 
Your colon full of paste. 
One hardly knows which end is up, 
But all's done in good taste. 

Dialysis without a friend would be very 
lonely. 

As long as you're that far down, you 
can cancel the cysto for tomorrow. 



A thorn among 
roses . 

Social Service 

To dream the impossible dream; to discharge the intractable gomer, 
This is t!-.e realm of that team of Social Service lovelies who work both sides 
of the street. Only a few rules need be observed and any old albatross can be 
disposed of quickly. 

1. Send consults only on bonified garners, never merely for the purpose of 
making a pass at "Legs Houlihan" . 
2. Carefully select garners with insoluble problems. On all others, cover 
them yourself, and let the patient ' s family worry about disposition, 
3. Never ask Peg Carolla if she keeps any pussy cats around the house . 
4. If at the V. A. , sent consult as part of all routine admitting orders . 
5. Don't bother with requesting transfer to the Nursing Health Care Unit at 
the V. A. unless your patient is expected to survive more than ten years 
while waiting for an open bed. 
6. Say "Thank-you" and mean it every time they bail you out. 

Oh, you' re such a tease , Bill . 

Come on. Nobody 
can be that much 
of a gomer . 
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The Library 

The Library provides multiple sources of information for the interested 
and/or compulsive medica l student. To the keen observe r, however , the li
brary al so serves as a menagerie of classic case studies in both common and 
more rare disease entities . 

1) Hyperthyroidism --It is most commonly seen in M -1 's and M -2 's 
around test time and M -3's on Medicine. Rarely seen beyond the third year , 
symptoms include bulging eyes , tremor and diarrhea. Treatment varies with 
the individual from seclusion in the library to liberal use of valium and/or 
e thanol. 

2) Trypanosomiasis- -(African sleeping sickness) Perhaps the most fre
quently observed disease . Epidemic outbreaks have been reported. This disease 
should be suspected in any non -responsive student with open book in lap or on 
table . Frequent relapses and remissions are common, but this disease is rarely 
fatal and usually resolves spontaneously. 

3) The Comatose Patient--Must be differentiate d from #2 . This entity 
i s seen more commonly on lower levels of library and in on-call personnel. 
Symptoms include the absence of a pre tense of studying , drooling and con
fusion on arousal. One case has been reported of an intern taking a well-known 
chairman's name in vain while comastose . Treatment consists of peace and 
quie t and nightly sleep. 

4) Acute Psychotic Break- -Ofte n seen in researchers attempting to use 
library sources. The pathognomonic sign is an attempt to eat a long list of 
references stuck between two pages of Indexus Medicus while shouting profane 
inferences about the librarian 's mother . Use of the information desk during 
these acute episodes is contraindicated because of the likelihood of further 
damage. 

The University has become aware of the increased occure nce of the 
above diseases and has consequently employed Dr. Benjamin de Pando (pic
tured below) to deal with any emergent situations. 
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CVAH 
Medical Student Orientation 

I. Background Information 
A. General: Located in the heart of Missouri , the 

ne1v 484 -bed CV AH represents the latest link in the proud 
forty -two -year-old chain of Veterans Administration hospi
tals- -"serving those who have defended and protected our 
country in time of strife a nd crisis . " 

B. Medica l Environment: Fortunate to be situated 
in the midst of such a stimulating medical metropolis as 
Columbia- -the CV AH obtains a constant flow of referrals 
from nearby medical institutions: University of Missouri Med
ical Center (UMMC), Boone County Hospital and Ben Bolt 
Hotel (primarily weekend and holiday referrals). 

C . ~:"To give the veteran the best--no The Mecca 
matter what the cost." 

Setting a new VA record , Susy 
Snarf, S, N. (above) has waited 
45 minutes for an elevator. 

II. F acUities 
A. General: While impossible to enumerate all 

the interesting physical attributes of this curative colossus, 
main highlights include B through D below. 

B. Paths from UMMC to CVAH 
1. Exterior: Walking from UMMC to CVAH, 

the newly assigned medical student notices the lack of a 
direct path between the two institutions; this intentionally 
symbolizes the lack of coordination and communication be
tween the two governmental institutions. 

2. Interior: An underground tunnel provides an 
alternate route should the medical student choose. This 
passage is preferred by most UMMC house officers for trans
porting critically ill veterans presenting at the UMMC ER 
("All I can remember is coming through this long tunnel." ) 

c . Elevators: Running on the hour and alternate 
half hour, this mass transit innovation sets the pace for the 
entire VA work force. Schedules for all three passenger 
elevators (# 1, #2 and #3) may be obtained from the main 
lobby information desk between the hours of 4:15 & 4:30 

P.M. (Monday, Wednesday & Friday). 
D. Floor Arrangements 

1. Each floor plan is notably similar , but 
subtly different. 

2. Stairways are located far from elevators 
and exit signs lead nowhere . Harrie d medical students 
waiting for an elevator frequently have the op~ortunity to 
familiarize themselves with the floor plan during their 
search for the stairway (often missing the elevator during 
the ir futile hunt) . 
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How do you spell D. T . 's? 

"Show me a man who needs 
Medicare and I '11 show you a 
sick old man. " 

Anonymous 

III , Administration 
A. General: Forms and requisitions play an integral role in the thera

peutic schema of VA hospitals , This concept dates back to the early days of the 
,.. VA system and is credited to a pioneer VA obstetrician, Dr . Lance Hymen , who, 

finding he had time (as well as meconium) on his hands, wrote the historic and 
controversial article "Forms Can Cure!" In addition to this curative effect , the 
VA form system is essential training for the young doctor's future role as a part 
time governmental file clerk , and is a requirement for all VA residency pro 
grams , 

B, Introduction to Selected VA Forms (GSA FPMR 101- 11. 8-July 1971) 
1, Standard Form (SF) 549 (Hematology) 

a, All requests for hematological blood work must be submitted 
on this form . 

b. Requests for laboratory work on bloody specimens of non
vascular origin, i . e. , grossly bloody cerebrospinal fluid, requires SF 549 plus 
the appropriate additional form, i , e, , SF 555 (CSF) , 

2, SF 550 (Urinalysis): Self explanatory . (Note: requests for 
urinalysis are not to be submitted on this form) . 

3, Local Form H8 (mimeo) •-(Request ·for·X-Ray-Form Request) . 
Designed with the medical student in mind , this form is to request the house 
staff M. D. to request an X - ray for the medical student so the student can ob 
tain the X - ray for the attending M. D. Originally instituted on an experimental 
basis , this innovation has met with widespread trans-VA bureaucratic approval 
so that formalization and expansion of the concept is being planned and will be 
hopefully functional by 1981, 

4. Miscellaneous 
a. All forms are sub ject to change without notice , 
b. Under no circumstances will a specimen be accompanied by 

more than five forms (i . e., bloody , urine-stained, fecally-contaminated, in
fectious mucus for culture and sensitivity studies (normally six forms), can only 
be submitted with five forms; --the medical student may delete the form of his 
choice) . 

c . Specimens submitted without a form will be sent to the 
cafeteria, 

d. Ultimate responsibility for collection, storage , transporta
tion, processing, etc , , regarding the lab specimen rests with the medical 
student; amply paid CVAH employees are present to insure that medical students 
properly perform their duties , 

Find your own way back, Buster. 
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IV. Staff: The CVAH is infected with the routine hos
pital strains of coagulase -neg ative stafflococcus medicus. 
Due to the emergence of occasionally virulent macroorgan
isms from abscess foci in the Medical Center , it can be 
said that many medical student illnesses (poor performance 
on National Boards , weakness in clinical knowledge, etc.) 
have a major iatrogenic component. 

Sure I'll help , Jim. You do the his
tory, P. E. , draw all the blood work, 
take him down to X-ray, and do 
the UA. I'll do the guaiac and made 
a few decisions while you're gone. 

Betcha I can remain stationary for a 
full 8 hour shift . 

V. Medical Student Education 
A. Policy: The CVAH has whole-heartedly adopted the UMMC philos

ophy that each medical student must be responsible for his own education. In 
keeping with this concept, clinical lectures are kept to a minimum--several 
cancelled --in order to avoid interference with the learning process. 

Just tell him SNR and let him figure it 
out. 

B. Evaluation of Policy : While this policy, in view of recent National 
Board scores, does not seem to have been successful in the preclinical years, 
there is every indication that it will be effective in the clinical years--when 
and if the medical school officially converts to the four-year curriculum. 

Not after 2 p. m. , you mother! 

VI. Medical Student Pay and Benefits 
(See VA Psychiatric Han,dout "Magical Thinking") 
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VII , Standard Operating Procedures for VA Med/Surg 
Emergencies 

A, Cardiac Arrest 
1, Diagnosis (Dx): Nurse reports to medical 

student that "Patient looks bad," 
0 0 a. Early phase: 97 F ~Temperature~ 89 F. 

Oh, come on Bobby, I 
know you could if you 
really wanted to, 

He's really a pussy cat at 
home. 

b. Late phase: T < 89° F. 
2 . Treatment (Rx) 

a. Early phase: Routine cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation efforts . 

b. Late phase 
1. Page chaplain 
2. Have intern pronounce patient dead, 

(Note: If late phase occurs predawn, press telephone re
ceiver firmly against patient's precordium so intern can 
pronounce patient from his call room.) 

B. Impending Delerium Tremens 
1. Dx: Patient cannot sit sti'U long enough to 

watch "Hee Haw" on his color television set; (or) patient 
thinks "Hee Haw" is a national political convention, and 
his hands are too shaky to change the channel. 

2. Rx: Jack Daniels, t pint, p.o., stat. 
(Note: If patient develops an allergic reaction to this rich 
hospital medicinal, substitute one pint of Sly Fox Bourbon,) 

C. Cor Pulmonale Secondary to Emphysema 
1, Dx: Signs and symptoms of fluid overload. 
2 , Rx: Blood gases until dry. 

D. Eclamptic Male 
1. Dx: Hypertension, edema , proteinuria, 

convulsions. 

sonnel 

2, Rx: a , Call resident. 
b. Notify Armed Forces Institute of 

Pathology. 
E. Acute Situational Reaction of Nursing Per-

1. Dx: Nurse offers to help medical student, 
2. Rx: a, Immediately relieve nurse of all 

duti es, 

b, Rush nurse in Trendelenburg 
position to Mid-Missouri Mental Health Center for stat 
e lectroconvulsive therapy. 

c, Report violation of Nurses Code 
of Ethics to American Nursing Association, 

Take him to 4-W and let them worry about 
it, 

"A proud and resourceful 
-nation can no longer ask its 
older people to 1i ve in con
stant fear of a serious illness 
for which adequate funds 
are not available, We owe 
them the right of dignity in 
sickness as well as in 
health," 

John F. Kennedy 

The VA Medic -Alert neck
lace charm, 
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VIII, VA Medical Student Oath: Purely as a formality, 

the VA requires a nominal oath of all medical students up

on their matriculation into the VA system, 

"I swear by Apollo the Physician and Aesculapius and Health and all Heal and all the gods and godesses that I will 

not use the freight elevators, that I will request no lab work after 4 p. m., that I will not ask a nurse , aide or ward clerk 

to perform duties which would force her to miss her coffee break, that I will order no unusual medicines from the phar

macy and none after 4 p. m , or on weekends, and that I will abstain from every other voluntary act of mischief or cor

ruption, 
While I continue to keep this oath inviolate , may I be granted to enjoy my free blocks, pass my National Boards , 

and continue to avoid PM & R; even though I do not trespass on this oath, I know the reverse will be my lot. " 

So I threw my support to Agnew on the final ballot. 

Crummy place for a stool sample I 

IX, VA Pretest 
What does ETOH mean? 
Which nurse on 5W does not wear underwear? 

Where is Monk Drive? 
Who is "Monk" ? 
Do turtles cause salmonella? 
Do camels cause emphysema? 
Is SPD a covert branch of the CIA 
Name one VA Preventive Medicine service! 
(Essay) In four paragraphs on the form of your 

choice, explain your reasons for specializing in Veteranology. 
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Public Health Nursing 
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As a freshman and sophomore student one must take 
extremely applicable courses to fulfill the requirements 
necessary for the baccalaureate program. Examples of the 
courses are--how to skin a pig , kill a rat, and guard your 
shin in a field hockey game. And of course we must not 
overlook the significance of memorizing the calories in a 
potato, what makes a dog produce saliva and which 
Roman god wore butterflies on his shoes . Then when we 
begin our first nursing course we may better rel ate to our 
fe llow human beings as a very "experienced" college 
student who did not let her studies interfere with her 
education. 

(L toR) front row: Barb Landrum, Vickie Rob
inson, Rita Impey, Nancy Thompson. back: 
Laura Schneider, Pamela Thenhaus, 
Brenda V emmer . 

(L toR): Debbie Long, Diane Schnelle, Kathy 
Roush, Pat Axmacher, Amy Shemwell. 

( L to R) : Karen Z a hi nger, Rod Hooper, JoAnn 
Fleishmann, Brenda Hanson, Karen Wehrman. 

(L to R) Jennifer Johns , Patrice Weir, Jane 
Moss , Syndee Serr. 

(L to R) : Melissa Mayes, Nancy Kohrs, Jill Chipley, Jac
queline Smith. 



Nursing Methods 

After surpassing the rigors of learning everything 
there is to know about nothing in our Public Health class , 
we may zoom along to a very special course called N-75. 
Here we learn the fundamentals of hiding your drawstring 
under your cap, taking a real live radial pulse, writing 
637 annotated bibliography cards on 637 AJN articles and 
how to develop your first professionally paranoid feelings . 
Some N-75 students are really trashy while others roam 
around like they were goddesses on Mount Olympus. 

Kneeling: Terry Meeks, Paul Conley. Standing: 
Janet McPheeters , Becky Christian, Barb Bishop, 
Barb Lambie, Debbie Renner, Debbie Abell. 

(L to R) front row: Judy Westhues, Kathy Siebert, Maggie 
Schuler, Terri Crader, Midge Bush, Jo Loomis, back row: 
Alan Finke, Germaine Messmann, Denny LadUe, Julie 
H'Doubler, CharlotteJones, SarahH'Doubler , Debbie Sin
clair. 

(L to R) Candy Schulte, Joan Schulte, Terry 
Woodward, Darlene McClenahan. 

(L to IQ: Marilyn Adams, Wanda Harris, Karen Cor
ley. Carolyn Coffland, Mary Berhorst, Sherr! Bri
mer, Cindy Lucas, Amanda Keller. 
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Medical-Surgical Nursing 
PATHO=ill, PHYSIO=nature, LOGY=study of, The 

study of this course really makes you ill-natured, Med
surg students reveal symptoms of agitation, nausea, con
stipation, deafness, lockjaw, withdrawal, some even re
vert to childhood stages and by-George you'd better be 
well aware of why you are feeling so lousy and know all 
of your recent lab data and be ready to fire them off 
along with your history, of course, and you'd better be 
able to come up with some significant findings or e lse 
be subject to a twenty minute lecture in front of all the 
floor personnel on what is the "real problem here" when 
it actually isn't, And if you can say the above sentence 
in one breath then you are certainly following in your 
director's footsteps well , 

Front: Michelle Eads, Debbie Meinke, Lynn Arras, 
back: Sally Campbell, Cheryl Mayes , 

And here's the rest of the group: 
Margaret Allen, Susan Ballard , Kim Borcherding, Randy 
Brady, Susan Brand, Liesa Bromet, Doris Coffel!, Mary 
Chris Davault, Chris Randolph, Martha Rubenstein, Les
lie Sjoerdsma, Sue Stephens, Janice Stickney, Janice 
Wagner, Kathy Warner, Frances Wilson, Sheryl Wortman, 
Kena Gaines, Donna Herkenfoff, Mary Hill, Tina Logue, 
Margie Miner, Jewel Moore, Jean Oswald, Carol Pas
toret, 

A typical Med-Surg hypochondriac, 

(Top to Bottom) : Beth Walker, Beth Stevens, Linda 
Mock, Linda Zoubek, Mary Ann Moore, Sheila 
Serr. 

"Maybe that story about the virgins is true!" 



Maternal-Child Nursing 
The editor of this section of the manual would like 

to give a great big "Thanks -a -heap" to these wonderful 
students. Being a strong willed and determined group, they 
decided not to contribute to our manual this year. But 
then it hit them; the sweetness, comforting feelings and 
overpowering motherly instincts that arise during this 
course got to them. Their hard cores dwindled and they 
decided to give us all a big break and contribute (but 
only if they could take their own pictures) . We would 
like future students to realize that just because you study 
children in this course you are not required to start acting 
like them. 

Kathy Amen, Debbie Baker, Connie Behrle, Mary Boston, Susan 
Brant, Verna Brinker, Darlene Bruns, Kathy Cermak, Allee Corn, 
Ann Devine, Lois Dittmer, Karen Ehlmann, Beatrice Erisman, 
Wanda Frank, Jean Foy, Judith Gares, Lynn Gauldin, Russ Giesler, 
Terry Hall, Gail Heinemann, Linda Kovochevich, Peggy Long, Lois 
Luebrecht, Elaine Magg, Laurie McCanless, Julie Mlllenbruck, 
Elizabeth O'Neal, Fran Pendergraph, Mary Lee Peters, Nancy Roe
diger, Mary Beth Shockley, Debbie Shouse, Harriet Van Winkle, 
Mary Verhoff, Marilyn Veith, Vickie Welko, Linda Winkelman. 
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Seniors-December 1973 

SHEILA E. ADAMS 
Future plans: Community Nursing-Pre
ventive Medicine 

DONNA ALLEN 
Future plans: Coronary Care Nursing 

JOAN K. BAKER 
Future plans: Medical-Surgical Nursing 

JAN M. BASNETT 
Future plans: High Risk Nursery 

MARIE BRANDT 
Future plans: Surgical Intensive Care 
Nursing 

MICHAEL J. BURNSIDE 
Future plans: Psychiatric or Pediatric 
nursing 



DEBRA ANN CAMPION 

Future plans: Coronary Care Nursing 

NANCY D. CARTER 

Future plans: Surgical Nursing 

SALLY ANN CDFFMAN 

Future plans: Surgical Nursing 

CATHY LYNN CONNELL 
Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 

CAROL ANN COOK 
Future plans: High Risk Nursery and 
Obstetrical Nursing 

CAROLE MAURINE CORBELL 

Future plans: High Risk Nursery and 
Obstetrical Nursing 
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BARBARA JEAN DREW 
Future plans: Obstetrical Nursing 

ALICE ANN EIGEL 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing- Burns 

SHARMIN R. FAIRBANKS 
Future plans: Obstetrical-Gynecological 
Nursing 

PATRICIA I. FENNEL 
Future plans: Rehabilitation Nursing 

SUSAN GIFFORD 
Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 

JOYCE ANN GOLLHOFER 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 



WYVETT HA MIT.. TON 
Future plans: Enterostomal Therapy 

KATHRYN L. HARRISON 
Future plans: Obstetrical Nursing 

NANCY JO HUTTON 
Future plans: Cardiovascular and Tho
racic ICU Nursing 

NANCY IRONSMITH 
Future plans: Surgical or Pediatric 
Nursing 

JUDITH KNIGHT 
Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 

MARY DAVIS LINNEBRINGER 
Future plans: Medical Nursing 
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JANE A. MA DDEN 
Fu ture plans: Medica l or Maternal 
Child Nursing 

PEGGY LOUISE MILLER 
Futu re pl ans: Med ical Nursing 

SHERI DENISE MILLER 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 

CHRISTINE ANN MINNIHA N 
Future plans: Intensive Care Nursing 

BECKY J. PHILLIPS 
Future p lans: Cardiovascular and Tho 
racic ICU Nursing 

MICHELE ANN PLUMB 
Future plans: Medical or Obs tetrical 

Nursing 



PATIUCIA ANN lU CK 
Future plans: Community Health 
Nursing 

JANET L. SCHAFFNER 
Future plans: Medical Nursing 

MARY ANNE SCHOMOGY 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 

DIANE LYNN SCHWARZBROTT 
Future plans: Cardiovascular Nursing 

CHARLOTTE A. SCOTT 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 

PATRICIA LOUISE WELLS 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 
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MIRIAM LOUISE WIEDERAENDERS 
Future plans: Medical Nursing 

BETH LOUISE WILLARD 
Future plans: Critical Care Nursing 

DORIS LEE WILMSMEYER 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 

Seniors-May 1974 

LAURA ALTOBELLI 
Future plans: Community Health 

KATHLEEN BAGBY 
Future plans: Obstetrical Nursing 



KATHLEEN BAKER 
Future plans: undecided 

NANCY BOBEEN 
Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 

MARGARET K. BREED 
Future plans: Family Primary Care 

KAREN BRYANT 
Future plans: Newborn Nursery 

BARBARA BURDMAN 
Future plans: Coronary Care Nursing 

MARY PAT CRAIG 
Future plans: Pediatric Emergency 
Care 
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MARY J. ELBERT 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 

LINDA EMMERICH 
Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 

SUNNY ERNST 
Future plans: School Nursing 

ANNA FRERKING 
Future plans: Obstetrical-Labor and 
Delivery 

SANDY GAMBARO 
Future plans: Community Mental 
Health 

JAcx:!ULYN GIDEON R, N. 
Future plans: Inservice Education 



MARLENE HANNA 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 

PHYLLI S HARRIS R. N. 
Future plans: Medical-Surgical Edu
cation 

JUDI HASSELBED 
Future Plans: Community Health 

CANDY HENNEBERRY 
Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 

NANCY HOLTE KELLNER 
Future plans: Community Health 

DONNA KREMER 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 
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ELLEN LEONARD 
Future plans: Obstetrical or Pediatric 
Nursing 

CHERYL MARTEL 
Future plans: undecided 

ADRENA JOANN MAZZEI R.N. 
Future plans: Community Health 

JUDY FAYE McCOY 
Future plans: Neonatal or Obstetrical 

Nursing 

SHARON McGAHAN R. N. 
Future plans: Medical-Surgical Edu 

cation 

EILEEN McLEMORE 
Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 
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BARBARA MICHEL R, N. 
Future plans: Community Health 

THERESA MOHAN 
Future plans: Premature Nursery or 
Obstetrical Nurs ing 

JOYCE MUDD 
Future plans: undecided 

DEBBY POWELL 
Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 

PAMELA RADZOM 
Future plans: Community or Maternal
Child Health 

CHIUS REALPH 
Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 
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BARBARA REISH 
Future plans: Newborn Nursery 

JEANNE M. RUSSO 
Future plans: Emergency Room 

JEAN RYAN 
Future plans: Obstetrical Primary Care 

KATHLEEN SCHROER 
Future plans: Surgical Nursing 

SUSAN MARIE SEGAR 
Future plans: Army Nursing 

PATSY STAPLETON 
Future plans: undecided 



BARBARA H. WARNER R.N. 

Future plans: Rehabilitation Nursing 

AMY WHITAKER 

Future plans: Pediatric Nursing 

MARCIA WINSKY 

Future plans: Community Mental 

l-Iealth 

CAROL ANN YONKMAN R, N, 

Future plans: Cardiovascular Nursing 

Absent from pictures: 

MARGARET OAKS R, N, 
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"In N-75 I was told; "The only way you'll make it 
through is with prayer. " 

"I just can't keep my eyes open when they read those hand
outs to us." 

"My secret desire is to take public health one more time!" 

"I don't believe I did that! " 

"My nursing problem is: Theory versus Reality." 

"Well, there goes my 4. 000 GPA." 



The Nursing Care Plan 

Purpose of Plan: To provide guides by which the student nurse may survive her ordeals in this school while remaining physi
cally sound and mentally healthy. 

Goal #1: Relief of anxiety and apprehension regarding discomfort in unfamiliar activities and environment. 
1. Must develop self -confidence in her abilities to perform adequately in the clinical area and maintain poise 

with a calm expression when instructor whips back cur tain during her first bedbath. 
2. Must learn to control vasodilatation of facial area when instructor gasps upon student's giving first intra

muscular injection or doing first sterile dressing change. 
3, In order to develop professional recognition of pathophysiology -student nurse must spend four hours reading a chart 

and spend another five hours writing a good plan of care the evening before the clinical day on which you will spend three 
hours giving bedside care to your one patient. 

Goal #2: Acceptance of realistic goals and changes in life patterns. 
1, Must identify personal abilities and limitations and realize that you cannot make a move without running to your in
structor every ten minutes to get approval for your nursing judgments, By running to instructor for every move you make, 
you will develop good brown -nose techniques and satisfy instructor's omnipotent feelings and thereby "earn" your A in 
clinical . 

Goal #3 : Maintenance of individual identity and acceptance of self as person worthy of attention and concern of 
others. 

1. In order to distinguish self as student, one must wear cap, student patch (on the left side), and big blue 
name tag proudly decorating the chest . First name must not be placed on tag in order to maintain the professional role of 
the nurse. 

2, Must learn to tolerate instructor 's lack of acknowledgment and chuckle when she finally learns your name 
the last day of that clinical rotation. 

Goal #4: Maintenance of adequate nutrition. 
1, Drop Maalox 30cc Qid and at h,s. to assist with relief of chronic nausea and vomiting due to fear re

garding outcome of clinical rotation, 
2. Visit candy counter every two hours to supplement lack of energy due to missed breakfast, nausea at 

lunchtime during clinical day and heartburn at dinner time after reading AJN articles all afternoon. 
3, Follow good instructions given in nutrition lectures--bland diet following bland lecture in N-75, high 

caloric diet following Betty Crocker Grim's overflow of the basic essentials of a "well-rounded" balanced daily intake. 
Goal #5 : Maintenance of adequate peripheral flow mechanisms. 

1. Wear six dollar support hose to prevent varicosities and avoid swearing when you run them by bending to 
the floor to dust the bedrails every day. 

2. Take one ounce of Old Crow every a.m. to increase vasodilatation of cerebral vessels to prevent snoozing 
and snoring during four hour morning lectures. 

Goal #6: Maintenance of elimination of wastes. 
1. Avoid allowing self to get too full of it during the course of the semester . 
2, Visit john every one hour for 15 minutes intervals during clinical day to relieve discomfort caused by evil 

eye of the instructor --also good time to "light up." 
3, Throw away useless lecture notes every Semester to avoid impaction of indigestable material. 

Goal #7: Promote satisfaction of Maslow's Heirarchy of Needs. 
1 , To alleviate distress due to unfulfilled desires ••• sex Qid by M3, 
2, To develop sense of belonging ••• become totally apathetic like all of your fellow students . 

Goal #8: Maintenance of rest and comfort. 
1. Ignore Med-Surg instructors when they state that "you are not their's 26 hours a day as rumored--but only 

24 hours a day." And after finishing care plan at 1 a.m. look forward to your four and one -half hours of sleep before you 
awaken to becomes. N. --"Super Nurse" for the day. 
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Evaluation of Plan: After properly carrying out the plans of action designate d for the 
student, the result is, as pictured below, a well-equipped, sophisticated, well
tr ained graduate nurse with enough B.s. to get a job anywhere. 

Our first MU grad is a diplomatic, sophisticated , 
know -it -all genius who is also a good sport. She 
wears a vane for te lling which way the wind is 
blowing and her radar for receiving ANA and NLN 
thinking. 

This team leader carries her bag full of necessary 
tools: an iron for keeping in the fire, her spade for 
shoveling you know what, a spoon for traps and for 
keeping up the ole drive, and her 10 foot pole for 
not touching things with . 

Now this nurse carries the key to any situation, has 
an ace up her sleeve , kid gloves for delicate 
handling of high brass, but notice --she also has a 
large hole in her head and a good chin for ta king 
it on . 

Our last Mizzou nurse wears her rose colored glasses 
(also good for hiding bloodshot eyes); has a spare 
leg for when she hasn't got one to stand on, an old 
shoe for being as common as one; and wouldn't be 
caught without her red carpet which may also be 
used as a prayer rug. 



Only Flo Knows 
Recently one of our alumni returned to give encouraging words to our graduating class, Here is an excerpt of her 

speech so all may share in her inspiring thoughts. 
It was Christmas Eve , and naturally, being a nurse, I had to work the evening shift, As I battled with IV 's that re

fused to drip, cranky doctors, cranky patients, and cranky staff; I cur sed the profession of nursing as a whole , All my 
friends and family were celebrating Christmas and I was stuck in some frickin' hospital. I cursed all the way home , into 
my empty apartment, kicked my cat , ye lled "humbug" and went to bed. 

I hadn't slept long when I was strangely awakened from a deep sleep. There was a ghostly lightness about the room 
and as I turned to the window , I realized that there was a tall, white figure standing by the window . As I looked more 
closely, I realized that it was a woman and she was holding a lighted candle , 

"Who in the hell are you, the ghost of Christmas past?" 
"I'm Flore nce Nightingale you ninny. I've been sent by certain forces up there to see why you're so dow n on nursing. 

We 've been getting bad vibes from you." "Oh frick nursing ," I replied. By now I was view ing the whole thing as a bad 
dream. 

" Well, I've come to help you. You used to be such an energeti c student. Why I remember the day you were capped. 
Ruby and I talk of it often. I think we should go back to good ole Mizzou to see where all of your troubles star ted . Let's 
go back to N-75." 

Suddenly we were standing on 5 West of the Med Center. There I was as a young student looking very nice in my 
neat white uniform, hose and shoes , and cap neatly over my hair (with the drawstring in of course), but, I appeared very 
agitated. "I wonder what is. wrong with me?" "I think you're just a bout to give your first bedbath to a mal e patient," 
she replied, 

"Ha--l remember. They told us to use LONG FIR?vl strokes . " 
"Did it work?" 
" It sure diQ, I was never so embarrassed in my life!" 
"Never mind, this younger generation! Well, it looks llke you were fairly happy here. Shall I show more?" 
"Might as well, " 
Once again we were transformed, this time to 4 East. Suddenly we heard dozens of footsteps and before we could 

move, we were trampled by a herd of med students and doctors from the rear. As we crawled to the nearest treatment 
room, we were again ran over by a bed manned by 2 thre.e -hundred pound techs and containing a six-hundred pound 
diabetic. As we took cover behind the water fountain, I barely missed being hit by a charging red faced instructor 
yelling "Pathophysiology, pathophysiology I" I saw myself, a little older now, with stooped shoulders and feet dragging, 
carrying several 800 page books and a huge stack of papers. My cap was on crooked, I had runs In my hose , and my shoes 
were badly in need of a polish. "Well, this might have been the start of your troubles, shall I show you more?" Reluc
tantly I agreed to go on--" Sort of llke the late , late horror show, huh?" 

Suddenly we were on Peds , Chlldren were running up and down, cllmbing on desks, and jumping from the celllng. 
As we stood there, a llttle red wagon came charging down the hall propelled by a midget of super human powers dis
guised as a four year old boy. Flo and I jumped up and caught hold of the clock and swung out of the way. Once again I 
saw myself, again a little older. I was holding a baby in one arm and a copy of Erickson in the other , talking (talking?) 
to my instructor. "But don't you want to know what' s wrong with the kid?" I asked . "I don't care" replled the instructor. 
"What Stage of Development is he ln. That's what counts." 

"You know what, I think we're in trouble. Let's go on to OB." That was the best suggestion Flo had made all night. 
We were there in a flash (its on seven too, you know); in a deli very room, along with four residents , eight medical 
students, two peds residents, the father, two nurses , three casual observers, (a maid, and inhalation therapist, and a peds 
student), the mother (naturally), and way over in the corner , a student nurse, 

"Oh , I remember. That was my delivery--the only one I sa w, or should I say didn't see on my OB block." 
"Maybe we'd better move on." Suddenly we were in a cheerful day room at Mid Mo. As we stood there a woman 

wandered through the room, She was dressed inappropriately with a flat affect, wringing her hands and walked with a 
shuffling galt. I saw myself go up and talk to that woman, "Is that yoilr patient?: asked Flo. "Oh, no, that's my 
instructor." I replied, "There ' s my patient." I pointed to a nude middle-aged man jumping from chair to chair. 
"Those interactions were toughies , I just couldn't jump those chairs as good as he could. " 

"Oh, that must have been pretty tough. In my day we just locked them up in cellars . Do you dare to see more?" 
"Well, there's only one semester to go; we might as well," One last time we appeared in a new environment-

room 437; an instructor was lecturing, and as luck would have it, the topic of the day was Florence Nightingale, 
"Florence was very energetic but quite obstinent. If she didn't get her way, she took to her bed, Later in life, she 

died of syphlllis. " 
"Why the nerve: Just walt tll I file my report upstairs, The things they teach you these days!" 
"Hey, Flo baby, now don't flip your cap. I'll let you in on a little secret, There's only one way to beat the syste m 

around here. I '11 take you there. It's called HARPOS. " 
So Florence Nightingale lovers of the world, straighten your cap, drink a beer, and remember --beneath every 

angelic cap secretly lurks a "Flo," 
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Administration and Faculty 
?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? 
?????????????????????? 

OUR NEW DEAN . 
Where is she--has anybody 
thought of looking in our 
own backyard? 

Ruth Adams, M.P . H. 
Director of Continuing Education 

PSYCHIATRIC NURSING 
Director, Irma Bendel, M . S. N. 

Jane Brinton, M . S, 
Interim Dean 

Alice Major, Ed. D. 
Assistant to the Dean 
Director of Graduate Studies . 

SENIOR NURSING : Director, Dorothy O' Driscoll, M . S. N. , Martha Nahikian, M . S. , 
Ruth Ann Kroth, M. Ed. , Majorie Headricks, M.S . 

Willa Schumacher, M . S.N. Marilyn Tatum, B. S. N., Jewell Calderon, B. S . N. 



PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 
Director, Muriel Dayhoff, M. P. H. 

Joan Marshall, M. P.H., Joan Love, M.P.H., 
Mary Stilson, M. N, 

Sandra Gray, B. S, N. 

MATERNAL -GHILD NURSING 
Joan Meisner, M.s. W, director 

Rose Sita, M. S, N., Georgia Eckleman, M. S, MEDICAL-SURGICAL NURSING 
N. , M. Ed., Bre nda Yamita, B. s. N. , Kama- Betty Crim, M . Ed. director 
lini Kumar, B. s . N. 

Linda Bowe, B,S.N., Irene Powers, M, S. N., 
Christine Edgars, B. s . N. 

Kathleen Kaiser, M. s. N. , Fran
ces Wurtz, M. Ed. Missing: San
dra Sitze, B. s . N. 

NURSING METHODS FACULTY 
Director, Eleanor Baker, M. s . N. 
Avril Anderson, B.s. 
Ruth Benson, M. N. 
Areta Brown, B, S, N. 
Mary Jane Butler, M. S, N, 
Laura Flahart, B. s. N. 
Irma Fleeman, M. Ed. 
(No pictures available) 
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APATHY: Are You Motivated Enough to Read This? 

Ask the public to desc ribe a nurse and most will say he or she is someone that cares. Basically, that is what a nurse 
should be . Without that element of human compassion and need to help others , all the evaluations, the care plans, the 
hours of credit and the college degrees mean little . Yet, ironically e nough, at this school, somewhere amidst the exams, 
the hours of lecture , the c linical evaluations and so forth, this ele ment of c aring has been replaced by apathy . It seems 
that our stude nts have reached an all-time low when it comes to enthusiasm. One only has to look at the facts. 

Our school, similar to othe rs, needs change . The students know it, ye t little is done to initiate any change . Most 
students are afr aid to speak up for fe ar of being knocked down ten points grade-wise. Besides, they say, "It won't help 
me anyway ; they won't change this course while I'm in it." So, rather than push for worth-while change , its easier 
just to conform and forget it. 

Look at stude nt council "elections" for instance , In a school of over 200, we find it hard to belie ve that there is only 
one girl qualified to run for student council president. Council me mbers have to practically beg people to take offices . 
Consider class attendance. In N-75 no one would think of cutting c linical or le cture . We felt a responsibility to our 
patients and a need to attend lecture for our own gratification. Ye t compare that with the number of absences from lectures 
tures in the following courses. 

In addition, there is just a general lack of enthusiasm about nursing studies. It seems the opinion that most stude nts 
have is that school has ceased to be an experience and become a drudgery. Patients are viewed as care plans, written 
interactions, research and grading tools. Students are not aiming at the goal of graduating to be a professional nurse , but 
just at" getting out." Maybe it is due to the gap that exists between wearing a patch on your shoulder and a pin on your 
collar . 

Facts can be distorted to fit one's needs. The school can point out how well X number of students did on their state 
boards or X number of students are making X number of dollars per year, but human attitudes cannot be measured. We 
do know that our class in general started out as an enthusiastic group yet as we near graduation, our class is as apatheti c 
as any. 

It is true that perhaps any change we initiate won 't help us. But, would you rather be a graduate of a school noted 
for frustrated students or one known for developing autonomous and motivated nurses? 

We don't know where the problem lies. Most nursing students decided long ago that they wanted to be nurses. 
They went to college for three or more semesters without setting foot in the Medical Center; yet, the ambition to be a 
nurse stayed with them. Somewhere between N -75 and Senior nursing this enthusiasm deteriorated and apathy replaced it. 
One can only urge the younger students and the administration to look at the school, each other, and yourself and make 
nursing education what it should be . 

Sigma Theta Tau 

A chapter of Sigma Theta Tau, national honor soci
e ty of nursing , was installed at UMC on December 12 , 
1964 . The purposes of the society are: 1. foster high pro
fe ssional standards, 2. encourage creative work, 3. pro
mote maximum development of the individual and thus 
increase one's capacity to serve the profe ssion in and 
through its society, 4 . promote the spirit of fellowship 
among members of the profession of nursing, 5. develop 
an abiding interest in the advancement of nursing, 6. 
promote continuous participation as responsible members 
of the profession. 

We submit a few considerations for your inspection. 
Is it not true that every professional nurse strives for the 
above ; or, is it necessary to belong to an honorary to 
exhibit these characteristics? Is it not true that every pro
fessional nurse--though perhaps not having a 3. 000 GPA 
or being in the top one -third of her class- -that it is 
possible she is creative , has an abiding interest in the ad-

vancement of nursing and works and participates as a 
responsible member of the profession? Is it not possible 
to have a GPA ABOVE 3.000 and NOT have these quali
fications as is evident in some of our own school's mem
bers? 

It is disheartening that nursing has created a factor 
within itself when we are all faced with the complexities 
of building and promoting collegial relationships with 
our allied health professions. How can we possible work 
together as a total whole if a few are selected that are 
"better?" 

Again to emphasize, is it not important that we 
stick together as truly professional nurses and let it be 
known to everyone that we all strive towards the purposes 
of this society--not that the incentive is only grades or 
academic excellence? Is it not true then--how obsolete 
this society is ? 



Ch~ 
Year 
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The M -4 year is your final step- -the culmination of 
the previous three years, and overall, the best of medical 
school. You're past the rookie insecurity and paranoia. You 
know the necessary phone numbers and when and who to ask 
for help. As a rule, you are in a position to take electives 
now. You can hold your own with over -zealous house of
ficers, carry on the day-to-day of ward existence, assume 
more responsibility for patient care--and do it all with less 
was ted effort and anxiety. 

But you're a long way from knowledgeable. You feel 
your limitations even more acutely than before. You realize 
there's more to the gap between M -4 and intern than 12 
months- -and you wonder a bout next year. 

But even pursuit of internships , which adds its own un
certainty and stress, can't spoil the feeling that you're on 
your way. Soon you'll have an M. D. --and maybe that alone 
makes it all worthwhile. 

Senior Medicine 
There are a designated few M -4's 

who have the opportunity to pursue 
a more specialized 8 week medicine 
experience for their senior rotation. 
This is in accordance with the U. M. 
M. C. PASS - -FAIL system which 
evaluates your M -3 performance as 
HONORS, SUPERIOR, PASS or FAIL. 
A quick overview of the medical 
subspecialties follows 

Neurology 

Harry White , M. D. 

Three different approaches to neurological problems as 
well as three different personalities find at home in the newly
created Neurology Department. Chairman Harry White, 
eminently knowledgeable , and an all-around gentleman com
bines the best of versatile Jim ("benign four") Dexter and 
conscientious John("cranial nerve exam") Byer. There is no 
question , however, that each is a highly competent neurol
ogist with his own style and approach. 

As a student here you '11 need three basic tools: a 
shovel to listen to Dexter, "No-Doz" for Byer, and a note
book for White . Patient load on this service is slow to com
fortable , but the pathology is adequate; and the two day per 
week clinic is busy and educational. 

Overall , it is a beneficial elective for independent 
learners who will use the clinical material and experienced 
instructors to their advantage in an important but often 
overlooked area. 

James Dexter , M. D. John Byer , M. D. 



Hematology 
RULES OF THE ROAD 

Don't piss Dr. Henry off. 
Don't contradict Dr. Henry. 
Don't catch Dr. Henry in a mistake. 
Don't criticize the South. 
Don't criticize psychiatry. 
Don't be late to clinic. 
Don't call "the Bru" "the Bru." 
Don't talk above a whisper to Dr . Henry's secretary if he's in 

the office. 
Don't ask C arolla if he's really a pussycat at home. 
Don't ask Dr. Henry's secretary for ANY favors. 

Charles E. Mengel, M.D. 

The Bible , King Charles Version 

Patrick H. Henry, M.D. 
Leonard H. Brubaker, M.D. 

Douglas Westhoff, M. D. 

Richard J. Samaha, M.D. 

Rule of Thumb: If Dr. Henry likes you, he may ask why he 
frightens students . Reply that you haven't any idea. 

Do memorize every lab result and date in the old chart no 
matter how thick it is. 

Do read the Red Cell Manual t. i . d. x 2 months . 
Do develop a burning interest in hemoglobin Bart's, George

town, Harlem, Chesapeake, Freiburg, Gun Hill, A,B,C, D, 
••• etc., Hammersmith, Hiroshima, Kansas, Koln, 
Lepore, Memph~s , Philly, Rainier, S-G , Seattle , S-S , 
Torino, Ube I, Yakima, Yoshizuba and Zurich if "the 
Bru" is attending. 

Do praise Boston if Samaha is attending . 
Do avoid , at all costs , presenting at problem conference . 

Robert L. Carella, M.D. 
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John F. Maher , M. D. 

Daniel J. Ahearn, M. D. 
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Nephrology 
Sorry, but there ' s no joking 

about this Division of Medi
cine. We can only guess that 
the men that will be missing 
next year are going on to big -
ger and better things. We 
wish them well. Whatever the 
factors involved with each in
dividual departure , we hope 
that someone in a position to 
change what i s changeable 
will attempt to do so. 

Karl Nolph , we 're glad 
you 're staying . Jack Maher , 
Cedric Bryan, Dan Ahearn , 
we will miss you in many 
ways. Thank you for staying 
as long as you did , 

Cedric w. Bryan, M. D. 

Max Hirszel , M. D. 

Karl D. Nolph , M,D, 

" If I were summing up the 
qualities of a good teacher 
of medicine , I 1vould enu
merate human sympathy , 
moral and intellectual in
tegrity , enthusiasm, and 
ability to talk , in addition 
of course to knowledge of 
his subject. " 

Anonymous 

Fred c . Husted , M. D. 



Richard H. Martin, M. D. 

Donald W. Dickhaus, M. D, 

BrentM, Parker, M. D. 

Cardiology 
The Cardiology service offers an elective that is ra

pidly becoming the number one teaching service in the 
Medicine department. Students are given a balanced intro
duction into clinical cardiology, the cardiac exam , ECG 
analysis , the cath -lab, and the Cardiac -ICU . On this ser
vice, you ' ll function near the level of an intern for admis
sions to the CCU and rapidly learn the essentials of diagno
sis and treatment of Mls and cardiac emergencies. You '11 
soon find yourself ripping Wenckebach 's off the monitor 
almost as fast as the nurses and picking up friction rubs 
before the interns. 

The staff is, in general, excellent. Dr. Brent Parker 
a recent addition has assumed the responsibility for student 
teaching and is heading for a golden apple. 

As with any clinical service you '11 find your-self 
frustrated with scut work and admissions at times. Problems 
arise when tired Medicine residents from other floors cover 
the CCU at night and give Cardiology students a hard time . 
And since admissions to the unit are handled by the Medi
cine resident--you' ll find yourself working up delerium 
tremens , COPD , cirrhosis or chronic back pain on Friday 
afternoon when the VA tunnel is well-oiled. 

In general, however , we highly recommend the 
elective and suggest that you sign up early. 

George Reed , M. D. and Linley Watson, M. D. 

Gerald Cupp, M, D. 

David Davis , M, D, 

Monte Willson, M. D. 



Pulmonary 
PT, PROFILE: First UMMC/CVAH admission for this 9 

month old Pulmonary Division from Durham, North Carolina, 
which is being evaluated with chief complaints of 1) ethno
centric personnel and 2) sporadic organization, 

HPI: #1- -Ethnocentric personnel. Soon after the Pul
monary Division arrived here in June, 1973 , the complaints 

from the Medicine house officers began. The newcomers in
cessantl y compared their former home (Duke) with UMMC-
naturally, to UMMC's disadvantage. One fellow in charge of 
consults was noted to be "cocky" by fellow housestaff, and 
the number of consultations rapidly dwindled by a factor of 
three. Subsequently, this same fellow spent several months 
learning public relations and improved his image. The other 
fellow is best described as a "yes man". Like the expression 
"a dog resembles his master" , this fellow resembles his 
chief. Though he gets his kicks from any machine that pro
duces quantitative results, staff man Hurst is a good clini
cian and is always available for teaching. Divison head, Dr. 
Kaye Kilburn manifests his remarkable memory by the 
capacity to recall the name and disease of almost every 
patient he has seen, He has a vast fund of knowledge which 
he shares readily (once you get past his lectures on the 
hazards of tobacco, cholesterol, and American-made cars) . 
Also, he knows what's going on about 85o/o of the time, 
Nancy, the division secretary knows what's going on the 
remaining 15o/o of the time and is good to have on your side, 

#2--Sporadic Organization. Possibly the major problem 
at the present time. Consult rounds vary from any day of the 
week to any time of the day; and more than once are called 
off after you've waited around until 6:00 p.m. It is common 
for routine consults to take up to 3 days to be attended on. 
This delay in disposition necessitates your seeing patients 
late at night to avoid the verbal abuse of the houseofficers 
the following day. 

Scheduled teaching is nil, and otherwise hit or miss on 
rounds. This service is not recommended if you depend pri
marily on didactic lectures for your learning. 

IMPRESSION: 1) Important area of general medicine 
worth learning about. 

2) New division with usual growing 
pains. 

3) Requires student initiative fur much 
benefit, 

DISPOSITION: 1) Allow more time for departmental 
improvement. 

2) Addition of non-Duke trained staff 
to add new ideas and humility. 

Kay Kilburn, M, D. 

Daniel Hurst, M. D. 

Arnold Hudson, M, D. Ricardo Cordon, M. D, 

"Well, at Duke we 
calle d this a roent
genogram. " 
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Thomas Burns, M.D. 

John Winnacker, M.D. 

Endocrinology 

Mutation proudly presents the new 
smash hit "Hormones" starring T. 
(Thyroid) Burns- -that suave leading 
man well remembered for his bril
liant performance in T4-2 . Also star
ring Duke Winnacker, never to be 
forgotten as the kind veterinarian in 
"Lassie has an adrenal crisis". 

Almost certain to win another 
academy award is Ron James for his 
amazingly true to life portrayal of 
the brittle diabetic in ketoacidosis. 

And introducing in his screen de
but, Jim Mohs, as the rookie clini.
cian with lipids on his mind. Price 
of admission is 4 weeks of free time, 
or one documented hypoglycemic 
episode. 

David Klachko, M.D. 

Richard Krause, M.D. 

"Any scientist who has even been 
in love knows that he may understand 
everything about sex hormones, but 
the actual experience is something 
quite different. " 

Dame Kathleen Lonsdale ( 1963) 

James Mohs, M. D. 

Ronald C. James, M.D. 
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Gastroenterology 

I pass through the eye of a burning comet, 
And see flash by me four white teeth. 
But into the darkness plunge I in disbelief, 

And now rushing toward me is pure white vomit. 

Over my shoulder I then start to yell, 
"It's coming , it's coming --more valium I think. " 
And Jay in the patie nt' s arm a hypo does sink. 

Now the path is quite clear --How I hope like he ll. 

Gastric mucosa lies straight ahead, 
But what do I spy on entering this cavern? 
Esophageal varices! He 's been to a tavern. 

Things MUST get better, or this man's soon dead. 

Now I stop to light my lantern , 
But before the bulb is lit , 
I note a quick fall into a large black pit, 

An ulcer crater too! There 's more here to learn. 

Quick as a wink, I the n guide it out , 
And squeeze through the sphincter to see, 
Another large hole here in front of me. 

Maalox, says Phil, will cure this small bout. 

Jay Ward, M. D. 

Colin Atterbury, M.D. 
Richard Sylvanowicz, M.E. 

J. Ned Smith, M.D. 
Randall Wood, Ph. b. 
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Daniel H. Winship , M. D. 

Kenneth C. Hanson , M. D. 

James H. Butt, M. D. 

Duodenum, je junum, ileum not far behind, 
Oh my , oh my , do I love these sights; 
One more bend, then the ligament of Treitz. 

I see no Crohn's--but of this Dan's fond. 

Drifting , now drifting , the course it is tortuous, 
And a Meckel's Divertic sits to my right. 
Next a worm-like appendage looms in my sight, 

Surely knows no surgeons, and this is fortuous . 

The tunnel now opens to a much bigger tube, 
And upward I climb to the he patic flex. 
Unimpeded I float dodging some Rice Chex. 

Whoa! I 'm falling , this tube's had a lube. 

Whizzing along, both to left and to right 

Hundreds of caves and these must be 'tics. 
"Call for the procto! " exclaimed Sylvano-wicks, 

"Push the silver Caddy through the anus in the night. " 

Around one more curve, now hope is in sight. 
I burst through 'roid tags and open the Butts , 
A be autiful sight, I look up at a PUTZ. 

May I never again traverse such a flight. 



CEM: You all know why we're gathered here. I assume 
you have all boned up on a few of the essentials of 
what I'm going to cover. Let's start off with you, 
Dick. What is your approach to the patient with 
SBE? 

RM: Hmmm, let's see ... that's . . . yes, I'm sure. 
That's definitely an infectious disease. I'd do a 
thorough history and physical and definitely treat 
with an anti biotic! 

CEM: Excellent, excellent! Now, Gordo , what about 
gonococcal arthritis? 

GS: Sir , I 'd kick her ass out and tell her not to come 
back until she got her mind and body clean. 

CEM: Well, that is one approach I suppose , so I'll have 
to give you full credit. Pat , is Pneumocystis carnii 
dangerous in the immunosuppressed leukemic? 

PH: The Bru said it was , so I guess it must be. My 
answer is definite! y yes. 

CEM: Great , we're back on the right track. Now, Dan, 
where would you look for Amebiasis if there was 
clinical suspicion? 

DW: South of the border. 
CEM: Partial credit, Dan, and that's stretching the point. 

Tom, are diabetics more susceptible to infection? 
TB: Yes, depending on the age, size and shape of the 

organism. 
CEM: IUght again , you guys are pretty sharp! (Excuse me , 

Gordo .) Okay, Jack, what is the etiology of AGN? 
JM: UV=PC-Tm and 1[Y=C-Tm, but E=RT in f +E+RT 

P P ZF C 
RT In M and Karl has proven ••. 

Infectious Disease 
CEM: Stop, stop! You started off on the right track but 

then got off it. Frankly, you lost me, so there's 
definitely no credit. Kaye , how would you treat 
the patient with fever, a productive cough, and 
rusty sputum? 

KK: That's a tough one , Chuck, but I think I can an
swer it. I'd branch him with a high index of suspi 
cion for rusty nail aspiration. 

CEM: Well, you guys are beginning to let me down. No 
credit for that one . One more miss and you will 
fall below the 7r:l'/o passing score. Harry, is Staph 
epidural absess a serious, often life-threatening in
fection demanding immediate surgical intervention? 
It's all up to you now , 

l!W: Aaaa ... well ... aaa ... yes ... er ..• 
no ... maybe sometimes ... let me start over. 
Is that surgical or pediatric staff that you refer to? 

CEM: Okay, llarry, that's enough. Despite the fact that 
you show some weakness in the exam , team, I've 
decided to not change my policy. After all, in 
this department, personality and effort count 8f1'/o 
and knowledge counts 2f1'/o, You all are okay in my 
book. Also 1 feel certain that if you really !.!1• 
you can cover any infectious disease problem that 
comes up without help from any superspecialist. 
Therefore, status quo will prevail no matter what 
the students and house officers want, and regard
less of patient needs. 
(Attn. CEM: Get it?) 

Immunology 

Gordon c. Sharp, M.D. 

Alan D. Morris, M.D. William s. Irvin, M.D. 

William D. Gaunt , M.D. Howayd Aylward , M.D. 

Immunology /Rheumatology is a 
relatively new clinical area that 
has made many significant labo
ratory contributions to medicine, 
but whose discoveries offer little 
in the way of therapy for the pa
tient except steriods, The immun
ology division at UMMC is a good 
one however. It is growing and 
has a number of academic and 
patient- oriented research projects 
underway. 

There is probably a clinical 
immunology elective available, 
but it 's difficult to find anyone 
who has taken it recently . Most 
students are discouraged by the 
molecular level orientation, lack 
of effective therapy, and the fact 
that full -scale immuno work-ups 
are among the most time-consum
ing and least productive in the 
hospital. It is primarily an elec
tive for those interested in the 
field, 

If you got rid of that damned 
beard, you'd get a key to the Ex
ecutive John too . 

With only these few tubes, you 
too can diagnose MCTD . 
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Senior Surgery 
A whirlwindjunket (10 days each) 

through the world of surgical sub
specialties. You '11 spend too little 
time in any one area to gain much of 
an o bj ecti ve impression, but the 
program is as follows . . . 

Lynn 0. Litton, M.D. 

Herbert Craig, M.D. 

Orthopedics 
ORTHOPEDICS: The "Fix-it Shop". 
Here you'll see the young and old. 
Trauma and traction, birth defects 
and arthritis--it' s all planed, nailed, 
casted or repl aced. This is a service 
where sick patients don't dare stay 
long --by mutual agreement. Though 
the chief is superb, he is badly in 
need of attending help. For the stu
dents the experience is variable with 
teaching at a minimum. The future 
lies in the young house -staff and out
side help. 

Robert Logel , M. D. 

Robert Curnow , M.D. 

David Scherr, M.D. 

Ray Cunningham, M.D. 

Richard Klein, M. D. 



Ian Thompson , M.D. 

Joseph Montie , M.D. 

Edward Bass, M.D. 

Urology 
UROLOGY: The "Stream Team". A 
service with a spectrum of talent 
from sublime to ridiculous, You'll see 
prostatism and priapism, vasectomy 
and nepluecto my. Transplant is a 
growing word here with Joe Montie a 
welcome addition to the staff. You 
can change a lot of dressings and 
follow some good and bad surgery 
depending on who 's chief. A fair 
amount of teaching is offered if you 
catch the right guys as house staff. 
If not, it's bad, but you can survive 
anything for ten days. 

Edward Grim, M.D. 

Harry Shannon, M.D. 

• 

Robert Schneider , M. D. 

Harry Latourette, M.D. 

Gilbert Ross, M. D. 

Robert Lauvetz, M.D. 
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Carl Almond, M. D. 

Thoracic 
THORACIC: "Chest-crackers." No 
"pros from Dover" here, but two 
amiable south -of - the -border residents 
make this a worthwhile experience . 
The chief has cleaned house (we miss 
Dr. Alan Hopeman) and has mellow
ed in his approach . Teaching is 
available and more medicine is seen 
here than on any other surgical ser
vice. Badly in need of fewer Class 
IV sickies and more help from Car
diology . 

Nazih Salam, M.D. 

Raphael Salas, M. D. 

Ay, Chihuahua !! Ho, Boy, I'm een beeg trouble . De boss, 
he going steek eet to me . 

Surendra Kumar, M. D. 



Dr. Black's last epidura abscess. 

Neurosurgery 
NEUROSURGERY: "The Head Shop". 
Nothing much has changed in this 
worst of student rotations. Obsessive
compulsive behavior by attendings, 
spreads to residents. Minimal in 
volvement , ridiculous rounds, and 
shoddy teaching are the hallmarks 
here. Chairman Sam Black, with a 
questionable seizure disorder , seeks 
the sanctuary of a Mid -West golf 
course from the social pressures of 
Yale University. Colorfull y referred 
to as Mr. Black, he is the perennial 
loser to the "White team" in neuro 
discussions. This service needs new 
faces, new attitudes and a new ap 
proach. 

Jit Kim Lim, M.D. 

Samuel P. W. Black, M.D. 

Warren P. Sights, M. D. 

David Wilkinson, M.D. 

Gerald Shandro , M.D. 

Curtis Cox, M. D. I sure wish Dr. White was here. 
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Welcome to our ER--Are you single? 

E.R. 

E. R. : A new rotation this year and 
badly in need of help. The primary 
problem is a dearth of acute prob
lems. Why the only major E. R. be
tween St. Louis and Kansas City has 
so few real emergencies is beyond 
our comprehension. Aches and pains, 
colds and pneumonia, lacerations 
and fractures, not to mention "the 
drip", all gather here- -and meet 
equal delay. This E. R. needs to be a 
functional acute care center. Other 
necessary changes include 1) a hold
ing area for observation and short 
term therapy and 2) more expedi
tious management of the patients 
that do come in. Overall, an area 
that needs a little more financial 
support and some innovative ap
preaches. 

When you've played your last card, Archie's always avail
able. 

Damn, I dropped a stitch. 

You're right--that is a nasty splinter, but I think we 
can help you. 



Electives 
One of the strong points of this medical school is the 8 

months (4 blocks) of free-elective time during the M-3 and 
M-4 years. You can spend the 6 free months doing anything 
from trout fishing to thoracic surgery in London. Recommend
ed uses of this time (leave most of it for the fourth year) in
clude: 1) well-paying clinical externships in community hos
pitals, 2) externships at possible internship choices, 3) travel
including internship interviews, 4) clerkships in areas of in
terest and 5) vacation. 

The 2-month elective must be spent in a Dean 's Office 
approved area of medicine, but opportunity depends prlmar
lly on your imagination and initiative, UMMC offers many 
clinical and research electives in nearly every department, 
not to mention the unlimited opportunities available else
where. Some of the clinical electives not previously men
tioned follow: 

Guess who? 

PM&R 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilltlon--traditionally a 

compulsive 4-week block at UMMC--has been a generally 
non -functional area during our 2 -year ward experience. Most 
M·4's substituted another 4-week elective during this time 

But in the recent past, the PM&R experience has again 
become mandatory snaring only a few who delayed their elec
tive. Consequently, most of us know next-to-nothing about 
this area of medicine or the department here. 

In the last 6 months, however, the department has add
ed a new chairman and a new wing on McHaney Hall, and 
gives every indication of fast-becoming a more viable part 
of the Medical Center. There is no question that mid-Mis
souri desperately needs a specialized group of physicians and 
ancillary professionnals in this area. And though we question 
the advisiablity of a required PM&R block when there is no 
scheduled exposure to ophthalmology or dermatology, we are 
watching with optimistic interest the Plv!&R department's 
rebirth, 
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Sherwood Baker, M.D. 
Chairman 

Jack Colwill, M. D. 

Family Practice 
Family Practice residencies are certainly in vogue 

this year. Over 40o/o of the senior class has expressed inter
est in this field, and it' s not diffi cult to unde rstand why. 
Family Practice offe rs a reside ncy strong in patient care , 
and the basic concept of this type of program is to give the 
resident some training in all areas of medicine. This hope 
fully enables him to provide total patient care when pos
sible and to know when to refer appropriately. 

The UMMC Family Practice program is highly rated 
and is expanding and improving rapidly. Problems still 
exist, however. For example, residents are too often 
treated like "5th year medical students" in the F-P unit 
and as second class citizens on the rotations. Progress here 
will come slowly, and should be noted by those interested 
in the area . Students are interested in Family Pactice for 
a multiplicity of reasons--not the least of which is inde
cision about specialty choice . If you are interested in a 
F-P residency, consider the 8 week elective at UMMC 
( considered by most a representative program) . Further 
exposure can be obtained by spending 4- 8 weeks at anothe r 
comparable program (i.e., Seattle , Rochester), so that 
armed with first hand experience, you can better evaluate 
the Family Practice approach to training and career. 

Donald Allcorn, M.D. 

Margaret Flynn, Ph . D. 

Paul Young, M. D. 

Georgia Nolph, M.D. 

William Allen, M.D. 

"The chief objection brought against specialties is, that they 
operate unfairly toward the general practitioner, in implying 
that he is incompetent to properly treat certa in classes of 
diseases, and narrowing his field of practice." 

Anonymous (1 869) 



.. 

Thomas Prendergast, M.D . 

Alan David, M.D. 

Roger Hofmeister, M.D. 

Larry Johnson, M. D. • -
Charles Janovsky, M. D . 

Patricia McGannon, M. D. 

Larry Seitz, M. D. 

David Keithley, M. D. 

William Birkby, M.D . 

"There are probably as many 'kindly 
old specialists' as there are 'kindly 
old family physicians'." 

Robert Ebert (1965) 

Vernon E. Wilson, M.D . 
Elizabeth Heimburger, M. D. 

Anthony Foley, M.D. 

Bill Wilson, Post-Junior 
Fellow 

li 
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Gwilym Lodwick, M. D. 
Chairman 

Lewis Garrotto, M.D. 

Manuel Navarro , M.D. 

"One look is worth a thousand lis
tens" 

Merrill Sosman (circa 1950) 

Radiology 
The UMMC Department of Radi

ology offers a four-eight week elec 
tive block in clinical diagnostic ra
diology. This is the only formal radi
ology instruction offered in the med 
ical school, besides hit or miss lee
tures during the pre -clinical years. 
You'll see a lot of X-rays and have 
the opportunity to do a few diagnos
tic procedures like UGis, barium en
emas and IVPs. A strong Pediatric 
radiology experience is available 
with Dr. Ostreich. 

If you have the time, four weeks 
on this service seems a good alter 
native to picking up your radiology 
on rounds and reading Lucy Squire's 
text. Teaching on the block is in
formal and more consistent on the VA 
side of the street , But the hours re
main among the best in the hospital. 

Richard Sutton, M.D . 

James Lehr, M. D. 

Tschang Kim, M.D. 

Alan Oestreich, M. D. 

Maurice Mullins , M.D. 

Harold Hensdorf, M.D. 



Wayne Lehr, D. 0. 
Gerald lloxworth, M. D. 

Corrine Farrell, M.D. 

Romney Ashton , M. D. 

Jon Cove, M.D. 

Robert 

Melvin Skiles, M.D. McHugh, M.D. 

Sally Lee, M.D. 

William Shipley , M.D. 

Wong Chun, M. D. 

D~vid Shrunk , M.D. 

Richard Mulligan, M.D. 

Joseph Soha, M. D. 

John Nilson , M. D. 
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Dermatology 

Once upon a time there lived a little boy named Joey 
Woofter. Joey would hang around with all the big guys 
'cause he wanted to be lil<e them. T11ey used to loiter on the 
street corners waiting for some homely pubescent girl to 
round the bend so they could jump on her and squeeze her 
zits until she bled. Joey liked the carbuncles 'cause they 
were the juicy ones. Big Louie would take pictures of the 
victim to show all the kids in the neighborhood. 

Now, the leader of the gang was named Pemphigus Phil 
and his lieutenants were Dyer the Dermatophyte and Lichen 
Planus Larry. There was a loyalty among the gang to their 
leaders, not just because they had an utter respect , but be 
cause they had the key to the clubhouse medicine closet. 
Every Wednesday morning , the guys sat around sniffing 
steroids. Along with Big Louie were Discoid Dave, Atopic 
Aland Tinea Tom. Two other guys , Bruce the Blemish and 
Rosacea Rossiter , never got into steroids. HEB Cream was 
their thing. They liked to rub it all over their bodies. 
Little Joey Woofter was just beginning a habit for Alpha
Keri. For Joey this was heavy stuff. 

"Under her breast 
Philip Anderson, M. D. 

Gary Dyer, M. D. 

(Worthy the pressing) lies a mole, 
right proud 

Of that most delicate lodging. " 
William Shakespeare 

The "Big Three" have a chuckle as they display the secret ingredient of Heb 
Cream. 

Larry Millikan, M. D. 



David Byrne, M.D. 

Thomas Harris, M.D • 

.. 
James Rossiter, M.D. 

Joseph Woofter, M.D. 

American Proverb--

Joey's habit became greater; the Alpha-Keri went to 
his brain. He jumped every little girl with a zit that he 
could find to show the guys he was one of them, until, one 
day, he got a sore. It looked like a zit, but went away. 
Then they appeared all over his body. He rubbed Alpha
Keri all over himself, but it didn't help. Discoid Dave and 
A topic Al tried steroids, Rossiter gave him some HEB cream 
and Tinea Tom and Lichen Planus Larry prayed to the 
great skin idol, Ni vea. Nothing would work. Joey clapped 
when Phil said he had some stuff and , sure enough, it 
cleared up. 

Since then, Joey has become one of the gang, be
cause, since he got the "sore", they knew he was not a 
little boy any more. 

The moral of this story shows that it takes a harmoni
ous group with the support of a good leader to be a real big 
guy. 

It will never get well if you pick it . 
Louis Vollmar, M.D. 

Bruce McLelland, M.D. 
Alan Harves, M. D. 
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Anesthesiology 

Judy Donegan, M.D. 
G. W. N. Eggers, Jr., M.D. 

Chairman 

E. Scott McCord, M.D. 

Marshall T , Metzger, M. D. 

Flash Gordon, M.D. Charles Gregorius, M.D. 
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FOR SALE: One little used anes
thesia department, fully equipped, 
ready to use, except on Tuesday and 
Thursday and Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday afternoons. Display model 
can be viewed by appointment only. 
If you respond to this offer of a life 
time , you will receive free of charge: 
the new , revised , two -page i nstruc 
tion manual on "All You Need to 
Know in Anesthesiology" --autograph 
ed by the author, G. W. N. Eggers; 
one free horseback ride with Legs 
Donegan; and an evening of fun and 
frolic with dynamic Scott McCord. 

Accesory parts available on order 
- -you , too , can own the latest gas 
bag- -model X02 . For further in for 
mation, call Marty at EXT 882 -2568 
or see your local listings: Marshall 
Metzgar --expert in gas passing and 
other games of lower organizat ion. 

Rudolfo Dumlao, M. D. 

Hamilton Hart, M. D. 



Sure I'm a medical secretary but this is 
carrying things too far. 

Doctors and nurses turning their 
backs on hopeless case. 

Actually I'm not fat. I was just 
doing mouth -to -mouth resuscita
tion on an acromegalic giant-
and he exhaled. 

"Mr. Anesthetist, if the patient can 
keep awake, surely you can. " 

Wilfred Totter ( 1965) 

So this little guy with the camera 
gave me $100 . 00 to dress up like 
this while he took pictures. 

Four big people vs. one little per
son. 

1.57 



Ophthalmology 
Opthalmology rounds begin at 7:30 a. m. on Mon

day, Wednesday and Friday. Following rounds and be 
ginning about 7:35a.m. is the chairman's conference , 
At this gathering, such patriotic topi cs as America- 
Love It or Leave It, and How to Survive in Socialized 
Medicine ... are discussed while resident freak, F, 
Emert , sings God Bless America in the background and 
Snoop snores--all of which is unheard by a chairman 
whose B. C. is greater than A. C. 

Following this stimulating standstill, the group 
moves to the cafeteria for coffee and conversation. For 
the next hour, a betting pool is organi zed. The winner 
is the person who guesses how many times compulsive 
resident, Dr. Gogetter , will rotate his tires this coming 
week. During morning clinic the pace picks up when the 
lovely, young resident presents with central scotomat a of 
the right eye. Within several hours the diagnosis of mas
cara on her cont act lens is made, and things return to 
dull-normal. 

On Tuesday and Thursday there are no organi zed 
rounds, and at 8:00 a. m·., the 0. R. is the place to be. 
The famous team of CATS & EYED are there. These two 
are fondly called "The Deli' Dollar Special:" (by friends) 
and "Hot Dog and Sour Kraut" (by others) . 

In general, the patients seen on ophthalmology are 
in a class by themselves. They 're kind, jovial and always 
ready for a good laugh. Examples are spitting on the slit 
lamp and spelling dirty words during refraction. Another 
classic is letting you spend 10 minutes trying to find the 
disc before telling you that you're looking at their glass 
eye. All in all , it is an elective for those who want to 
see what ophthalmology is about, or in this case , not 
about. 

Richard Katz, M. D. , Carl Ide, M. D. , Roy Wil
son, M.S. 

Frank Emert , M. D. 
Eyed 

Chairman 

Kenneth McCoy, M.D. 

Philip Morgan , M. D. 
Wasecm Kamal , M.D. 

James Geisinger , M.D. 

Thomas Brown , M.D.; Paul Knoop, M.D.; Jean Holt, M.D. 



Special 
Problems 
In the following section, we 

have covered only a few of the 
many special aspects of UMMC 
that contribute to the student ex 
perience. As always there are 
areas that defy classification, and 
we have tried to select those espe 
cially deserving your attention. 

Though they do not fit neatly 
into a systems approach to disease, 
we have provided the information 
we consider essential to a student's 
attempt to "survive the system. " 

Tete 

Burns on Winnacker: When Dr. Winnacker came to us sev
eral years ago , he had spent the preceding decade in the 
Armed Forces and , to be frank, his clinical skills had be 
come rusty. I recall, shortly after he arrived on the scene, 
I happened on a patient he had just examined and was ap
palled at the large amount of reddish powder covering the 
patient, Dr, Winnacker has progressed a long way since 
then, 

He has become renowned in the Medical Center for 
his warmth, wit and diagnostic acumen. He has become 
well -known as a tremendously enthusiastic man, an attri
bute that extends to the area of therapy. Some of you may 
not know it but Dr. Winnacker, in his earlier youth, had a 
full head of hair. Alas, in his late teens, he developed a 
rather severe case of dandruff, and he attacked its treat 
ment with characteristic vigor. The results were, ah, well, 
rather disappointing. We can only thank the Lord that i t 
wasn 't a Neisserian infection that afflicted him in this im
pressionable state of his youth. 

a Tete 

Winnacker on Burns: Although hardly one of his fans, I am 
nevertheless appalled by the increasingly vile criticism of 
Tom "Porky" Burns. Since we lose this unique compromise 
of Nature if the abuse continues, I urge all of you to ob
jectivel y reassess the loss. 

Porks is one of the few Renai ssance physici ans in ac 
ademic medicine today, a man whose efficiency. bril
liance, and curiosity enable him to spend four hours a day 
on the Bongo Board. A man with enough balance and 
style to take seven weeks of vacation yearly without 
arousing the jealousy of his colleagues. A man whose wit 
and grace are a constant catal yst at any party. Who else 
could spill ten gallons of punch on the guests of honor 
without pausing in mid-sentence? 

Most importantly. his mere presence on the faculty 

gives our medical school an extra dimension. After obser 
ving Tom, our medical students magically lose all inde 
cision about their futures. For these and other less compel
ling reasons, this man, my friend Tom, should begin to 
receive the respect he deserves. 
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Dr. I. Atrogenics 

A traditional contributor to this annual, Dr. I. Atro
genics, was thought to be another casualty in the continu
ing cutback of government funds for Health Care. He was 
finally located in the slums of Guadalajara working as a 
taco vender and moonlighting as a neighborhood abortion
ist --"to keep his hand in it" so to speak. But he kindly 
accepted our offer to once again serve as the Dear Abby of 
the medical world. 

Dear Dr.: 
I have just heard that my sister contracted gonorrhea. 

I am quite close with my sister and find it difficult to be
lieve such a thing could happen. I would like to know if 
she could have got it from a toilet seat. You know how 
filthy these bathrooms are. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. T. Pallidum 

Dear Dr. Pallidum: 
Yes, it is possible your sister could have gotten GC on 

a toilet seat, but I'm sure it would have been very uncom
fort able. 

Dear Dr.: 
I am a typical horny medical student and I have heard 

that saltpeter might be good to try. Do you have any sug
gestions? 

Signed, 
L. Anonymous M-1 

Dear Anonymous M-1: 
Saltpeter may be 0. K., but I suggest whipping cream 

and honey. 

Dear Dr.: 
I have been hearing about the Curly Lauvetz Synd rome. 

Could you please elucidate , I have not been able to find 
anything in the literature about it. 

Dear CEM: 

Si gned, 
CEM 

The Curly Lauvetz Syndrome was described by S. Pi ck
wick in the Annals of the Hotel Ben Bolt, Vol. XVIIX, 
No. 0. It is a type of chronic prostatism characterized by 
perpetual groin and inguinal manipulation, often in pub
lic. This is known as Crab's sign. Complications from the 
syndrome include squamous cell CA from chronic QT 
lotion abuse. 

Dear Dr.: 
I have had a red , warm, circluar lesion encompassing 

the circumference of my glans. I have been to several 
doctors in the past few days and have been treated unsuc
cessfully with Penicillin and steroids, Do you have any 
suggestions? 

Dear Joe: 

Signed, 
Joe 

Try lipstick remover. 

Dear Dr. Atrogenics: 
I have had a green, foul smelling discharge with 

dysuria and a painful back the past two days. Last week
end I shacked -up with 2 groupies at the Ben Bolt Hotel. 
What is the dx? 

Dear George: 

Signed, 
George C. 

The dx is obvious •.. Rider's Syndrome. 



ER Diary 

The UMMC ER is that bustling center of acute medical care staffed by dashing young men and women in white . Here 
these brilliant and dedicated healers hold the balance of life in their hands , and their patients return these magnificent 
efforts with gratitude and respect . Just like in the movies, right? ••• Hardly. Skim the following condensed version of 
12 hours in the UMMC ER-- then tell us about tile Young Interns, Ben Casey and Dr. Kildare . 

Sunday 7:00 A. M. : 21 y /o Stepllen 's college student with dysuria , urgency and vaginal discharge seen by M -4 familiar 
with pt . Intracellu lar gram negative diplococci on gram stain . Rx: 9. 6 million units Procaine PCN- -sig: one -half for M-4 
and one- half for pt . 
Sunday 7:15A. M. : Stat page for Medicine resident--pt . with seizures in ER. Neurosurgery consult called by resident . 
Sunday 7:30A . M. : Neurosurgery housestaff summoned to ER to decide if pt . should be admitted . 
Sunday 7:45A . M. : 47 y/o UMC police officer for suture of bite on thumb by inebriated suspect while in pursuit . T .T . also 
given. 
Sunday 8:00 A. M. : 23 y/o inebriated WM for suture of bite on leg given by UMC police officer while pt . was being pur
sued . 
Sunday 10 :00 A. M. : 3 y/o child seen by M-3 for sore throat. Student did not know what to do since it was his second day 
on Peds . Pediatrics resident called . He did not know what to do either , so pt . given A. S. A. grains X and discharged . 
Sunday 10:30 A. M. : Psych. resident called to see pt . wishing marital counseling . 
Sunday 11:00 A. M. : Psych. resident called to telephone by wife because he did not take out the garbage . 
Sunday 11:15 A. M. : M-4 called to remove pt's. sutures . 
Sunday 12:00 P.M.: Peds resident to see 3 y/o pt . who presented earlier with sore throat. Pt . admitted to 7E with bilateral 
bronchial pneumonia . 
Sunday 12:30 P.M.: UMMC nurse with vulvar chancre and positive serology given 4 . 8 million units Procaine PCN. 
Sunday 12:45 P.M.: Three M-2's, seven M-3's, fourteen M-4's and twenty-six housestaff Rx'd. 2. 4 million Procaine ~N 
as prophylaxis for reported contact . 
Sunday 4:00 P. M. : 73 y/o WF with hip fx. reduced by orthopedics resident . 
Sunday 4:30 P.M . : 32 y/o ortho resident with tibial fx . incurred by falling off of table while trying to reduce hip fx . of 
73y/oWF. 
Sunday 5:00 P.M . : 67 y/o WF with dysuria and hematuria seen by Medicine and referred for work-up by Urology service . 
Sunday 5:05 P.M.: Sei:rure patient seen by Neurosurgery discharged with return appointment to Neurology Clinic . 
Sunday 5:30 P.M.: 43 y/o WF with dysuria and hematuria seen by Medicine and referred for work-up by Gyn service. 
Sunday 6:45 P.M.: 21 y/o coed with dysuria and hematuria seen by Medicine . Pelvic and rectal exam done. Pt. admitted 
to 4E, Team II for evaluation. 

7:45 a.m. 

Waiting for the rush. 
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Pass-Fail: An Academic Success Story 
by T. Riley, M/4 

"All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others." 

..• Napoleon the Pig 

For some reason, the mechanism of the Pass-Fail 
system at this institution has been a source of irritation and 
confusion to the medical students for some time now, and 
probably we should set the story straight. Students, due to 
their youthful inexperience and lack of historical perspec
tive, tend to misunderstand the justification for the Pass
Fail system in the first pla ce, as we founded it back in the 
60's. 

Some think we disposed of grades be cause the dire ct
ing of a student' s efforts toward a reward (good grades) was 
less important than a true scholarly endeavor (learning, to 
quench curiosity). This, of course, is not the case, be
cause our students are too stupid to be scholarly . Others 
misquote us when they support our Pass-Fail system by say 
ing that competition and anxiety about grades is not con
ducive to professional cooperation or to primary concern 
with welfare of humans. Poppycock. True patient care is 
best served in an atomsphere of rugged repartee and one
upsmanship, like at Hopkins and Duke (I myself have nev
er lost a nickel bet, although I'va ha~ to fire four of my 
staff who did). Still other students defe nd our current Pass
Fail system by saying that grades are not needed for eval
uation at graduation since we have such a thorough and 
fair system of "internship Letters, " better than any such 
letters anywhere else in the nation. This, too, is amiss, 
because unbeknownst to out students, there ARE no such 
letters; we merely mail the various program directors the 
class standings of our seniors. What they don't know will 
not hurt them; they're just kids. 

What, then, is the reason we started the Pass-Fail 
system? It's really quite simple. Back when we were 
giving grades, the preclinical faculty was called upon to 
actually know many of the students and to justify their 
reasons for giving particular grades . They had to add up 
scores, give high grades to a certain number of students, 
and other distasteful chores. Futhermore, since most of 
the class had maintained high grades all the way through 
college, we had a difficult time figuring how to dish out 
enough low grades to fill out our be ll-shaped curve - -good 
scientists that we are--and any grading system worth its 
salt ought to flunk a few l In add it ion to these nuisances, 
the clinical faculty had some extra problems, dealing 
with the upper and lower ends of the spectrum. We had to 
have a way to reward the little fellows who demonstrated 
appropriate respect for their elders, asking for reprints, 
quoting our papers, doing two guaiacs when only one is 
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needed. The old system didn't allow us to reward these 
little chaps because they frequently couldn't read very well, 
and consequently did poorly on written exams . Then there 
were the malcontents who were always arguing and being 
generally slothful. What a bother it was to have to give 
a "B" or (shudder) an "A" to a student who disagreed 
(often on the basis of some other doctor' s research) with 
four-dose insulin or guaiac-in-the-chart-by-seven-a . m . 
In other words, Pass-Fail allows us to still give grades , 
but to do it as we damn well please. 

The more astute of our students recognize that we 
will give "A: grades, at least; although, we now call it 
"Departmental Honors." For the fellow who treats his in
tern, resident and staff man right (you know what I mean), 
beats his colleagues on points in daily rounds, and scores 
high on our exam written by the telephone operators, we 
still have high grades. 

Some students grumble about the people who get into 
our Honor Society, AOA, each year. Le t them call it a 
club of brown-noses, etc! Why, just ask the membership, 
and they'll tell you only the right people get picked . Be
sides, we have a good time twice a year going over every 
student's confidential file to pick our members. We all 
have a good laugh at the expense of the dummies who 
have no Honors on their re cord (that is, we all who are 
members). I believe our select right to look through all 
those files was ordained in heaven. 

Don't worry: lest you think that our Pass-Fail philo
sophy at forward-looking UMMC reflects an egalitarian, 
teamwork spirit among students, wait ' t il graduation. We 
like to spell it right out there , for all the families, wives, 
etc., who are the Have' s and the Have-nots. It is our 
firm conviction that as. rna ture people, our better students 
need more than the simple satisfaction of a job well done. 
And our average students (and their families) ought to 
know that somebody is be tter than they are. So every 
year at graduation, our program lists the names of those 
who graduate with Honors and those who were in our Honor 
Society. Why, this year we may even publicize the class 
standing, and make a few jokes about the person with the 
lowest GPA . 



Beauty is only skin deep. 

Hey, you wanna see some 
neat pictures? 

I 'm so glad you switched to Dial .. . 

Blob man and Robin. 

Great Imposter Revealed 

Disguised as the everyday, ordi
nary personable physician, ready and 
willing to come to the aid of animal, 
mineral or vegetable, The Billy and 
Bob Team are really sociology stu
dents doing a research project. The 
disguise was uncovered only recently 
by a perceptive psychotic V. A. pa 
tient who managed to get in a left
cross to Ross ' pretty face. It seems 
that Ross was trying to convince the 
man he really was a doctor. 

You may know Ross as an obnox
ious, loudmouthed, inconsiderate ass. 
In real life he is really sweet and 
charming, but only his hairdresser 
]mows for sure. 

Tatum, apparently a mild man
nered Southerner, is really a Phila
delphia liberal whose goal in life is 
to undo the V. A. system, 

The Billy and Bob Team, despite 
their recent exposure , (though prose
cution by the vice squad is pending) , 
is not giving up hopes of completing 
their project, studying the effects of 
bizarre behavior patterns on hospi
tal personnel. 

Now , I wish you'd try Scope 

I do too have hair on 
my chest! 

Ross testing the reaction of 
onlookers to his disgusting 
manners. 

Ross avoiding stu
dent question 

As I was telling you, Ross 
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CRC 

The Big K. 

My place or yours? 

Have you looked in the mirror lately? I mean a good 
hard look. Is your hair thinning? How's your skin turgor? 
You say you have trouble keeping your eyebrows from 
hanging in front of your nose. Why, I '11 bet you've become 
a mere shadow of a man; a nomad lost in the wilderness of 
$1.75 maal tickets, which is to say ... you've been 
relying too much on the UMMC cafeteria. 

Well, sorry guy! Your plasma proteins are probably 
down and your immunosuppressive reserve has been raped. 
We wonder whether the UMMC housestaff has G. I. flora 
in any way similar to that of the normal population. If 
we could bottle the gas which results directly from the 
UMMC cullinary arrs; we're confident that the fuel shortage 
would be susbtantially lessened. 

· Don't get us wrong. We're not knocking the diet 
completely. The fried egg sandwiches do make the late 
night borborygmi go away. But the revenge of UMMC 
makes Montezuma look like an intestine 's friend . 

Too many of us continue eating the cafeteria's food, 
saying nothing. Our goal here is not simply to rock the 
boat. But remember that farts are shaking the walls, the 
likes of which Jericho never saw , and , somebody some
where is making a helluva lot of money serving that crap! 
So .. . something must be done. 

Our suggestions are 1) skip lunch, 2) brown bag it, 
or 3) boycott the cafeteria and hope for improved food. 
But regardless of your solution to the problem, there 's no 
doubt that if "you are what you eat, " UMMC is in serious 
trouble. 

One of the little known areas of the Medical Center 
is the CRC , (known to under-classmen by the code name: 
Clinical Research Center . ) To anyone who has been on 
hand in the penthouse at precisely 7:00p. m. any night, 
however, the real name Candlelight Revelry Cl ub is evi
dent. The lights are dimmed , the nurses station converts 
to a bar, each "patient" dons his croupier 's uniform , and 
the "nurses" slip into skimpy discoteque outfits. 

Madame Mildred has her girls well trained in the 
classic Playboy mode of "look -but-don't-touch". Thi s 
team is led by Capacious Kama, who seconds as a head 
nurse during the daylight hours. Attempting to keep abreast 
of the big "K" are topless dancers, Lusty Linda and Naughty 
Naomi. This elaborate cover was e ntirel y conceived by 
Big Jack (only recently released by the Feels on the East 
Coast) and, as rumor has it, is soon to be sent back up the 
river again. Jack's dialysis machines were found to be 
stills producing the home brew served in the club. Fronting 
the entire organization is Passionate Patti, who with exec 
utive forethought, h as her office located on the sixth 
floor for easy exit in case of a raid . 

Membership is open to anyone knowing the password. 
Simply call 882 -7976 and ask for a bed for Dr. Flynn's 
"Crap Study". 

Cafeteria 

What do you mean $6. 50? 

Not by bread alone does man "make it". 



A Whale 
Of an 

Opportunity 

Our first applicant. Can you beat this 
man out? 

Announcement No. 73-56 Opening Date: 6·12-74 
Closing Date : Indefinite 

Position: Attending Physician Grade: WG-7305-5 

Location: Columbia V. A. Hospital Salary; $4.20--$4. 89/hour 

Duties: Sits in Conference Room and listens to case presentations (same 
room) and T.V. programs (Next room , patient lounge) between the hours 
of 10:00 A. M. and 12:00 Noon daily, except Sunday. Browbeats house
staff and students alike; selects appropriate diagnosis and therapy (not nec
essarily compatible) . Regardless of the case , expounds upon esoteric rela
tionship between the case and his particular speciailty. Must know and use 
medical cliche 's (i.e., "bronchial toilet", "maximum hospital benefit", 
etc.). Must be capable of asking seemingly simple , but actually unans
werable questions such as "What is the most common cause of disease?" 

Qualification Requirements: Applicant's qualifications will be determined 
under the Job Element System as described in Civil Service Commission 
llandbook X-118C, "Job Qualifications System for Trades and Labor Occu
pations", and '1nternal Qualification Guides for Trades and Labor Jobs". 
These publications are available for review in the Personnel Office. 

Applicant ' s qualifications will be rated according to the following job 
elements: 
1. Ability to do the work of the position without more than normal 

supervision. 
6. 
7. 

23B. 
29. 
46. 

54A. 

Resentment of questions. 
" Resentment of students (in the event applicant does not possess 
qualification f/6 , qualification #7 will suffice , but successful appli 
cant must then start at a lower pay grade). 
Ability to jog from Medical Center to V. A. and back. 
Low threshhold of irritability. 
Ability to interpret oral and written instructions/specifications per
taining to work. 
Aura of impatience. 

Applicants who do not meet the requirements of this element will be 
screened out (disqualified). 

The Official Personnel Folder will be the source of information in ratlng the 
above job e lements. 

Area of Consideration: Minimum area of consideration will be V.A. Hos
pital, Columbia, Missouri. (Applications contained in the applicant 
supply file which were received from employees of other VA Hospitals or 
other Federal Agencies may be considered along with those of employees 
of this station. ) 

Application and Rating: 
1, Applicants should submit V,A , Form 5--4078, "Application for Pro

motion or Reassignment", through their supervisor, who will com
plete appropriate SUpervisory Evaluation(s) (VAF 5·4668, VAF 
5--4669) and forward with application to the Personnel Division, 

2, Basic qualifications will be determined from information available 
in the applicant's Official Personnel Folder at the time this an
nouncement closes. 

A 11 qualified persons applying for this position will receive equal consider
ation without regard to their sex , race , color, religion, politics, national 
origin, marital status, or physical handicap, age, or membership or non-
membership in employee organizations, 163 



ARTFUL DODGING 

3:56 P.M. "Hello , Bryan? This is Charlie in the E. R. How've you been? ... 

Oh, really? Too Bad. The patient in DT's huh? ... How"s the little bride? 

... Good , good. Say, I have this sweet little old lady down here, a private 

patient of Dr. Henry's. Yeah, she 's stage VII G reticulum cell sarcoma and 

ne~ds to be admitted for RT and ... huh? ... What are her other prob -

lems? Not much really. Pretty straight forward ... Yes, 1 guess she may be 

the one you heard about with emphysema . . . right, right , a little alcohol

ic hepatitis, chronic pancreatitis, CHF , and 40 year history of schizophreni a 

.. Look Bryan, I know you promised her you'd be home earl y tonight . 

. . Bryan ... , Bryan? ... " 

4:49 P.M. " ... Sorry Charlie , I 
really can 't. I've had my three 
patients this week. " 

4:18 P.M. "Honest, 
Charlie , I'm really 
tied up right now in 
the ICU. Got a man 
here with chronic 
bronchi tis and a piece 
of bubble gum stuck in 
his nose. 
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'7:03P.M. "I don't care 
how long it rings . I 'm not 
going to answer it. " 

Charlie! " 

5:35P. M. "Listen, I hap· 
pen to know she's an old 
Team III patient and I 6:2'7 P. M. "Are you positive 

think it's their problem. " she's not a Vet?" 

"No , I'm . 

sure she 's not an old 
Team III . Why don't 
you try Team I or II ?" 

9:21P.M. "Hello, Boone County 
Hospital? How's your bed situation 

? . . . 



The Legend 
Of 

Team II 

From time to time, rumblings (borborygmi), sugges
tive of internal upheavals, emanate from behind the mo
nolithic facade that protects the Department of Medicine's 
image. In recent months your Mutation reporter became 
privy to highly classified information bearing on one such 
rumbling. In early January, 1974, Attending Team II was 
dissolved. The wisdom of the collecti vc leadership of the 
Department of Medicine decided that the ranks be closed, 
i.e., that Team III become Team II, that Team IV be
come Team Ill, and that Team V become Team IV (is 
that clear?). Accordingly, this was done, announcements 
were made and schedules posted. The result was, of 
course, chaos with attendings , house staff, students , 
nurses, all scrambling around to find out to which team 
they really belonged . Some wag even pointed out that if 
Public School #2 in New York City burned down, that in 
all probability, Public School #19 would not become #18 , 
nor Public School #18 become #17, and so on. In any 
event, in a historical move the decision was reversed (who 
said the Department of Medicine is rigid?) and a new set 
of announcements were made and schedules posted in 
which Team II did not appear. This, of course, leaves 
the Leadership with the problem of explaining what hap
pened to Team II . What can be said, say in 1984, when 
visiting professors, black internship candidates and new 
ward clerks become suspicious and begin to ask questions. 
The Mutation , anxious as always to be helpful where it 
can be , offers some possible explanations that the Leader
ship may use when the touchy subject of "what ever hap
pened to Team II?" comes up. 

Explanation 1: Team II was wiped out in the vicinity 
of Marcelline while fighting to contain the great cholera 
epidemic of • 77. 

Explanation 2: There never was a Team II. It seems 
that the Chief of Medicine at the time the Teams were 
formed had "duophobia" (a morbid fear and hatred of the 
word "two") and hence, the word was never used in his 
presence. Assistant residents became accustomed to 
reporting, for example , " ... the presence of appro xi-
mately one eye" or, " ... there is about three gonads" 
rather than using the correct word, "two" , in each case. 
Similarly, the urine sugar was said to be between one and 
three plus to avoid the offending, but correct word , "two". 

Explanation 3: In the formative days, the Chief of 
Medicine, who named himself leader of Team I, was a 
tyrant with a phobia against being crowded . Accordingly, 
he forbade there being either a Team 0 or Team II. 

Explanation 4: No· one really knows whatever hap
pened to Team II . " ... that 's what makes the Depart
ment of Medicine so interesting". 

I 
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Typical H. 0. after a hard night .. . with 
the beeper? 

Beepers 
Since everyone from M -3 to chief 

resident i s addressed as "Doctor" at 
UMMC , there is onl y one way to tell 
the real ones from the imposters --and 
that is beepers. A beeper is that ulti
mate status symbol of house officer 
achievement. But like so many other 
measurements of success , the "h ave 
nots" desperately want them, and the 
"haves" frantically want to get rid of 
them. As one intern recently put it, 
"A day with a beeper is like a life
time in Cleveland" . Pictured above , MUta 

tion's own Bobby Hyatt proud 
l y models the new slim line 
in bold black contrasting 
sharply with the traditional 
white two piece. 

Loui s displays the breast 
pocket style which doesn 't 
require pulling coat tail 
back for beeper to be eas 
ily seen. 

I just love these obscene beeper 
calls! 

Breech Baby Beepers?? 

The Obscene Beepers caught in the 
act ! 

Operators 
The Med Center is blessed with a 

generally good group of te lephone 
operators despite a few notable ex 
ceptions. The newcomer should 
however be prepared for an occa
sional boner --poss ibly related to the 
fact that hidden among the other 
wise healthy group are textbook 
cases of pure word deafness and W er 
nicke's (receptive) aph asia. 

Examples of previous mistakes 
include the well-known page, "Dr. 
Parks, please call the operator, your 
aunt is calling you, Honey", and 
classic mispronunciations (usually of 
names over 5 lette rs or 1 syllable) 
like, "Dr. Feld, Dr. Marien Feld . 
. "or "Dr. Ahmadi, Dr. Malek 
Ahmadi ... ". 

The easiest way to avoid being 
paged is apparently to change your 
name to Sam Black. This name has 
not been paged, since the last oper
a tor to do so mysteriously disappeare d 
following prefrontal lobotomy. 

Now was that 8167 or 8761 or 8176? 



Internships 
SOME NOT SO OBVIOUS CONSIDERATIONS ON BECOMING AN M-5 

(or medicine 's answer to the "Peter Principle" - -Internships) 

ABSTRACT- -To familiarize prospective M-5s with less obvious considerations when seeking post-graduate persecution. It is 
hoped that this study will increase the percentage of happy M-4s following "matching day". 
MATERIALS & METHODS --Materials: 100 maleable medical students per year. Selected for financial deprivation, indeci
sian about" careers, lack oftime, and total unawareness of what constitutes good programs. Methods employed include com
pulsory participation in the NIRMP to procure an "approved internship". 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND--Traditionally, over 9Cfl/o of the participating students match, of which 6"/o (or 5. 4 students) 
are happy with the results. Of this 6"/o, one third of the spouses (or 3':1'/o of the 6"/o or 1. 8 spouses) shared this happiness. 

Of the remaining unmatched 10"/o, approximately 5Cfl/o ( 5 students) abused Watts ' lines until finding unfilled programs. 
Of the remaining 5 students, 40"/o (2 students) obtained jobs in an ER, 20"/o ( 1 student) opened free clinics, and 4Cfl/o (2 stu
dents) became assistant deans at UMMC. 
DISCUSSION- -Near the end of the M -3 year , the "paper factory" fills the mail boxes (and , subsequently the trash cans) 
with "how to 's" and "how not to 's" concerning internship applications. For unexplained reasons some considerations are 
frequently omitted, These are submitted for your contemplation. 

I. Money--Without this, you will need to rank a UMMC program first . Interviews are a necessary and important part of 
the selection process; and travel in this day of fuel shortages and inflation is incredibly expensive . Some methods for pro
curement of funds might include: 

A) Parental assistance- -Tell them that the more dollars they contribute now, the greater your chance of being far away 
next year, 
B) Felonious procurement- -Quick shops and liquor stores have full cash drawers and who would suspect a medical 
student? 
C) Selling body components--call Pathology at 882-8761, ext 242 and you can give platelets two times a week at $15 a 
crack; or call Ob-Gyn at 882-7973 for sperm donations (sorry ladies, but save those eggs!) at $25 a whack; or call the 
Dean's Office --never mind! 
D) Finesse--Try including private hospitals along the route who pay you to interview, 
II. Time·-Dependlng on how far and what mode of transportation you plan -to use , allow several weeks to a month, 

Some suggestions for obtaining free time are: designating the 7th and/or 8th and/or 9th blocks free; excuse yourself to 
attend the funeral of your great uncle; contract and miraculously recover from a life-threatening disease (treatable only In 
London); or go AWOL. 

III . Location --You '11 hear "this isn't important, the program should be your primary consider at ion" . That 's great, if 
you 're single; but for the marrieds, remember your spouse will have a lot of spare, lonely time. Some things to consider 
are: 

A) Divorce--Current M-4's are resident experts in this subejct . 
B) Introduce your spouse to an attractive person of the opposite sex 
and develop a liberal mind. 
C) Make sure the process of deciding a location is a mutual one, 
IV. ~--They are as follows: university affiliated vs private, much patient responsibility vs. "more time to read", 

conservative vs . liberal , and various types of patients . If like the majority of your classmates you are undecided, some 
alternatives include 1) internal medicine (=family practice -pediatrics -DB -Gyn), 2) family practice ( = medicine + ped
iatrics+ObGyn), and 3) rotating ( = quickly disappearing but nice so you can say "Back when I was a rotating intern. , • "), 
Being unsure of your career goals after four years of medical school is no disgrace. 
CONCLUSION --In spite of most of your academic achievements, you will graduate from medical school to subsequently 
participate in an internship (M-5 year). Each year the powers that be attempt to vicariously fulfill their frustrated ambitons 
through the graduating students with mutually frustrating results. 

This paper has attempted to acquaint future M-4s with some of the less obvious considerations in selecting an internship. 
It is our hope that future M-4s will ignore most of the advice they receive and decide for themselves the type of program 
that suits their particular goals, life -style , and needs, 
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On the following two pages are a few of the famous (and 
infamous) personalities who have made this institution what it 
is today. Identify each picture and note your first thoughts. No 
captions are necessary, for your emotions will suffice. 

Scoring: Identification of 9 Cfl/o indicates that you've been 
here too long and need to leave. 50o/o correct is a good or a 
bad sign, depending on which 50o/o you know . Anything less 
than 50o/o means you win the game. 

Past 
Pix 
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Dining 
In 

Columbia 

Discussing dining in Columbia is similar to writing 
about the St. Louis Football Cardinals--an exercise in me
diocrity. Though we don 't expect a town this size to have 
three four-star gourmet restaurants, it is a sad commen
tary that the best steak dinner in town is at The Flaming 
Pit Restaurant. In fact , it has been said that the best place 
to eat in Columbia is Jefferson City. 

There are several major aspects to dining here that 
are especially disturbing. First is the l ack of quality food. 
With few exceptions, the rest aurants in town are average 
cafes with above average prices. A second problem is the 
lack of specialty restaurants, You can buy Israeli bonds on 
the street corner , but to find a Kosher pastrami sandwich 
is next to impossible. Until recently, the only Italian fair 
was in Guthrie , Mo. and going there for an Italian dinner 
is like going out for a beer and being served Stag instead. 
Not to mention that the only Greek food in town i s served. 
at a Pizzaria, and even the Bar-B-Q is notoriously poor. 

Then there are the fast service restaurants. At least 
four specialize in quick steaks. One worth mentioning is 
known affectionately as the Greek and Dago to some. This 
establishment serves several varieties of meat tenderizer 
flavored with steak salt, Another well-known fast service 
spot has a Monday night special, which entitles you to a 
free Salem sump with each #3, There are also several em
poriums that serve tomato -paste -covered cardboard and 
call it Pizza. 

We would go on about that which abounds, but now 
we 'll mention a few places that are truly unique. These 
restaurants actually serve a meal that you can enjoy. Per 
haps the best hamburger in town can be had at Harpe's 
(along with attractive waitresses and col d draught beer) . 
Connie's El Sombrero has good Mexican food at reasonable 
prices and Wyatt's Cafeteria offers a wide variety at very 
reasonable prices. A welcome addition to Columbia res 
taurants is La Cantina serving good Italian food --quite a 
switch for Mid-Mi ssouri, Overall, however, the Kai Min 
serves the best food in Columbia and if you can tolerate 
the usually rude service, you 'll enjoy your evening there . 

Of course, no discussion of dining in Columbia is 
complete without mentioning the only kitchen to win a 
national award last year. In 1973, for the 3rd straight year 
(to capture the traveling trophy) , the UMMC cafeteria 
received the Communi cable Disease Center 's top award 
for Outstanding Culture Media, Salmonella class. However, 
we fear that this recognition rna y have gone to their heads 
since the speciality of the house , on S-S agar, has recent-
1 y increased in pri ce. 

By Peter Mac. 

Dave Clark, the Duncan Hines Undercover gourmet, 
prepares to depart for nearest watercloset after sam 
piing the UMMC cuisine . 



This is the hospital, 437 people live here. This is 
about one of them. The names remain unchanged to ac
cuse the guilty. 

My partner and I were working the night shift when a 
call came in. (Dum-de-dum -dum.) 
Beep-beep. Security, please call 3124. 
Joe: Frank, get that would you. 
Frank: Get it yourself, Joe. I want to see the end of this 

show as much as you do. 
Joe: Damn-it Frank, I'm the sergeant here, answer the 

call . 
Frank : Okay, next commercial. 
(LATER) 
Frank: This is security. 
Nurse: We got a man up here on 5E. 
Frank: Yeah. 
Nurse: He looks kind a suspicious. 
Frank: How ' s that? 
Nurse : He looks kinda greasy ... 
Frank: Okay, keep an eye on him. We'll be up as soon as 

the late movie ' s over. 
(MUCH LATER) 

12:37 A.M. My partner and I arrived on 5E. 
Joe : You the one who called about the 407? 
Nurse 1: No, she's the one over there pulling up her panty 

hose. 
Joe: 'Scuse me, ma'am, where's the suspect? 
Nurse 2: Oh, officer, I'm so glad you arrived. 
Joe : How's that? 
Nurse 2: I've been scared half out of my pants. 
Joe : Yes ma'am. 
Nurse 2: This horrible looking little man has been creeping 

around here for the past hour. 
Joe: Just the facts, ma'am. 
Nurse 2: He's over there in the chart room. I knew there 

was something wrong when the med students scattered 
as he walked down the hall. 

Frank: Want me to talk to him, Joe? 
Joe: Yeah, I'll get the facts from the nurse. Hurry up, 

though. At 1 o'clock we have to make ticket rounds on 
lot 43. 

"The Midnight Writer" 

Security Police 
(LATER) 
Frank: Joe, the guy says he works here. 
Joe: Let's check it out. Got your gun Frank? 
Frank: No, they won't let me have one , but I got my pen 

knife . 

Joe: My partner says you claim to work here . Got any 
I. D. ? 

Suspect: Yes sir , right here. 
Joe: Nurse says you been looking kinda suspicious, Mac . 
Suspect: Sorry, I didn 't mean to bother anybody. I love 

America. My mother makes apple pie. 
Frank: (ASIDE): Only one guy I know wears a haircut like 

that , Joe. 
Joe: Yeah, I know this guy. 
Frank: S'pose he ' s •• ? 

Joe : Yeah, John "the Weasel" Henzel, better known as the 
Mid-night Writer. Okay, Mac. You operated on my 
daughter last year. We're taking you in on a 683. 

Suspect: What for, I didn't do nothin'? 
Joe: That's why we're taking you in •• 
(Dum-de-dum -dum.) 

On December 23rd, the suspect was tried and convicted 
in municipal coun, in and for the County of Boone. He 
is now serving his sentence for attempting bilateral 
carotid-popliteal bypass for Lariche Syndrome on a pre
pubenal female. 

Frank and Joe, on the beat. 
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National Boreds Pre-Test 
The following is no index of your future performance, but 
was a nice way for us to make a profit. Read the questions 
carefully and mark on the answer sheet as follows: 
A--1 2 3 I--1, 2, 3, & 4 
A--1·&·3 J--1, 2, 3, &maybe4 

c--2 & 4 K--4 only, but 2 could be 
D--4 only 
E--1 & 4 

F--1,3&4 
G--2 & 3 

H--2 only 

correct 
L--1, 2, 3, & 4 and if there 

were a #5 that would 
also be correct. 

1. The wife of a local physicain presents to the E. R. with 
crabs. What is your evaluation? 
1. She is pregnant and the organisms are opportunistic. 
2 . The milkman has crabs. 
3 . The patient's husband has been "towning" around on 

his "on call" nights. 
4 . A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 

2. The total number of ATP's produced by the metabolism 
of 3 moles of methylmalonic acid, 
1. equals 5 moles of dephosphorylated fructose. 
2 . causes acne. 
3 . is needed to expel one fart. 
4, will enter the Kreb's Cycle without passing GO or 

collecting two-hundred dollars. 
3, A 3-year old child with laryngotracheobronchitis has 

been falsely diagnosed as having Tietze's Disease, 
1. His attending physician is a yo-yo who doesn't know 

anything about Tietze's Disease. 
2. He really has either eosiniphilic granuloma or We

gener's granulomatosis which may initially present 
as laryngotracheobronchitis and has nothing to do 
with Tietze's Disease. 

3 , The question is totally irrelevant to G-6PD deficien-

cy. . 
4 . The final diagnosis is unknown because the radwlogy 

clerk refuses tn wait on you. 

4. The major extensor muscle originating from the pubic 
arch, 

1. is only applicable to the male gender. 
2 . runs down the leg . 
3 . can also act as a flexor in talented individuals. 
4 . has recently been transplanted to the thoracic ver

tebrae to correct scoliosis . 
5 . The treatment of choice in the therapy of narcolepsy is 

1. high tension 0 2 administered intrathecally. 
2 . iatrogenic torsion of the testes . 
3 . acupuncture --administered by the Thoracic Surge ry 

Department. 
4. NOT M & M conference . 

6. A gravida III, para II woman presents to 08 clinic 27 
months pregnant . She complains of a vaginal discharge 
of 4 days duration. Your evaluation? 
1 . She is really an elephant living in central Missouri. 
2 . She is not pregnant, her husband has been missing 

for the past 27 months and he is a poor swimmer. 
3 . You find teeth in her vagina, assume it to be a 

lithopedion and give Hamburger Helper supposito
ries TID in case it is still viable . 

4 . After inducing labor, you would admit the newborn 
to the Geriatrics ward . 



Student Awards 
Lange Book A wards 

Orlyn Lockard 
Paul Wheeler 
Dan Longo 

James Boedeker 
James Burcham 
Mark Winter 

Jay Maddox 
Richard Cohn 
Mark Hoerl 

Anesthesiology A ward 
John Gearhart 

Merck Manual A wards 
Stephen Chad wick 
David Lucke 

Physiology Award 
Alan Organ 

Pharmacology Award 
Craig Humphries 

c . V. Mosby Book Awards 
John Mantovani 
Les Miller 

Microbiology A ward 
Robert Mick 

AOA 
Membership in Alpha Omega Al· 

pha National Medical Honorary is 
awarded to students in the third and 
fourth year classes who meet the 
standards of scholarship, leadership, 
and integrity. This award is tradi
tionally honorific, but an innovation 
this year involved bringing Dr. 
George Engel to UMMC as Visiting 
Professor, Dr. Engel's visit was mark
ed by several outstanding presenta
tions and discussions with faculty and 
students, This approach is certainly 
a move in the right direction, and 
we hope that such endeavors mark 
the beginning of a trend that will 
make AOA something more than a 
certificate on the wall , 

M-3's 
Ron Hodges 
Craig Humphries 
Dan Longo 
John Onofrio 

M-4's 
Dave Lucke 
John Listerman 
Paul Wheeler 
Steve Chadwick 
John Gearhart 
Orlyn Lockard 
John Mantovani 
Dave Marty 
Les Miller 
Joe Paone 
Jim Piontek 
Joan Regan 
John Williams 
John Yeast 

James s. Rollins Scholarship in Medicine--for an M-2, 
based on merit and character. 

Fred Doloresco 

• Medical School Foundation Scholarship--for an M-3, based 
on excellence in scholarship and scientific leadership . 

John Onofrio 

Hoffman-Roche Award--to an M-3 who exemplifies the 
ideals of a modern physician and outstanding scholarship, 
character, personality and seriousness of purpose. 

Ronald Hodges 

J. C. Parrish Scholarship in Medicine--for an M-3, based 
on scholarship and character. 

Craig Humphries 

OAO 
In every graduating class there 

are individuals unheralded by formal 
recognition who rank highly in the 
minds of their peers. This year is no 
exception, and we elect the follow
ing individuals "members in good 
standing" of OAO Honor Society. 
This honorary has been created by 
and for M-4's who meet the follow
ing requirements: 1) Institutional 
non-recognition, 2) Willingness to 
work for the benefit of others both 
inside and outside UMMC, 3) Con
sistent honesty with themselves and 
others even at personal cost, 4) Per
sonality and sense of humor which 
make them enjoyable block-mates 
and effective student physicians, 
and 5) Medial competence manifest 
by nonself-seving effort in class and 
on the wards (including patient-moti
vated efforts above and beyond 
"roundsmanship" and "honors-orient
ed performance. ") 
Bob Drury 
Joe Mathey 
John Rigdon 
S,J. Salfen 
Barrry Snyder 
Bill Sullivan 
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Retained Fecaliths 
We've previously discussed many 

facets of student life and have ex 
pressed dissatisfaction. It is true how
ever that it's the inept who make 
many UMMC staff members seem 
better by comparison. The Mutation 
has traditionally selected those of 
you who, for one reason or another, 
have left a distasteful impression a nd 
enshrined them in these pages. 

Though not incompetent or lazy, 
most of you are inflexible, self-cen
ted, and generally hard to get a long 
with, We hope you fo llow some of 
your predecessors, and take a second 
look at your interactions with stu
dents with an eye toward improve
ment . 



Giants of Medicine 
The virtue of a good physician 

and teacher is not definable, but is 
recognized by his peers and students. 
Of the following individuals, it may 
be said, "the ideal doctor is patient." 



Daniel Overack, Ph . D. 

Keith Grebe, M. D. 

Super-Apple 

Golden Apple 
From the many top-notch basic 

sc ienti sts and c linic ians at UMMC, a 
few of the best are singled out by the 
students each year for special re cog 
nition. These a wards are not given 
lightly, and we consider them among 
the highest honors available to a 
medical educator or house officer . 
Shown below are this year 's winners . 
Their a ctions speak for themselves. 

John Winnacker, M.D . 

Wallace Rogers, M. D. 

William Hart, M. D. 

Inherent in academic medicine is the politics and 
vac illation that cause departmental staff and chairmen to 
come and go . Such occurences rarely effect medical stu
dents and are generally unnoticed except for an occasional 
"Wonder what became of •• • ? ". This ·year , however, we 
would like to call special attention to the impending re 
tirement from academic surgery of Dr. M. S. DeWeese . 

Dr. DeWeese was a well - recognized academic surgeon 
at the University of Michigan before coming to UMMC as 
department head in 1964. Subsequently, he has developed 
a surgical training program especially strong in clinical 
surgery. During his ten years here , Dr . DeWeese has con
sistently demonstrated professionalism and sound surgical 
judgement to staff, house officers and students alike . His 
dignified, gentle manner with patients and wide breadth of 
surgical knowledge have endeared him to both the humanists 
and scientists of the UMMC community. Also, his residents 
have been an unusually devoted group--this year beginning 
the DeWeese Surgical Society in his honor . 

At his leaving, we want to point out that Dr . DeWeese 
has developed an unusual atmosphe re in his department- -an 
atmosphere that is disciplined and yet free from rigor and 
harrassment; and that encourages individual thought and 
action and does not attempt to shape every member to one 
mold . We hope the new Chairman will continue in this 
tradition as well as directly confronting t he many institu
tional problem s in a dynamic and forceful way . Regardless, 
we fee l fortunate to have been here while Dr. DeWeese was 
"the chief" and wish him every success as he moves into 
private surgical practice . 
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The Final 
Left Wing Barb 

To the Class of 1974: 

As you know, there have been during your years of 
medical school and will be in the upcoming decade strong 
social forces which will impact on the decisions made by 
you and other graduating medical students concerning spe
cific careers and practice styles in medicine. As chairman 
of the Admissions Committee responsible for your class ' 
entrance, I now look back with some optimism, consider
ing that the medicine of the future must produce more 
physicians committed to primary care with many of those 
physicians working in groups, clusters, or in institutional 
setting. 

There are facets of your class which are in my view 
related to that admission process in 1969-70. For example , 
the class probably has somewhat fewer scholarly individuals 
planning academic careers. On the other hand, in the eyes 
of the Internship Advisory Committee, your class clearly 
had the largest number of individuals and largest percent
age of individuals of any class which we have graduated 
who could be strongly or enthusiastically recommended as 
potential house officers. As far as forms of medical pr ac
tice sought are concerned, the tolerance of and ability 
to function in team settings has been far more apparent in 
recent medical school graduates than would have been 
apparent among my classmates almost twenty years ago. 
In terms of primary care, your class has far and away the 
largest percentage of any recent class in this school whose 
long term career goals as of the senior year are family 
medicine. Also, relatively high percentages of the class 
are planning to be in general , family based, internal 
medicine, or pediatrics, both primary care fields. 

In 1969-70 , I requested the Admissions Committee to 
agree on three adjectives or nouns which sought to de
scribe the style of each potential admittee. My intent was 
to force the committee to seek a range of different person
alities in the incoming class. I would like to share a 

frankly biased view of that process, now having the oppor
tunity to look back four years ago to those words and look 
forward to your potential career plans as expressed early 
in your senior year . Those seeking family medicine are 
often described as "concerned ... idealistic .. . re
lates .. . sensitive , . . rural . • . folksy .•. humane 
. .. ". In contrast , those seeking internal medicine , al
though they do of course overlap with those seeking family 
medicine, often show such words as "enthusiastic • •. 
dedicated • • . serious • • • academic • • • effective 
• • • individualistic ••• analytic ••• "The relative ly 
large group planning a career in surgery or a surgical 
speciality are often described by "intense • • • hard sell 
• • • dynamic • • • purposeful . • • eager • . • deter
mined .•• " . The potential pediatricians , again over
lapping to some degree with family medicine , show such 
words as "likeable ••• concerned . . • humanistic • • • 
charming . • . sensitive . . • " . The obstetrical group is 
not particularly big and no definite themes are apparent. 
It is noteworthy that the relatively small group planning 
careers i_n psychiatry had social science or humanities con
centrations in college and substantial post -baccalaureate 
experience in a behavioral or social science -oriented 
academic or professional role . 

Let me say in summary that I hope and anticipate 
for each of you your career will be a rewarding one and 
one which matches your skills and attitudes with the roles 
and demands involved. Rest assured I will continue harbor
ing my own prejudice that medical school admissions has 
a critical impact not only on schools of medicine but 
ultimately upon the mix of physician specialists and 
physician roles. Best of luck to you as your careers evolve. 

M. J. R. 
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Frederick Ahmann 
A. B., DUKE UNIVERSITY 

Robert Donald Bale 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF :MISSOURI -COLUMBIA 

Larry D. Blessing 
B. A. , UNIVERSITY OF :MISSOURI -COLUMBIA 



Linda P. Bock 
A. B. 1 FONTBONNE COLLEGE 

Lyle L. Brown 
B.S. 1 KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 

Kenneth A. Buchwach 
A. B. , RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 



Logan K. Bundy 
A. B., SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSI TY 

James R. Burns 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF 1v1ISSOURI-cOLUMBIA 

Richard Casey 
B. A. , HARRIS TEACHERS COLLEGE; 

M. A. , UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 



,. 
~ . ' 

Stephen J. Chadwick 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF Jv1ISSOURI -COLUMBIA 

Jus tin T. Cohen 
B. A., M.S. P. H., UNIVERSITY OF 

Jv1ISSOURI -COLUMBIA 

Charles Comfort 
B. A. , WEST!v1INSTER COLLEGE 



Danny L. Copeland 
A. B. , M.A . , UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI -COLUMBIA 

Edwin A. Cortez 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - COLUMBIA 

N. Denney Crisp 
B. A., UNI VERSI TY OF TEXAS -AUS TIN 
M. S., SOUTHERN METHODI ST UNIVERSI TY 
Ph. D. , UNIVERSI TY OF MISSOURI -COLUMBIA 



John Thomas Critchlow 
B. S., SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE 

Jean Cukier 
B. A. 1 WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 

Harry Clay Cundiff 
B. A. 1 CORNELL UNIVERSITY 



Anita E. Dixon 
B. A., WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 

William Duffield Dixon 
B. A., VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY 

Mary Lea Dohrmann 
A. B. , MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE 



Thomas P. Dresser 

B, S, , M, S, , BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY 
Ph. D, , UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

r 

Robert Drury 

A, B., ST. WUIS UNIVERSITY 

James Durham 
M.A., OBERLIN COLLEGE 



John Anthony Dustman 
B. A. 1 KANSAS UNIVERSITY 

Joseph M. Duvall 
B. A. 1 UNIVERSITY OF lv!ISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Ralph T. Earp 
B. A. , HOLY CROSS 



Mark K. Eckert 
B. A. , UNIVERSITY OF lv!ISSOURI -COLUMBIA 

Charles L. Friedman 
B. A. , NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 

John R. Gearhart 
B. S. , UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS -URBANA 



Mark J. Goldberg 
B. A. , UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Robert C. Gose 
B. S. , TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY 

James Robert Green 
B. S. , MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSI TY 



Samuel C. Griffin 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Howard Harris 
B. s . , TIUNITY UNIVERSITY 

Michael Hennelly 
OOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY 



Joseph H. Hersh 
B. A., RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 

Roger B. Higgs 
B. A., TULANE UNIVERSITY 

Ronald Horn 
B.S., UNIVERSITY OF :tv1ISSOURI -KANSAS CITY 



Lawrence D. Kneezel 
B. A. , CDRNELL UNIVERSITY 

John Listerman 
A. B. , UNIVERSITY OF MISSOUIU-CDLUMBIA 

Roger Li ttge 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOUIU-ST. WUIS 



Orlyn 0. Lockard, Jr. 
B. A. , KANSAS UNIVERSITY 

James L. Lord 
A. B., ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY 

David W. Lucke 
A. B. , M. A. , UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI -COLUMBIA 



James E. Mansour 
B.S., NOTRE DAME 

John F. Mantovani, Jr. 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF EVANSVILLE 

G. Kenneth Marshall 
B. A. , CHADRON STATE UNIVERSITY 



David R. Marty 
B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Joseph W. Mathey 
B.A., CARLETON COLLEGE 

Lance D. Meagher 
B.A., CLAREMONT MEN'S COLLEGE 



David C. Mechlin 
B. A. , UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Leslie W. Miller 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Edward T. Mulhern 
A.B., ST. WUIS UNIVERSITY 



Carl M. Myers 
B. S., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Theodore A. Norwood, Jr. 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Joseph F. Paone 
B. S., UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS-URBANA 



Kerrin Thomas Papreck 
B. A., ROCKHURST COLLEGE 

Bruce M. Pegram 
DRURY COLLEGE 

James M. Pepple 
B. A. , UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 



Carl M. Peterson 
B. S. Ed . , B. A., NORTHWEST MISSOURI STATE 

James F. Piontek 
ST. WUIS UNIVERSITY 

Joan A. Regan 
B.S. , COLLEGE OF MT. ST . VINCENT 



John D. Rigdon 
i3 . S. Ed. , M. A. , SOUTHEAST :MISSOURI STATE 

Terrence L. Riley 
A. B. , HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

Gerald C. Roeseler 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF :MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 



S. J. Salfen 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI- COLUMBIA 

Larry M. Schick 
B, S, , UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
M, S, , UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Daniel Schiele 
A , B, , DARTMOUTH 
M, S,, Ph, D., WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 



Paul L. Schmidt 
UNIVERSITY OF :tv!ISSOUIU -COL UMillA 

David M. Schoenwalder 
B.S. 1 SOUTIIEAST MISSOUIU STATE 

David L. Shoults 
B. S. 1 SOUTHEAST :tv!ISSOURI STATE 

-



Norman Slusher 
B.S. , UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA -LOS ANGELES 

Gregory L. Smith 
B. S. , UNIVERSITY OF :tv1ISSOURI -KANSAS CITY 

John A. Smith 
B. S., PURDUE UNIVERSITY 



Barry J. Snyder 
B. A., TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 

Robert A. Soltz 
B. S., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-KANSAS CITY 

Chris Stacey 
B. A., STANFORD UNIVERSITY 



Gregory E . Steiner 
B. S,, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI- COLUMBIA 

William C. Steinmann 
A. B, , UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI -COLUMBIA 

William K. Sullivan 
B, S., UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY 



Steven Tackett 
B, A, , UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-DAVIS 

Steven Taller 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-LOS ANGELES 

Daniel R. Wagner 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 



Kirk M. Wanless 
B. A. , DENISON UNIVERSITY _j 

Clyde Watson 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF :MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Marie R. Weinstein 
B. A. , UNIVERSITY OF :MISSOURI -COLUMBIA 



Paul D. Wheeler 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

Thomas F. Wheeler 
ST. WUIS UNIVERSITY 

Russell White 
B. A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 



Randall B. Wilkening 
B. A., CARLETON COLLEGE 

James R. Williams 
B. A., WILLIAM JEWELL COLLEGE 

John W. Williams IV 
B. A. , SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY 



Mona F. Wooten 
B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

William Wooten 
B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA 

John D. Yeast 

B.A. , M.S. P. H. , UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI -COLUMBIA 
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Class of 1974 Internship Appointments 
RICK AHMANN, Georgetown U., St. Med . 
DON BALE, St. Johns Mercy , St. Louis , Mo. , Rot. Var. 
LARRY BLESSING, U. Kansas Med . Ctr ., St. Med. 
LINDA BOCK , St. Louis U. Group Hosps., Peds. 
LYLE BROWN , Charity Hosp., New Orleans, La ., St. Surg. 
KEN BUCHWACH , U. of Illinois Affil. Hosps., Chicago, 

Surg. 
LOGAN BUNDY , General Hosp. of Ventura, Ca., Fam. 

Practice 
JIM BURNS, U of Mo. Med . Ctr., St. Med. 
RICHARD CASEY, St. Lukes Hosp ., St. Louis , Mo., Rot. 

Var. 
STEPHEN CHADWICK , U of Mo . Med. Ctr., St. Surg. 
JUSTIN COHEN, KC Gen., Med . & Emerg. Rm. , U. Kansas , 

Ophth. 
CHUCK COMFORT, U. Wise. Ext. Div.- Milwaukee, St. 

Med. 
DANNY COPELAND, Rockford Med. Educ. Found ., Fam. 

Practice 
ED CORTEZ, U of Kentucky Me d. Ctr ., Lexington , St. 

Surg. 
DENNEY CRISP, Kansas City Gen. , St. Surg. 
TOM CRITCHLOW, U of Mo. Med. Ctr. , St. Surg. 
JEAN CUKIER, Ochsner Found. Hosp. , New Orelans, La. 

St. Surg. 
CLAY CUNDIFF , St. Lukes Hosp ., Kans. Cty ., Rot. Var. 
BILL DIXON, St. Lukes Hosp., Kans . Cty ., Rot. Var. 
MARY DOHRMANN, U of Mo. Med. Ctr. , St. Med. 
TOM DRESSER, Naval Oakland , Ca., St. Med. 
BOB DRURY, So. Illinois U. & Affil. Hosps., Fam. Practice 
JIM DURHAM , Buffalo General Hosp ., N.Y., Rot. Med . 
TONY DUSTMAN, U of Mo. Med . Ctr., St. Surg. 
JOE DUVALL, U of Mo. Med. Ctr. , St . Med. 
RALPH EARP, Syracuse Med. Ctr. , N.Y., St. Med. 
MARK ECKERT, Kaiser Fdn . Los Angeles, Ca. , Fam. 

Practice 
CHUCK FRIEDMAN , Michael Reese Hosp., Chicago, St. 

Med. 
JOHN GEARHART, U of Mo. Med. Ctr. , Pathology 
MARK GOLDBERG, Jacksonville Med. Prog., Fla. , St. Med. 
BOB GOSE , U of Mo. Med. Ctr. , St. Surg. 
JIM GREEN , U of Mo Med. Ctr., Rot . Ob-Gyn. 
SAM GRIFFIN , U of Mo. Med. Ctr. , Family Practice 
HOWARD HARRIS, Indiana U. Med. Ctr., Surg. Res. 
MIKE HENNELLY, St. Johns Mercy Hosp. , St. Louis , Rot . 

Var. 
JOE HERSH, Cincinnati Gen Hosp ., Ohio , Peds. 
ROGER HIGGS, Ochsner Foun. Hosp ., New Oreleans, La. , 

St. Med. 
RON HORN, Univ. Washington Affil. Hosps., Seattle, Fam. 

Prac. 
LARRY KNEEZEL, Wm Shands Hosps., Gainesville , Fl. , St. 

Me d. 
JOHN LISTERMAN, Wesley Med . Ctr. , Wichita , Kans. , Fam. 

Prac . 
ROGER LITTGE, Riverside Gen., Ca. , Rot. 
ORLYN LOCKARD, U of Mo. Med. Ctr. , St . Med. 
JIM LORD, U of Mo. Med . Ctr. , Family Practice 
DAVID LUCKE, U of Iowa Hops ., Iowa City, St. Med. 
JIM MANSOUR, Jacksonville Med . Prog., Fla ., Fam. Prac. 
JOHN MANTOV ANI, Washington U-St. Louis Children's , 

Peds. 

KEN MARSHALL, U of Mississippi Hosps., Jackson, Fam. 
Prac. 

DAVID MARTY, U of Mo. Med. Ctr., St. Surg. 
JOE MATHEY, U of Mo . Med. Ctr., Family Practice 
LANCE MEAGHER, So. Illinois U, Springfield, St. Med. 
DAVID MECHLIN, U of Mo. Med. Ctr., St. Surg. 
LES MILLER, U of Mo . Med. Ctr. , St. Med . 
ED MULHERN, U of Mass. , Worcester , Family Practice 
CARL MYERS, UMKC , Kansas City Gen. , Family Practice 
TED NORWOOD, U of Mo. Med . Ctr. , St. Surg. 
JOE PAONE, Johns Hopkins , Baltimore, Md. , St . Surg. 
TOM PAPRECK, So. Illinois U. & Affil. Hosps., Fam 

Practice 
BRUCE PEGRAM , St. Johns Mercy Hosp . St. Louis, Rot. 

Var. 
JIM PEPPLE, Johns Hopkins , Baltimore , Md ., Peds. 
JIM PIONTEK, U of Kentucky Med . Ctr. , Lexington , St. 

Med. 
JOAN REGAN , Montefiore Hosp. Ctr., N.Y. C., Peds . 
TERRY RILEY , Naval Hosp. Bethesda , Md . Neurology Res. 
GERRY ROESELER, St. Johns Mercy Hosp . St. Louis , St. 

Sur g. 
S. J. SALFEN, San Francisco General, Rotating 
LARRY SCHICK, Wm Shands Hosps., Gainesville, Fl. , Anes. 

Res . 
PAUL SCHMIDT, Univ. Hosps, Madison, Wise. , Fam. 

Practice 
DAVID SCHOENWALDER, St. Johns Mercy Hosp., St. 

Louis , St. Med . 
DAVID SHOULTS, Naval San Diego , Ca. Rotating 
NORMAN SLUSHER, U San Antonio Hosp. Texas, St. Med . 
GREG SMITH, Menorah Med . Ctr ., Kansas City , St. Surg. 
JOHN SMITH, Ph.D., Physical Biochemistry , U of 

Melbourne 
BARRY SNYDER, U of Mo. Med . Ctr. , St. Med . 
BOB SOLTZ, Childrens Mercy Hosp. , Kans. City ., Peds. 
CHRIS STACEY, Baylor Coli. Hosps., Houston Texas, Rot. 

Var. 
GREG STEINER, Edward Sparrow Hosp. Lansing, Mich. , 

Fam Prac 
BILL STEINMANN, U of Nebraska Affil Hosps., St. Med . 
BILL SULLIVAN , Scott Air Force Base , Ill ., Rot . Var. 
STEVE TALLER, V.A. Hosp. , Los Angeles- Wadsworth , St. 

Me d. 
DAN WAGNER, U of Iowa Hosps., Iowa City , St. Me d. 
KIRK WANLESS, U of Colorado Hosp . Denver, Surg. Res. 
CLYDE WATSON, St. Elizabeth Hosp., Dayton , Ohio Fam. 

Prac. 
MARIE WEINSTEIN, Martin Luther King Jr. Hosp. Ca ., Peds. 
PAUL WHEELER, U of Mo. Med . Ctr., Rot . Ob-Gyn. 
TOM WHEELER, St Johns Mercy Hosp. , St. Louis , Fam 

Practice 
RUSSELL WHITE, U of Mo. Med. Ctr., Family Practice 
RANDALL WILKENING, U of Colorado Hosp., Denver , 

Peds. 
JIM WILLIAMS, U of Mo. Med. Ctr., Radiology 
JOHN WILLIAMS, U of Mo . Med. Ctr. , Rot. Ob-Gyn. 
BILL WOOTEN , St. Joseph's Hosp., Flint, Mich. , Fam. Prac. 
MONA WOOTEN , St. Joseph's Hosp., Flint, Mich., Fam. 

Prac. 
JOHN YEAST, Naval San Diego, Ca ., St. Ob-Gyn 
ANITA YOUNGER, U of Kansas Med . Ctr. , Pathology Res. 



Editorial 
In thi s manual, tile "socially concerned," "not-too

bri ght but easy-to -get-along-w ith" Class of 1974 ilas had 
their say . Admittedly , it's been four years in coming; and 
even so, it's been prepared in our classically fragmented 
manner . But it has been put toge ther by this small group of 
medical and nursing students to do more than portray the 
1973-74 year. This manual reflects our impressions about 
U},1MC- -impressions that we've formed during the past four 
years. We've gone to the considerable trouble of organizing 
them in this way for several reasons . 

Our primary goa l is to express a student view of the 
Medical Center . To this end, we 've discusse d e very impor
tant phase of our student lives within the framework of this 
past year . Though no staff member agrees with every article 
or comment, the overview represents our consensus opinion. 
We've written from our own perspective with few attempts 
at retrospective objectivity . Of course we're also aware of 
our limitations. We don't consider ourselves divinely in
spired to carry the student cause to the U MMC power struc
ture . Nor are we possessed of a prior knowledge suffic ient 
to solve obvioulsy complex problems. 

We do however consider our views valuable --not in 
themselves but be cause our second rationale for the manual 
is to stimulate not dramatic cilange but honest dialogue, By 
giving our biased appraisal and emphasizing spe cific areas, 
we've sought to provide a starting point for more open ex
change among administration, faculty, paramedical pro
fessionals, and students. We hope this increased communi
cation will in turn be the first step toward constructive 
change. 

We 've chosen this annual as our sounding board be
cause we consider it the most practical and efficient avenue 
for student communication with the UMMC community . 
It's practical because it provides the security of relative 
anonymity--anonymity made desirable by the medical 
school hierarchy' s traditionally overzealous opposition to 
student criticism and unsolicited questions. It' s efficient 
because it bypasses the established bureaucracy . The insti
tutional agencies are so bound to paper shuffling and pro
tocol that direct communication is nearly impossible . Even 
ideas that find an audience are then so diluted by commit
tees and compromise that effective exchange is kept to a 
minimum . Our yearbook format has hopefully allowed un
inhibited expression with maximal Medical Center exposure 
and minimal bureaucratic obstruction. 

For these reasons and in this way, we have highlighted 
areas of both student satisfaction and dissatisfaction as we 
see them . Our impress ions are clearly more emotional than 
inte llectual. Our views are colored by our perennial bottom
man vantage point, and we frequently seem antagonistic or 
bitter. This approach, hoever, probably stems more from a 
naive disappointment in the lack of Utopia and our focus on 
issues of special concern than any real discontent. We have 
knowingly slighted Medical Center strengths in the interests 
of time, space, and our own cynicism. But we are not blind 
to this positive side (see page 238), 

We are as proudly aware of this Center ' s many strong 
points as anyone, We rate the quality of our medical educa
tion as good as or better than most, and we respect the vast 
majority of UMMC staff as good clinicians and medical 
educators. It' s here that we 'v e had our initial education and 
experience for what will be a lifetime of medicine. We 
move on with a mi xed sense of re lief and loss, and a degree 
of loyalty that comes from four years within these walls. 

Lastly, we 've compiled this volume in the hope that 
it will serve as a reminder of the year past and bring some 
laughter and nostalgia in that contex t. We leave with the 
final notion that once we lose the capacity to listen to one 
another and laugh together about mutual concerns, we've 
a lready defined our underlying pathology--and it's terminal. 

J. F. M . 
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Patrons 
UMMC Housestaff 
Jason N. Smith, M.D. 
Howard L. Mussell , M.D. 
John C. Winnacker, M.D. 
Hugh E. Stephenson, Jr., M.D. 
Charles E. Mengel, M.D. 

William C. Allen , M.D. 
Carl H. Almond, M.D. 
Colin E. Atterbury, M.D. 
Linda K. Bickerstaff, M.D. 
Leonard H. Brubaker, M.D. 
Thomas W. Burns, M.D. 
James H. Butt, M.D. 
Robert L. Carolla, M.D. 
Robert W. Chester 
Jack M. Colwill, M.D. 
Davis Crismon 
Thomas S. Culley, M.D. 
Ray Cunningham, M.D. 
Gerald V. Cupp, M.D. 
Robert J . Curnow, M.D. 
William E. Davis, M.D. 
James 0. Davis, M.D. 
M. S. DeWeese, M.D. 
James D. Dexter, M.D. 
Gary A. Dyer, M.D. 
G. W. N. Eggers, Jr., M.D. 
William D. Gaunt, M.D. 
Candy Gillespie 
Keith T. Grebe, M.D. 
William T. Griffin, M.D. 
Nasrollah Hakami, M.D. 
David G. Hall, M.D. 
Kenneth C. Hanson, M.D. 
Thomas D. Harris, M.D. 
Michael N. Hart, M.D. 

K.C. General Hospital 
Richard A. Heimburger, M.D. 
Patrick Henry, M.D. 
John Henzel, M.D. 
Raymond Hodges, M.D. 
Richard Holt, M.D. 
Carl H. Ide, M.D. 
·Robert L. Jackson, M.D. 
Ronald James, M.D. 
J. Alan Johnson, M.D. 
Donald J. Joseph, M.D. 
Waseem Kamal , M.D. 
W. F. Keitzer, M.D. 
Kenneth K. Keown, M.D. 
Earl S. Kerr, M.D. 
Kaye H. Kilburn, M.D. 
David M. Klachko, M.D. 
Wynn LeGrow, M.D. 
Jlt Kim Lim, M.D. 
Lynn 0. Litton, M.D. 
Gwllym S. Lodwick, M.D. 
John F. Maher, M.D. 
Hans 0 . Mauksch, M.D. 
Charles M. May, M.O. 
William D. M::-.yer, M.D. 
Robert E. McDavid, M.D. 
Dallas Meyer, Ph.D. 
Frank L. Mitchell, M.D. 
Joseph E. Montie, M.D. 
W. Klrt Nichols, M.D. 

Thank you 

Giulio J. Barbero, M.D. 
Karl D. Nolph , M.D. 
lan M. Thompson, M.D. 
William S. Irvin, M.D. 
Akbar Mohammed, M.D. 
Sherwood Baker, M.D. 

Alan Oestreich , M.D. 
Jeanne O'Malley 
Brent M. Parker, M.D. 
James M. Pickens, M.D. 
Mitchell J . Rosenholtz, M.D. 
Gilbert Ross, Jr., M.D. 
Robert Russell , M.D. 
Rafael Salas, M.D. 
Richard J . Samaha, M.D. 
David D. Scherr, M.D. 
Donald A. Senhauser, M.D. 
Eleanor Shaheen , M.D. 
Gordon C. Sharp, M.D. 
P. K. Srivastava, M.D. 
Harry Stoeckle, M.D. 
John R. Stone, M.D. 
Plnit Suthunyarat, M.D. 
Gary Taney, M.D. 
Boyd E. Terry, M.D. 
William D. Trumbower, M.D. 
Duane N. Tweeddale, M.D. 
Linley E. Watson, M.D. 
James M. A. Weiss, M.D. 
Harry H. White, M.D. 
Vernon E. Wilson, M.D. 
Daniel H. Winship, M.D. 
Calvin Woodruff, M.D. 
Helen Yeager, M.D. 
Marvin L. Zatzman, Ph.D. 



St. John's Mercy 
Medical Center 

615 South New Ballas Road 
Saint Louis, Missouri 63141 

- - - A Community general hospital, with full 
In-tegrated private and ward patients 

DEPARTMENT AND DIVISION CHAIRMEN - - - 18 rotating 0, 1, 2; 6 straight medicine; 
4 straight surgery Internships 

Anesthesiology - Dr. Leymour Brown 
Family Practice- Dr. Joseph Lauber 
Medicine - Dr. Richard Reider 
Cardiology- Dr. William Hamilton 
Ob-Gyn - Dr. Richard Muckerman 
Pathology- Dr. VIncent Palermo 
Psychiatry - Dr. Duane Q. Hagen 
Radiology- Dr. Thomas Maher 
Surgery - Dr. William Monafo 
Urology - Dr. Farld Fulelhan 

Richard Gimpelaan,M.D . Eugene Schmidt, M.D. 
University of Missouri University of Missouri 
Intern, Rotating Intern, Rotating 

--- Accredited residencies In Ob-Gyn, Surgery, 
Medicine, Pathology and Family Practice 

1973 UMMC Graduates 
Interning at SJMMC. 

Jacob Sosna, M.D. 
University of Missouri 

Intern, Medicine 

Jennifer Swiney, M.D. 
University of Missouri 

Intern, Rotating 

For more Information, 
please write: 

Leslie Tucker, M. D: 
University of Mhsouri 

Intern, Medicine 

Robert Wankum, M .D, 
Unl versi ty of Missouri 

Intern, Medicine 

Philip C. Higgins, M.D. 
St. John's Mercy Medical Center 
615 South New Ballas Road 
Saint Louis, Missouri 63141 
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Missouri Baptist Hospital 

Missouri Baptist Hospital showing new north addition and east wing now under construction. 

AT PRESENT, A 320 BED GENERAL HOSPITAL WITH A 180 BED EXPANSION PROGRAM TO BE 
COMPLETED DECEMBER, 1973; LOCATED IN MODERN FACILITIES IN WEST ST. LOUIS COUNTY. IT 
HAS AN ACTIVE EMERGENCY ROOM AND OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT. THERE IS A LARGE 
CARDIAC LABORATORY AND A 12 BED MONITORED CORONARY CARE UNIT. THE SURGICAL 
DIVISION IS FULLY EQUIPPED AND HAS A 10 BED MONITORED INTENSIVE CARE DIVISION. A 
FULLY EQUIPPED PULMONARY LABORATORY, G.l. LABORATORY, ADDITIONAL SURGICAL 
SUITES, FULLY COMPUTERIZED LABORATORY AND A GREATLY EXPANDED X-RAY LABORATORY 
WILL BE AVAILABLE UPON COMPLETION OF THE NEW EAST WING. 

THE HOSPITAL IS AFFILIATED WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-COLUMBIA. 

9 APPROVED ROTATING INTERNSHIPS. APPROVED RESIDENCIES IN OB/GYN AND PATHOLOGY. 

EXTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE IN MEDICINE AND SURGERY FOR THIRD 
AND FOURTH YEAR MEDICAL STUDENTS. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, 
PLEASE CONTACT: 

FRANK J. CATANZARO, M.D. 
DIRECTOR, MEDICAL EDUCATION 

CHIEF OF MEDICINE 
(314) 432-1212 

EXT. 2274, 2370 or 2146. 



MISSOURI 
ACADEMY OF 

FAMILY 
PHYSICIANS 

The members of this organization congratulate each student 
who has successfully completed another year of medical school. 
We express our sincere appreciation to those who are par
ticipating In the Big Brother Program and Invite those who are not 
participating to do so. 

Congratulations to the 1974 Graduating Class 

MSD 
MERCK SHARP & DOHME 

COLUMBIA AREA REPRESENTATIVE 
LARRY D. KRUSE 

REGIONAL OFFICE 
9001 QUIVIRA RD. 

2547 ORCHARD LANE 
JEFFERSON CITY, MO. 65101 
(314) 635-4644 

SHAWNEE MISSION, KS. 66201 
(913) 888-1110 
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THE MISSOURI BOOKSTORE 

Best Selection in 
BOOKS 

INSTRUMENTS 
SUPPLIES 

WHITE COATS 
SPECIAL ORDERS 



• Medicine 
• Surgery 

Approved Straight Internships In Medicine and Pathology 
Approved Residency Programs In: 

• Pathology • Obstetrics and Gynecology 
• Radiology 

A PRIME AFFILIATE OF THE NEW MEDICAL SCHOOL 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, KANSAS CITY 

AFFILIATIONS WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS MEDICAL CENTER 
CHILDREN'S MERCY HOSPITAL, VETERAN'S ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL 

JACKSON COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL 

Post-graduate Educational Program 
The Danciger Clinic 

for Information contact: 

The Menorah Medical Center 
4949 Rockhill Road, Kansas City, Missouri, 64110 (816) 276-8000 
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VALUE 

Datsun 610 

SELLS 

Datsun 2402 

CARS 

We have the World's best Value cars 
And 

You will like the budget terms we arrange 

KELLEY 
Pontiac-Datsun-Volvo 

and Service 



CONGRATULATIONS! Being graduated begins your membership in the "learned 
professions" but does not conclude your status as a student: 

"You must always be students, 
learning and unlearning, 
till your life's end, and If, 
(ladles and) gentlemen, 

you are not prepared to follow 
your profession in this spirit, 

I Implore you to leave Its ranks 
and betake yourself to some 

third-class trade." 

(Joseph Lister) 

Office of Continuing Education and Extension 
Medical Center 
University of Missouri-Columbia 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1974 GRADUATING CLASS 

OF THE 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

The 

BOONE 
COUNTY 
MEDICAL 
SOCIETY 

Welcomes You to the practice of Medicine in Missouri 
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106th Year 

9th and Broadway 

BEST WISHES 
TO THE CLASS OF 1974. 

THE UPJOHN 
COMPANY 

11710 ADMINISTRATION DRIVE 
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63141 

RAY E. DYE, R.Ph . 
HOSPITAL REPRESENTATIVE 

2302 ST. CLAIR AVENUE 
BRENTWOOD, MO., 63144 

(314) 962-7842 

I 
P?'!OTOGRAPHY 

~i#P ~ 

Direct Color Portraits 
Weddings and Commercials 

Senior Portraits 
by 

Gene Ringo 

}'laming pit 
Family Restaurants 

Open Dally 

Charcoal-Broiled Steaks 

Banquet Facilities (10-250) 

Parkade Plaza Shopping Center 
Columbia, Mo. 



Gong ratu lations 
Med School 
Graduates 

It's been a pleasure serving you . We hope 
you'll visit us again on your return trip to 01' 
Mizzou. 

BEST WISHES FOR A SUCCESSFUL CAREER. 

1-70 and U.S. 63 North-Phone 314/449-0051 

BRECKENRIDGE 

RAMADA: INN 

STEREO and 
Citizens Band 
Headquarters 

• Citizens Band Radio, C. B. Antennas and components 
• Stereo Systems 

• Tape Players 
• Pre-recorded tapes-religious and pop 

• Blank Tapes 
• Test Equipment 
• Electronic Parts 

·rubes and Transistors 

LAFAYETTE RADIO 
ELECTRONICS 

Owned and operated by Wittenborn Electronics 
Broadway Shopping Center 

445-6834 
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-6 

To the Graduating Class of 1974 
CONGRATULATIONS 

JeeP. 
DELL CORNELL & SON 

303 E . Business Loop 70 

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 65201 

ALL'S WELL WHEN YOU DEAL WITH CORNELLS 

W. A. "DELL" CORNELL, PRESIDENT JAMES A. CORNELL, SEC.-TREAS. 
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La Cantina 
d'ltalia 

• •••• . ~. l 
i't 

ITALIAN-AMERICAN CUISINE AND 
FINE WINES 

915 CHERRY COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 65201 
TELEPHONE: (314) 443-2917 

PHONE 
443-8777 

ene 
lenn 

Men's and Women's 
Clothing 

Men's and Women's 
Shoes 

"OF COURSE" 

Columbia, Missouri, 65201 
906 

E. Broadway 

WE HAVE A DIAMOND 
IN YOUR PRICE RANGE 

Do come In and see our extensive 
collection of fine diamonds featuring 
quality at a price you can afford. 

Diamond solltares f1fi\ 
from $150 ~ 

~~ -F INE JEW ELERS S INCE 1896 

1021 EAST BROADWAY COLUMBIA . MISSOURI 



Chinese Restaurant & Cocktail Lounge 
featuring Peking Duck 

2100 WEST BROADWAY PHONE 445-3415 

Tcha.ikovsky had 
9 plates of Blini ~......m 
before start 
his 5th 
Symphony! 
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Gentlemen's Clothiers 
Furnishers Importers 

9:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat. 
and Until 8:30 on 

Thursday. 



On 
Campus 

Import Auto Parts 
• Complete line ot Foreign Car Parts and Accessories 

• Full Listing on Speed Equipment tor Foreign and Domestic 
• Special Ordering Service 

Precision Machine Shop 

AUTOMOTIVE 

• Complete Foreign and Domestic Machine Work 
• Engine Repair end Rebuilding 

• Parts Rebuilding 
• Electric and Hell-arc Welding 

Parts Department 
Machine Shop 

47 E. Broadway, Columbia, Missouri 

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE 

- Newly expanded med ical and nursing book section 
- Fast, three day special order ·servlce 

- Most convenient location and friendly, personal 
attention to your needs. 

443-4581 
449-5393 

Brady 
Commons 

910 Bus- Loop 70-E. Live entertainment nightly 443-1920 
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ST. FRANCIS HOSPITAL 
WICHITA, KANSAS 

PROVIDING HEALTH SERVICE FOR THE MIDWEST SINCE 1889 

CONTINUING POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION SINCE 1899 

AN AFFILIATE OF WSU BRANCH OF KUMC 

APPROVED RESIDENCY PROGRAMS IN: 

* INTERNAL MEDICINE * ORTHOPEDICS * SURGERY 
*PATHOLOGY* RADIOLOGY 

*Full maintenance Including generous stipend and apartment 
on hospital premises; 1-2-3 bedrooms. 

*925 beds for comprehensive clinical experience. 
*Outpatient facilities In major disciplines; 79,000 patients. 
*30,000 annual admissions. 

For additional Information and application write to: 
H. E. Hynes, MD 
Director of Medical Education 
St. Francis Hospital 
929 N. St. Francis Avenue 
Wichita, Kansas 67214 



Congratulations and Welcome 
To the 

Class of 1974 
School of Medicine 

From the University of Missouri-Columbia 
Medical Alumni Organization 

J. s. Sanders, M.D. 
Jefferson City, Missouri 
President--1973-75 
University of Missouri-Columbia 
Medical Alumni Organization 

You are now members of the University of Missouri-Columbia Medical Alumni 
Organization, an organization of graduates, present and former house officers, 
faculty and friends of the School of Medicine. The Organization serves to orga
nize the interests, abilities and efforts of the University of Missouri Medical 
Alumni for the good of Medical Education in Missouri, and the University of 
Missouri-Columbia School of Medicine. 

We urge your interest and active participation in the Medical Alumni 
Organization as well as the University of Missouri-Columbia Alumni Association. 

University of Missouri-Medical Alumni Organization 
c / o The Dean's Office 
University of Missouri-Columbia School of Medicine 
Columbia, Missouri 65201 
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THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY 
OF 

SEDALIA, MISSOURI 
WELCOMES AND CONGRATULATES 

THE CLASS OF 1974 
Compliments of the Pettis County Medical Society 

A. L. Lowe, M.D., President 
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St. Luke's Hospital 
In Kansas City, Missouri , is a non-profit acute care general hospital caring for Indigent as well 
as private patients. St. Luke's is affiliated with the: University of Missouri at Kansas City, 
University of Kansas Medical School, Children's Mercy Hospital and the Jackson County 
Hospital. St. Luke's has a complement of 625 beds and 59 bassinets. Stipends from $8,800. 
St. Luke's Hospital is approved for rotating 0,1 ,2 internships and straight OB-Gyn, medicine 
and surgery internships. 

The Residency Program 
Includes: 
Medicine .. . . .. ... 3 years 
Cardiology Fellowship 2 years 
Obstetrics Gynecology 3 years 
Radiology . . .... .. . 3 years 
Urology . ...... (affiliated) 
Anesthesiology 

Orthopedics .. 3 or 4 years 
Pathology . . .. . . . ... 4 years 
Opthalmology (affiliated) 
Thoracic Surgery ... . 2 years 
For additional information, write to: 
DIRECTOR, MEDICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH 
St. Luke's Hospital 
Wornail Road at 44th Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64111 



start with . . . . stay with 

Lasix (furosemide) 

IN LONG-TERM THERAPY 

HOECHST PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 

Richard "Dick" Wiens 
Professional Representative 

35 Whispering Drive 
Whispering Hills 

Lenexa, Kansas 66220 

(913) 441-3344 

With Special Attention for Student Needs! 

BANK 
Of' COMMI!RCI! 

Broadway Shopping 
Center 8th and Cherry 

443-1411 

Best Wishes to the 
Class of 197 4 

from 
Harold L. Reichert 

KEY REXALL DRUG 

Meadowbrook Shopping Center 
6000 N. Antioch Road 

Kansas City, Missouri 64119 

Congratulations to the 
Class of 1974 

ROSS LABORATORIES, INC. 
Columbus, Ohio 

Medical Representative 
Jim Daus 

St. Louis County, Mo. 
(314) 966-6198 
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The 
Medical Community 

Of 
Springfield, Missouri 

Congratulates 
And 

Welcomes 
The 

Class of 1974 
Green County Medical Society 

Cox Medical Center 
St. John's Hospital 

Baptist Hospital 

LEADER IN WOMEN'S FASHIONS 

SINCE 1931 

916-918 E. Broadway 
Columbia, Missouri 65201 

314-449-2923 

Compliments of 

ROCHE LABORATORIES 
Nutley, New Jersey 

Health Services Specialist 
David L. Crismon 

3015 Bray Ave. Columbia, Mo. 
(314) 445-6691 

Compliments 
of 

Glover 
the 

Clothier 

Biscayne Mall 



Congratulations to the 

Graduates of 1974 

SCHERING 
CORPORATION 

Mario Pandolfo Bernie Bopp 

BEST WISHES 

FROM 

PARKE-DAVIS 

Bill Cutler 

Congratulations to the 

Class of 1974 

STUART 
PHARMACEUTICALS 

Philip D. McNabb 
271 Whitetree Lane St. Louis, Mo. 

(314) 527-2239 

Best of Luck to the 

Class of 197 4 

usv 
Pharmaceutical Corporation 

John Creson 
1906 Fair Lane Columbia, Mo. 

(314) 474-7389 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
CLASS OF 1974 

SKF 
LABORATORIES 

Charles Covington 
3804 Faurot Dr. (314) 445-6326 

To The Graduating 

Class of 1974 

CONGRATULATIONS! 

MARION 
LABORATORIES 

Mike Slind 
Hospital Specialist 
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' II II 

NOBODY 
CAN PROMISE TO 
MAKING MOVING 

A PICNIC . 

But at Banton-Hecht Moving and Storage Inc., we move every
day. So we can promise to put our years of experience to work 
for you when you move. We know Medical School has been a 
long , tough grind . And if you're moving on to a new school , or 
to start a practice, we'd like to help. Our United representative 
will estimate costs and suggest ways to save you time and ex
pense. Our safe-care packing makes sure that everything wil l 
arrive safely. Our sanitized vans provide complete protection 
so your possessions get there as fresh as when they left. We'll 
even give you a pamphlet to help you plan all of the details 
you'll have to take care of. Like when you arrange to have the 
gas shut off. And mall and newspaper delivery stopped. 
Banton-Hecht Moving and Storage Inc., 442-1161 We do more 
than just get you there. 

PE~SI 

FOBBS TIIITBI 

NOW SHOWING 
DINING, DRINKING AND DANCING 

OLDE TIME MOVIES SHOWN DAILY 

OPEN 11 A.M. 
MINORS WELCOME TILL 8:00 P.M. 

1105 E. BROADWAY 443-7952 

Gong ratu lations 
To the 

Class of 197 4 

Compliments 
Of 

DAVE SHIREMAN'S 
BARBER SHOP AND HAIR-STYLING 



We thank thosed listed below who have financially supported 
the MUtation through their ads. Please patronize our advertisers. 

St. John's Mercy Medical Center 

Missouri Baptist Hospital 

Missouri Bookstore 

Menorah Medical Center 

Kelley Cars 

St . Francis Hospital 

Woody's 

UMMC Alumni Association 

M.S.D. Pharmaceutical 

Missouri Academy of Family 
Physicians 

Office of Continuing Education 

Boone County Medical Society 

Mandarin House Restaurant 

St. Luke's Hospital 

Benton-Hecht Moving & Storage 

Dell Cornell and Son 

University Bookstore 

Pettis County Medical Society 

Green County Medical Society 

Ramada Inn 

Barth's Clothing Company 

Ringo Studio 

Upjohn Company 

Flaming Pit Restaurant 

Lafayette Electronics 

Hoechst Pharmaceuticals 

Harpo's 

Duerst Automotive 

18th Amendment 

2100 West 

First Bank of Commerce 

La Cantina d'ltalia 

Sandoz Pharmaceuticals 

Suzanne's 

Gene Glenn's 

Roche Laboratories 

Schering Corporation 

Stuart Pharmaceuticals 

Puckett's 

Buchroeder's Jewelers 

Glover the Clothier 

Pepsi-Cola 

Ford 's Theater 

Parke-Davis 

Dave Shireman's Barber Shop 

Key Rexall Drugs 

Ross Laboratories 

S.K.F. Laboratories 

U.S.V. Laboratories 

Marion Laboratories 
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Psyc.n Revtsited 
We medical students were a callous, irreverent group . 

I realize that now. Somehow, though, I didn't recognize 
many things back in '73, when, as an M-4, I appeared on 
3-South at Mid- Mo to learn about Psychiatry. To be sure, 
the Mental Health Center made it clear that it was not 
under control of the Medical School. I remember, as though 
it were yesterday, the time Dr. Nieuwenhuizen installed a 
coin-operated turnstile in the connecting corridor. Still, it 
wasn't until the next year, 1974, that the secre t rental con
tract was exposed--the agreement that the Executive Facul
ty would provide semi -skilled workers for doing physical 
exams, secretarial work, etc,, for $50/month plus free 
Tofranil. I really don't know why I didn't immediately 
warm up to the staff on 3-South. 

It statred in November. There was no orientation for 
us on the ward, but what the hell; a team meeting could 
"get us into it" better anyway. They were all there that 
first day: the four professional people who ran the ward and 
the educational program. "Smiling Bob, Ph. D." greeted 
us in what we were to discover was his typically casual, 
yet keenly insightful, manner: "Far out, man, dig havin' 
you here." Smiling Bob's last name was never known to us, 
because he believed that surnames were merely artificial 
barriers and impediments to true co-equal interaction. He 
preferred that we subsittute "Ph.D." as a surname for him, 
If you forgot to say those letters when you addressed him, 
he would stoke the interaction by reminding, "Far out, man, 
you forgot to say Ph.D." 

The bulk of therapeutic work was done by Lucille 
Gucy, R.N. After completing her nurse' s training the pre
vious month by correspondence at the age of fourteen, she 
assumed the duties of head nurse, Lucille (she hated to be 
called Lucy) was always eager to help us when she had time. 
But she aptly pointed out, "I have to spend a lot of time with 
these patients, you know, being therapeutic, helping them 
to ventilate, getting into their problems. So, don't you 
guys give me any shit, or talk to any of these patients." 

Ordering and regulation of medications was the job of 
the Psychiatric Aide. On our team, that role was filled by 
Lurch, another person without a surname, and so far as any
one could ever tell, without a sex. Lurch was ideally suited 
for his/her job because of vast personal experience with 
practically every known psychic drug. From the Lotus Posi
tion at the head of the conference table, Lurch smiled that 
characteristic grin and honked hello to us on the bicycle 
horn he/she carried to communicate with. 

These three were clearly overshadowed, though, by 
the real leader of the team, Big Bertha, M.s. W. She sat 
quietly in the corner watching us file arrogantly into the 
room . Confidently, she knew that she could break us just 
as she had broken many before us, Bertha had worked her 
way through school as a Roller Derby star, and when she 
tipped her head slowly to the left, one could still hear the 
impressive whir of ball bearings between her ears. "Glad to 
meet you (whirrr) boys. Sit down now and shut up. Do you 
(whirrr) have any quest ions about your duties here? " 

236 "Yes, do • •• " 

"I'd really like to answer that question, " Big Bertha 
interrupted, "but we're late for the next staff conference," 
Lurch happily beeped on the horn, and we all hustled off to 
the first of that day's meetings. 

Yes, that's how my psych block began. Oh, there were 
lots of other memorable learning experiences to follow. 
Like the time Dr. Davis did that impressive impersonation 
of Patrick Henry, while he maliciously humiliated a nervous 
M-3 who presented a patient to him--1 mean, it was surely 
all for a laugh; he couldn 't really have enjoyed the guy 's 
crying as much as he pretended to, Or the time that the 
seven pound infant was delivered 3 hours after one psych 
resident wrote a progress note, "tense ascites and colic are 
worsening rapidly. " 

Late one afternoon, we had just finished our 13th staff 
meeting of the day and I walked into the chart room to do 
some paper work. Waiting for me, there were all the mem
bers of the team, In a perfect yoga headstand, mismatched 
tennis shoes pointed skyward in a "V" sign, Lurch welcomed 
me with a reserved "beep-beep." Quietly, the door closed 
behind me, 

Big Bertha, sensitive to the air ·of the moment, 
crunched out her cigarette in the palm of her hand, and in
troduced the subject of our meeting . "I understand you told 
one of our patients that he had a 'heart attack', •• is that 
right?" 

"That's right, he did, Bertha, I heard him, " said 
Lucille. "I've told these Pukes not to put foolish ideas in 
my patients' heads, but they do it every time!" 

"But, his pain, his EKG ••• " 
"Far out, man, dig having you here." 
Shut up, Bob, You students were told that Mr. Smith's 

chest pain was clearly mainpulative, and that Lucille would 
confront him with reality thearapy." 

"Yes, but I thought the ice water was too, •• " 
"Beep-beep-honk." From Lurch, that translated to 

"Double-think therapy relies on the ice water test." 
Bertha continued, "You tried to interrupt with Lurch's 

management of Mr. Smith's medications, knowing full well 
that Lurch had nearly developed a perfect syncopated pulse. 
We could forgive all that, but when you called Archie to
day, that was the last straw." As Bertha bent her craggy 
head, two small ball bearings rolled out of her left ear to 
the floor. 

"Yeah, " chimed Lucille, "Old man Smith lays there 
pretending to be blue for three days and you let yourself be 
manipulated! Don't you know about Gitachass Therapy?" 

"Gitchass therapy? " 
"Yeah. Gitchass outa bed! ! " 
It was shortly after that statement that Lurch handed 

Bertha the instrument and she did it. My dartos fascia 
healed up alright afterward, though it's been impossible to 
get a rise out of me ever since. I've heard that the M3HC 
personnel have performed this operation on all the Docs 
at Mid-Mo. Though the names and faces change from 
ward to ward, the approach is always the same . 

I wonder who operated on the Deans? 



Honest, John. It says he was a 5'3" giant of a 
man. 

Well, listen, Jay! Maybe 
if you had been on call 
more often, this wouldn't 
have happened. 

Four o'clock and another turkey. 

Prepped and draped in the usual man
ner. 

I'd like to kick his • . • Oh! Good 
morning, Chief. 
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The Positive Side 

The preceding 237 pages are a co llection of opmwns --a continuous editorial 
expressed by a volunteer group of students. While we have attacked the foibles and in
adequacies of individuals and departments, we also feel it important to be explicit in 
praise of our education as a whole. We've written the following in a stream of con
sc iousness style to remind ourselves of previously omitted strengths. It will hopefully 
provide some conso lation during the bad times ahead for those remaining here. For 
our classmates , we've written thi s knowing that our frustration during the next few 
years will be primarily in different settings but of the same essential etiology --and as 
a reminder that no system is all bad. We hope our optimistic lapse helps. 

More than once we've heard the student comment, " ••• if it hadn't been for 
Rosenholtz, I wouldn't have gotten into med school." This may be exaggerated , but 
we at least appreciate the fresh slant on admissions criteria that Mitch brought UMMC , 
and the opportunity to make the grade he gave many of through personal e ffort. Mov 
ing on, Orientation Week did have a genera lly inspiring spe·ech or tw o that we still 
remember and consider valuable. As far as the course material, the Anatomy Depart
ment has made a real effort to produce a well-organized "systems approach" . And 
throughout the pre-clinical years, individual help was always availab le (remember 
Dr. Koeppe and others who came in the evenings?) . The ev ils of Micro were certain
ly exaggerated by our predecessors, and the Human Ecology course ••• well, the 
concept is good and they are constantly trying to improve. The Pathology course 
speaks for itself. It' s a shining star as we look back to those first two years. And re
gardless of how little was actually learned in Intro. to Medicine , it's nice to know 
that busy clinicians mal<e the time to give students an early clinical exposure . We 
also owe special thanks to Dr. Vernon Wilson for our Multi-D labs, and to our class 
mates for the note service --many of us wouldn't have made it without them. 

Into the clinical years, the Pediatrics Department has made real progress in im
proving the student rotation, and E. James is a genuine super-star in our book. Junior 
Surgery offers maximum student responsibility as well as a heavy work load , and 
gentlemanly Dr. DeWeese is a good example to follow. Overall, the Medicine De
partment remains the single best teaching and patient care division in the hospital. 
Whatever else, Dr. Mengel is a brilliant clinician and bedside teacher, and his resi 
dents are a traditionally exceptional group. Ob-Gyn's strengths include Residents 
Trumbower and Grebe, ward rounds , and an emphasis on student responsibility and ed 
ucation. During the M -4 year, elective and free time abound if you plan intelligent
ly. Senior Medicine and Surgery are best for those with options. Ward medicine here 
is always beneficial however, and the emergency room experience , orthopedic resi
dents, and urology and thoracic x-ray conferences make even 10 day rotations in
formative. The concept of a preceptorship is one fo the real outstanding facets of our 
curriculum and provides an excellent introduction into "real world" medicine. An oft
maligned group, the paramedical personnel here and at the VA are generally hard
working people who do their best in a difficult system . Our thanks to the social 
workers who bail us out, the lab people who drop what they're doing to answer a 
question or look up a lost result, and the night x -ray techs who are pleasant and ef
ficient under difficult circumstances. 

Having read to here, if you're thinking, "But Mitch rarely had the time for me 
after Orientation Week," or "But neuroanatomy was a real crock," or "But senior sur
gery was downright insulting," then you're normal--but you need to be reprogrammed. 
Our advice is to wait for a free block and then re-read this article over and over 
again . You may surprise yourself and start liking it here, 



JOHN MANTOVANI 

MARY LEA DOHRMANN 

ROGER HIGGS 

LES MILLER 

with extra special thanks to: 

Jan Mantovani 
Pat Higgs 

Jane Madden 

Dave Mechlin 

Joe Paone 

Barry Snyder 

Tom Wheeler 

Yeah, well I can understand if 
you ran out of gas, have Satur
day afternoon rounds on anes
thesiology today, need to go to 

the store with your wife, and , • 

Mantovani finally takes the staff' s 
advice on a suggestion. 

MUtation Staff 

M,L,D, congratulates finalists of "Sensuous Elbow of the Year" a
ward and rewards them ,, , with a smile , 

Oh, I didn't know the camera I set 
up on delayed exposure was going 
to take my picture, 

Mutation staff salutes the class of '74 for all their help on the 
Yearbook. 

Becky Christian 
Justin Cohen 

Family reunion af- Chuck Comfort 
ter 7 months of Tom Dresser 
Mutation tedium: Bob Drury 
"You mean we've Chuck Friedman 
adopted another Stan Hayes 
child? " John Listerman 

Dan Longo 
Judy McCoy 
Cathy Paone 
Larry Schick 
Greg Smith 
Bill Sullivan 
John Yeast 
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... and so there ain't 
nothing more to write about 

and i am rotten glad of 
it, because if i'd a 

knowed what a 
trouble it was to make 

a book i wouldn't a 
tackled it and i ain't 

agoing to no more . 
. . . mark twain 
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